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Mrs.
"The

SLOGAN is

here!"

General Office who
spreads the word.
all exhausted, yet

is

with

Usually

the first to

It is

usually

Ms Bolte

it is

know and

new found

energy

and

and

3:00

in the afternoon every girl

From

is

the

moment

down and

come

alive

memory.

begins.

is

underway! By
-

and

the

transformed.

discovered that
sit

are

excitement, the

SLOGAN

has her

1

the comp^licated job

of sorting more than one thousand yearbooks

school

we

June;

unpacking

the

and

editors take over the staff lounge

in

that the

it is

It

is

indulge in the memories

handed

what you are

and

Each of you

out, I

have

doing,

and meaningful

It

might be an inspiring

classroom dialogue, or a teacher's accolades

following your best effort in

a

subject

you

Thank you

to Vincci, Alice,

Whatever

love.

your experience, the yearbook memorializes

it

for you.

Meredith, Tiffany

and Mr.

athletic competition or

gone by and you have inspired us

to

think about the years

that are yet to come.

the friendships that

will

have your special

might be a unique, challenging school excursion,

a hard fought

drama, or dance performance.

Smith. You have given us our book of memories of the year

SLOGAN

best to simp>ly stop>

on every page.

Principal

in the

she quickly

a warm, day

boxes are carted up' the front stairs

The

Mur

Ka

an evening of music.

Take care of all your memories. For you cannot

relive
-

them.

Bob Dylan

Mrs. Nanci Smith
Dean of Students & Residence
This year's prefect motto, "Together, but different

-

find your voice", well

acknowledges the diversity of interests that our community supports.

support

and encourage

the

many

'.are

risk-takers

always willing

richness of school

SLOGAN,

life

that

thank you

to

a

is

who

and

readily embrace

its

new

Our

special

students

student leaders

ideas,

and

meet a new challenge. Most important

direct result

for Ihe excellent

the vitality of our school

of leadership.

characteristics

are inquiring, independent thinkers

Our

At Branksome we

also reflect that diversity with their approaches to leadership.

they
the

is

of their enthusiasm, energy and

spirit.

book that you have given us that captures

moments

Z003/2.006.

for

Mrs. Karrie Weinstock
Head of Middle & Senior School
When

I asked the girls with

Branksome

is

me

in this

photograph

an outstanding community,

every girl can feel comfortable

and

tjtey told

find different

why

they believe

me, "At Branksome,

ways

to shine".

I value their words because these girls have contributed greatly to
at

Branksome

inclusive

this year.

and having fun

They know that pursuing

are essential to successful school

created opportunities for themselves

Toronto community
this

and

in other countries.

life.

They have

Branksome,

in the

Each of you has made

strong

service.

and

In so doing, you have

made

the fabric

of Branksome

I thank you for your commitment. Congratulations to the

Slogan staff for capturing the wonderful memories of the past year.

Mrs. Judy MacLellan
Head
This year

was

all

yearbook I hope

have made

new

it

of Junior School

about making connections and as you enjoy
will bring

experiences.

this

back memories of connections that you
with

this year; connections

new

The connections we have

friends,

new

to those in

teachers

our daily

web of our new climber. They go
support us as we try to reach the top and

and
at

lives

school are like the wonderful

off in

every direction, they

they are

there to catch us if we slip

we

a

little

and need a

also reached out to connect to others near

helping hand. This year

and

far, like

our neighbours

Avenue Public School and our other Triangle of Hope partners
GAP School in South Africa. Branksome Junior School

at Rose

at Queenstown

students have big hearts that extend over long distances, such as to

Orleans

in

support of families affected by hurricanes,

cancer through the Terry
services

Fox Foundation and

to

part of your connections.

Have a

to children

great summer.

New

people with

of the Hospital for Sick Children. Thank you for

who need
letting

wider

strides

year in exploring your interests in academics, clubs, sports, the arts or

community
life

and

others - at

life

their interests, being

me

the

be a

The

Programme

International Baccalaureate
In 2000,

Branksome Hall made

World School. The decision was made

the decision to

after

become an International Baccalaureate (IB)

a great deal of careful consideration. The IB was

he the best match for Branksome, in terms of our history, our values

and our

asf^irations.

The International Baccalaureate Programme at Branksome Hall now
distinct hut very connected

students from

7

10 and

to

JK
the

to

Evans

6.

MYP which

The Middle Years Programme or
is

for students in

refers to three^

PYP

Primary Years Programme or

the

Diploma Programme which

programmes share

Ms Rosemary

grade

programmes:

which involves

focuses on

and

grades 11

felt to

graded

12. All

of the

engaged in inquiry and critical thinking.

certain characteristics. Students are all

All three programmes involve students in learning across a broad, yet balanced range of subject

and second

areas including, languages both mother tongue language

and

sciences, humanities, the arts, physical education

IB programmes require that content
local experience to the experience

technology

and

globally relevant

is

languages, mathematics,

a

-

challenge students

A

of others around the world.

programme.

liberal arts
to

connect their

special emphasis

placed on

is

learning languages as these are of course at the centre of our ability to communicate with others.

make

Students in all three programmes are involved in studying within discipline areas but also

We

connections across the subject areas.

IB programmes helps
student

to the

how

and

to

ensure that learning

creative thinking. Students are

alone

and with

service

the junior

In

Primary
grade

students

Years

undertake

exhibition".

students

terms

Ms

Heather Friesen

such

students

and

and

develop

Years

that

of critical and

undertake investigations both

to

make a

will

the

in

is

independent

Programme

increasingly

will

as

will

difference

fourth

inquiry

in

world.

their

year of offering the IB

Our

programme.

the

in

known

process,

as

"the

the

see

underway at Branksome Hall

getting

just

is

"homo faber" and "approaches

their

in

difference

In

the

undertake a personal project which will allow them

something

they

are

very

interested

The programme has been voluntary

for students

28

students wrote IB exams in five disciplines

11

diploma students

in

27 students

and

and

and

in,
is

now

Students

classes.

learning".

to

The IB Diploma Programme at Branksome

(grade 11)

skilled inquirers capable

Last year the grade six classes investigated organizations that help children.

The Middle

and

more

a

relevant

IB programmes incorporate an emphasis on community

Branksome Hall

school,

and is

of the

help students to learn the skills of learning

ask questions and

to

actions

initiate

disconnected subjects

to

Programme (PYP). All students are involved

students

six

be active

to

encouraged

others. Finally all three

and having

not limited

is

IB programmes

to the real world.

Students are encouraged

to learn.

call this "transdisciplinary" learning. This feature

the

to

in the third

grade

future,

will

be

earned IB

IB Two (grade 12) and 79 students
are pursuing the full IB diploma

IB

Last year

This year

certificates.

in total taking

and 87

creativel

year of implementation.

teachers during this pilot phase.

all

ten

design

investigate,

product

hear

will

courses. In

we have
IB

One

students are taking IB courses.

Our current grade 10 students will all be entering the full diploma programme in September 2006.

that

Ms

Sarah Craig

are

IB

diploma

allows

them

passionate

students
to

about.

study

undertake
This

year

six

original

subjects

research

students'

and
in

extended

undertake

a

subject

essays

are

an

and
in

extended
topic
fields

essay

that

as

they

diverse

as kinesiology,

p'sychology,

as A.D.H.D.

"Attention

S.A.D.

tune their

skills.

and

Hyperactivity

study the

also

thinking

critical

politics

and

Disorder",

and Purple

involve

Sri

Loosestrife.

such

topics

Lankan

history,

Students

in

the

Theory of Knovcledge course where they fine

Parents

and

teachers beware; students vcho take

o
o

course become excellent in questioning knowledge claimsl Finally all diploma

students undertake
course of grades

Horizons,

JUMP

and

Africa

and

India

to

I I

students also have

plan

Deficit

history

"Seasonally Affected Disorder",

diploma programme

this

biology,

complete '150 hours of creativity, action

and

12.

tutoring

had

and Homework Club

the opportunity to

and many

undertake.

and

service over the

In addition to our local community service projects.

other

Creativity

Rose Avenue Public School,

undertake community service

opportunities

and

at

action

exist

that

opportunities

students

are

almost

in

South

personally
limitless.

The International Baccalaureate programmes represent a journey of discovery

and growth,
IB road

is

both personal

and academic. As a

indeed well keptl

school

we

are striving to ensure that the

0-.

6^^

Katharine Fish

-

Head

Girl
know

Peof?k always say that your last year ends before you

has only begun (probably because I'm writing

how do

over the past 11 years. So

My

Branksomite:

no one wants

Thanks

come.

to

was

biggest fear

"we have fun, but we

reality,

thank everyone

I

for

making

Well, here

and

the Prefs

it

goes

feel like the

has given

has). This school

to

every

had organized

I

all

me

year
so

much

amazing
by ourselves and

another bad dream. To SO. thanks for making the moto a

this just

now know why

get stuff done. " Mrs. Smith: I

still

no surprise that I

its
it

300 words^

in

an event

be sitting at

to

So

it.

this in October... so

they call you

Mother Goose,

thanks everything. To Ms.Bolte Mrs.Rotherham Mrs.Deane Mrs.Narjes Mrs. Weinstock Mrs.Murton: thanks
for keeping

me

As my

guys.

sane.

THE PREFS:

BH career comes

what

lies

ahead, but

will stay with

me

for the rest

not sure

to

have so much

I

an

much

this

of my

thank you

to

a

end, I can't help but be

though

certain, even

is

Savor every moment

life.

for,

little

Vm

but for now. Til simply say I love you

sad about leaving

this

amazing

place. I'm

leaving these halls, the people inside them

because they'll change you forever. Peace,

girls,

Kate

Sohani Amarasekera
Firstly,

Vd

like to

thank Mrs.

Firth,

encouragement they have given

me

Mrs.

Pratt,

Mrs. Penny, and Mrs. Bishop

Admissions

-

of the help and

for all

throughout the year. Thank you for being so accommodating, especially

because of my hectic schedule. I have absolutely loved working with youl

Td also

thank

like to

all

my

wonderful Ambassadors for being such great Branksome representatives! y. Akhan, e Alter, c Antono, L Bail, K Bitove, E
Beijaj, V Biyani, A Bruenjes, K Butler, C Caro, A Carter, L Cassebaum, J Chen, J Cbeong, A Chi, K Chip>findate, V Chung, J Cobran, J Deeks, A Douglas, V Duong
T Etsobky, K Fish, S Fleck, E Flemming H French, L Gait, S Gohin, J Ha, A Hall, L Hansen, E Herczeg, T Ho, M Hodges, C Hon, J Jackson, L Jeffery, E Julien, K
Kilgour, J Kim, C Klein, K KNOECHELMANN, D Kosa, F Law, C Lee, D Lindal, K Macintosh, L Malcolm, S Manikas, A Martin,
S McLauchlin, E McMahan, M
Miller, M Murfhy, S Nelson, J Ng, H Nowers, K O'Conner, C Osien, A Park, J Penniston, A Fitfteld, J Poon, P Prataf, C Preston, G Pryor, C Ryan, L Rivard, P Sain,
J Savory, K Shaheen, Z Share, S Shuler, C Siciliano, A Sfooner, C Stewart, P Thompson, M Tsui, N Tudhope, J Varmnza, A Voorheis, A Vranic, C Wong, J (JM) Wong
,

J (WY)

Won^ L Yang A

Thank you

Zipursky

for sharing

your infectious passion

and

many

of the school with so

love

interested girls. I

those stairs while in your

enjoyed getting

to

#1

know you

uniform! You girls have
better!

Thanks

much

position so

AMAZING year,
Spooner - Arts

for such

Amy
"Art

made my

an

to

and

all

I have really

not only something you do, but something you are as well" -Jerry Garcia's art teacher

is

Ouriosity, spirit

tnost

so

xoxo Sohani

and a

sense of adventure lead us to create.

always known or even expected but that

and

easier

am

and climbed up

grateful that you have volunteered at school for events, helped your fellow Ambassadors,

yourself be heard.

let

At Branksome, we

of all, individuals, ready

find your artistic voices

because there

Thanks

is

to the

nothing

the simple

is

to

take that

What shape

charm of the

those creations take, however,

arts. It

are dancers, painters, rock

allows you

and

go on an adventure and do

risk,

and scream your way through

my

lovely Arts Oouncil

|5

Victoria Lord
go

UNSCRIPTED!! You

This portfolio

may

was changed

better be careful, I can get

drastically this year

a

little

and h came as

'intense'

quite

when

a shock

we did have

that

much more meaningful and

special. I took

it

comes

way

I

-

Assemblies

assemblies. Til get right into

to

student body.

to the

have (ahem) lengthened morning announcements somewhat. However, the

assemblies that

viewed

it

it.

Having fewer assemblies

was, ultimately,

it

such pride in these 30-min timeslots

made

the

this year,

my babies and
And for the traditional thank yous .starting with the
fabulous 15 girls by my side. Thank you for working with me to make my assembly visions come true. Every single time we
hit it dead on! To the stiizafff Mrs Rotherham, you Ustened to all of my antics and stiU put up with me. Not many people
both the assemblies led by teachers but more specifically, the student-run assemblies. These assemblies were

I

hope you found them as fun and carefree as I meant them

can do
for

that.

Thank you

for being

more of a friend

to

me than an

always keeping your doors open. Your caring will not be

thank you

for being born with tech skills!

body. Girls, you have stuck with

time in the years

to

come and

let

And

me through

finally,

thick

who

and

writers
style.

risks,

and

So

is

not

speak up

designers, but

I encourage you

to lose.

Art Department for your support and

Never stop imagining, -Amy

I

with

take

not only because you have the opportunity to but

life,

dress-up.

Here

rollers,
it

to

to be!

authority figure. Mrs. Smith

forgotten.

Mr.

G.,

could forget the girls

thin this year

and

the assemblies reign high as they should

and Mrs

Weinstock, thank you

Mr. Persaud and Mr. Smith: one

who make

I can not

thing only:

this school possible: the

student

thank you enough. Have an amazing

and conquer

ah!!!

Your

MC

for

life:

T. Lo.

who

are always eady to play

Seymore Fleck - Beta Kappa
Branksome

/ lidve to say,

Formal, Straw,
it

and

the

social

has never been so amazing. The

life

Grade Seven Dance

-

there

was never a

flare,

Rout, Father Daughter,

dull moment. I could never have done

Kappa council: you girls were so trustworthy, and we
my mini-mel You had so many great ideas and thanks
You showed me so much love and support, Thank-you.

with out the help of some special people. Beta

always knew how

to

always being eager

have a good time. Jacjuie:

to help.

My fellow prefects:

all the teachers - Airs. Pratt,

know: Mrs. Narjes.

And

Mrs. Parker, Mrs. Rotherham.

Mrs. Smith: you

of course

of your help and guidance. Lastly,

for all

You

the dances.

girls really

know how

I

would

shake

to

A

truly kept

like to

huge thank-you

thank every Branksome

and you always manage

it,

to the friendliest

me organized and

can truly make a night unforgettable, I will miss you next year, but I
dances as good as these ones were. Thanks for an amazing year.

Xo

-

top of things.
girl that

make

to

know you

To

person I

Thanks

came out

the boys starel

girls will

for

to

You

keep the future

Seymore

Christine Preston - Clans
ORANGE, BLUE, YELLOW, PINK, BLACK, PUREE See ALL our colours m the fight!
Competition was closer than EVER! We have all now reached a new level of 'CLANLYNESS',

RED, GREEN,
The Clan
^because

Autumn Games, BB Squad, Clan

of Intramurals, Alovie Nights,

Clans were

ALIVE

Branksome

at

people I have ever met

IChippendale,

-

The

Kate Kilgour,

want

this year! I first

to start

and Clan Homerooms.

Assemblies

off by thanking some of the

COOLEST

ChiefTANGS Anne Voorheis, Kaleigh Zimmerman, Kat Bitove, Kate
Luisa Jeffery, Morgan Estey, and Sarah Basinski. Without the help of these
-

H and 8
HUGE help with encouraging entire CLAN LOVE at Branksome. I know that they will
make AWESOME ChieftainslMs. Rotherham, I think you are amazing and I consider myself

8 fabulous Chieftains Clans would not have been half as cool as they were this year. The Grade

Clan Reps were a
all

someday

lucky

to

have had the chance

inspiring to say the least.

to

work with you. Your determination, organization and enthusiasm have been

LIVECLANSH!

Yasin Al<bari
At Branksome
these areas

and

reach out

and drama

s social fabric:

developed,
in

Clubs/Societies

to,

by providing

we provide a way

which students

and

Street

teach,

be able to thrive.

girls

them

for

in seventh

writing.

We

are also fortunate in that our school nurtures

to

societies.

form even closer bonds with one another
to the

same degree as

and

Thank you

to the

to the staff advisors,

societies:

who keep our

student heads,

i

]\'

hat

it

has three corners, three corners has

my

lias

been a

:tid,

your

hat. If it's not three corners,

RONDONCULOUS year of communication
voice.

But

it

my

would not be

hat!" -Anonymous

this

year

and

it is

ALL

thanks

to

YOU GIRLS for

it

and don't you

it is,

Mr.Grabowski, Mr.Smith and

And finally, my parting
HALLride.

Peace out

FO

Rizzle,

Mr

words

Persad,

Thanks

so

much

How many corners does

Hanna Nowers

a.k.a

H.NO

By

creating

older girls to

and

flourishing.

we

really

and effort. Thank you to Ms. Rotherham and Ms. Smith for your guidance and support
and undertaking my portfolio. Most of all, thanks to the members of Branksome's many
without you, there would be none! Have a wonderful summer! Love, Yasin

NEVER FEAR doesn't stop HERE. After you graduate you will be entering a whole new
DARE close your eyes. Express yourself But most importantly, BE YOURSELF! In the words
of Austin Powers, "Better out than in." In the words of the Communications Prefect (MIE), "COMMUNICATE!"
Talk, listen, scream, jump, or WAVE YOUR FISTS. Whate'rr
it's worth communicating to rest of the world. To

'finding

the school.

student organizations vibrant

HEYB! (AKA BRANKSOME)
\It

and

GY, we allow

whose outstanding passion for teaching extends beyond the classroom;

Hanna Nowers - Communication
-

those in

ones. Most importantly, by providing activities that are student-run, we
and enthusiasm: without their passion, co-curricular activities would not

year in addressing

clubs

Societies are central

and mentor younger

appreciate your time
this

Clubs and

with a smaller group in which their natural interests are fostered

grade participate

teach our girls dedication, commitment,

Thank you

have a student body made up of girls with a broad spectrum of

to

Wall

to

of inquiry through our large and growing group of clubs and

Branksome

groups

-

we are lucky enough

from debating

interests,

to

Hall,

for all

your

help.

your hat have^ I

To

all

my

other prefects, tlianks for the

LOVE YOU ALL BRANKSOME

Amy Zipursky Community Service
-

what

''Do you see

I

mean^ They've proved

saved by the Smallest of All.

To

Branksotne

all the

who

girls

ARE

they

how

persons, no matter

And

small.

the

whole world was

Dr. Seuss

"

participated in community service, whether you sported a good cause bracelet,

volunteered or fundraised:

You have

student

a food

and

drive

so

much

thank you for working with me

incredible.

service council,

Much

to

Mother

itself- it

Your

we have held bake

efforts

and

a

sales,

T-shirt sale,

a walk-a-thon, a

have been displayed throughout Branksome

middle-division.

for

Branksome has been an

in

areas of

active contributor to

your assistance with every endeavor. Mrs. Weinstock

plan the international community

was a

it

working with you

privilege

service fundraiser.

To

your dedication

this year-

and Ms. Stumbourg,

all the girls

on the

and enthusiasm was

Amy

love.

Teresa Elsobky
"Love cannot remain by

student body

clothing drive.

international communities.

Ms. Rotherham, thank you
community

As a

impact.

and a

athletics, to clans, to residence

from

life

our local

made a huge

truly

coin drive,

has no meaning. Love has

to

-

Community Outreach

be put into action

and

that action

is service.

Teresa

JUMP

Homework Club, Horizons, and Best Buddies would never have succeeded this
efforts and time given to these programs from its mentors and tutors. Thank you so
muchl You girls have made my portfolio so much better and I enjoyed working with you all. I wanted to give
a special thank you to Deeva, Alexa, and Alexis. Your hard work really paid off this year and I was glad to
see your clubs flourish. A HUGE round of applause goes to Mrs. Rotherham. I don't know how I would have
survived this year without you. Your dedication to Community Outreach and your organization really helped
keep me on track. Thank you for everythingl Ms. Louie 1 don't even know where to start. You have been
absolutely amazing year after year with organizing Homework Club and JUMP tutoring. You have made my
portfolio so much easier to handle. Thank You. Remember to always keep on smiling....! will miss you all next

Art City,

Tutoring,

year without the endless

-

Joyce
//

Ho

-

Junior School

has been an honour and a privilege

all the girls

who were

your commitment

work well

to

together,

times we've shared.

advice

and

support,
Finally,

day

in

be in the position of Junior School prefect this year.

dedicated Big Sisters, you were a devoted group

Big

Girls in red,

Sister/Little Sister.

depend on each

and we have become

other,

Ms. AvRuskin, you

what an

truly

welcomed me

really

into

and

my

good

role

This year I

was lucky

me, because being

year

was a

ton of fun.

had

to

get

to

GY; you

are such a positive influence in

for everything. Junior School girls,

The Assembly and

ideas!
I'll

is

all

to feel

about group

never forget. I also want
there for supporting

to

to

know you
blast to

special events like the dances, the

as Junior School

my

life,

and

all the

prefect,

to

good

and your

your unfailing guidance and

Mercedes

there for me,

I look

from

up

to

my
and

first

respect,

your enthusiasm, your smiles, and your constant laughter, made

and

8s. I

need

to

thank the people

Mrs. Bincik, working together

BAS

reps,

Lauren, Jackie

this

and

as friends, hanging out with you was

meet with and always had amazing

Bake Sale and Movie Night

helping out, rain or shine. I spent

everlasting memories.

I will miss all of you so muchl! Love,

for

a teacher and mentor

will be times

thank Ms. Murray, Mrs. Smith, Mrs. Weinstock and the Prefects who were

me and

grades 7628, making friends

efforts.

on top of everything. The

OH Committees: you girls were a

Mid-Div assemblies and

always

Prefect

much fun working with you and getting

I

the best.

hadl We've grown

thanks for

Junior School so much funll Branksome, thank you for 14 amazing years. Love, Joycie

the coolest girls in the world: the 7s

Mid-Div

to

has been an incredible experience working with you.

visits to the

You always helped me

Maggie:

so

know

to

friends,

Mrs. Medland, what would I do without you^ You have always been

JK

Thank you

can 't thank you enough for

much

Mercedes Mimran - Middle Division
who helped

I

exciting year we've

suggestions were invaluable. Mrs. MacLellan, thank you so

it

thank you

my

to

Thanks

my

for letting

favorite

me

Branksome years being

relive that in the

in

Mid-Div again,

Chelsea
Boarding School.

Wong

A

-

Residence

where

f^Lice

and karn

mature,

yoii Hve,

own

a hoarder

residence students. " Being

for four years

,

I

same

all in the

the student body: "To see the definition of courage, determination,

and

grew-up

place.

energy,

we

in this school.

A

teacher at

don't have

to

Branksome once

told

look further than our

Until now, I have not realised that I

and speak Branksome. I will have officially been in BH for no less than 25/ 53^ hours. That's 25/ 53^
hours of love, energy, and fun. Branksome is our home, and I can't imagine it being any other way. Looking back,
it's touching how much we truly love and care about each other, and how much fun we have had together. I'm going
to miss you girls soo much, and if there is one thing I ask of you is to continue to be strong, and to keep residence as
energetic and warm-hearted as it always was for me. Leaving Branksome, is like leaving a home that you grew up in,
something you don't want to do. but you don't have a choice. Res girls-.Enjoy your time here, and don't take anything
for granted- Time flies by so quickly, and I mean itt Jr Dons:What would I do without you^ Mrs. Smith:Thankyou for
always being there whenever we needed you, and I just want to thankyou for taking time out of your life to actually
care about us. Dons (Past and Present): You all have been amazing and even though the group changes year to year,
you have never failed us. You have taught us so much and we are sincerely grateful. Til always consider you res girls
as family, and remember that residence is more than 3 houses, it's a home. I LOVE YOU GIRLSlll
breathe,

live,

(Elizabeth
What government

is

the bestl

That which teaches us

to

govern ourselves.

Davies

What words

"

ind necessity of Student Government in a changing community such as Branksome
•ear to see these words brought to

'ame

to

life

and put

every meetings elected Advisor

Reps

to

action every

Day

Senior School

-

could better describe the importance

HalU

has been a delight for me

It

Student Council Meetings. To the great

1 at

or not; thanks for being constructive

and a

constant pleasure to

vuldn't have done anything this year without the help of the indescribable Kate Fish. You always helped

of fun!" Having the opportunity

lone, but still

have

ne the chance

to see the

'lace

they

dedicated
•hat

want

to be.

power

that all

To the fab 15

and passionate people as

make

eeping

it

lots

my

this school,

it is

to sit

on Community Rules and Student Life

Branksome students have
girls that

yourselves.

shared the

title

to

make

positive

to this school. It's

Elizabeth Clark

BH Spirit

this

year

it

was an honour

Ms.

dedication

and

love

it

alone.

ride.

Pais:

happy

This year

of sport made

all

was

filled

with great victories

Remember "You

and

and guidance.

positive spirit

teams the place

Athletic Council:

and

miss

100%

Thanks

helpful attitude

to be! Athletes:

I

am

of the shots you never take. "

Jennifer Savory
mind. "

Dr

feel

because those vcho

mind

don't matter

and

-

-

who matter

don't

As Student

am

happy to see girls finding their
was composed of a fabulous
panel of grade reps, thank you to: Liz Worndl, Olivia Pierratos, jade Zylberberg, Alisse Hannaford, Brady
Henderson, Ophelia Lau, Andrea Teslia, Chloe Sullivan, Lilli Mauer, Daisy Kosa and Cathy Powell.
Together in conjunction vcith their grades and teachers, we worked to enhance life at Branksome. From issues
with the uniform to the Spirit Week phenomenon, we discussed it all. A special thank-you to Mrs. Smith and
Ms. Narjes who ensured that everything ran smoothly, I could not have done it without you! Some parting
thoughts to my girls in plaid, remember do not be afraid to be heard and be passionate in all that you do. All
the best to next year's Student Life Prefect, I trust that the quality of student life will be in good hands!
Take
-Jen

Branksome and

care,

voice. "

Life Prefect, I

so

exercising their right to he heard. Student Life this year

job

Mrs. Smith:

your help planning,

way

easier.

I

Coaches: your

proud of every student who took a

Seuss

Together but different. Find your

voice at

made my

Wayne Gretzky

Student Life

those

for all

GREEN,

athletics.

your constant support for your teammates, passion

MVPs.

Cheers, Liz

Be who you are and say what you

crazy chants of RED,

say that Ribbit was very proud of the school's support for

to

Mrs. Parker: your

:

for

Ciao.

your sport and respect for your opponents have made you all

find their voice.

are

effort

Thanks

Sports Captain

-

our prefect mom, thank you for all your support
couldn 't have done

stuff

gave

work with such

to

and Ms.

Bolte,

been a sweet

was unstoppable!

BLACK and WHITE! I am

for

this year, also

Ms. Smith, Ms. Murton and Ms. Weinstock your support and

You are invaluable

with. I

to "get

change and turn Branksome into the

of Prefect with me;

appreciated more than you will ever know. Ms.Narjes,

"skatty-brainess" in check!

work

me

this

who

girls

risk to

It

has been really great being the Alumnae

representative this year. I have enjoyed v(/orking
the

vcith

alum

and

exec

the president

Domelle. The alumnae executive

of ladies

vc^ho still love

Many

Hall.

of them

memories from

and

to

I get

the old
-

seeing as

the

knov(^

At monthly

I

Becoming Parent's Association Student Rep
has been a great opportunity

this

next

lot

the schoo,

since

me

the opportunit)

rep this year.

Congratulation:

Alumnae

representative

year's

to

Branksome. After 6 years of being at BH, I have learnt
that the key to anybody's success

team behind them. That
like

students.

many

having an organization

is

so important.

help ensure the success of

BH

year, the Parent's Association

devoted volunteers organized

and gatherings,

to

help

new

students

many

and parents

become acquainted with the vibrant and diverse

culture of

BH. They

also

planned many forums and

opportunities for present parents to learn
facilitate their
to

I vc^as

and

Throughout the

along with
events

to

have a solid support

with some wonderful

to collaborate

dedicated parents

to

is vc^hy

the Parent's Association

lucky this year

is to

to best

daughter's education. Special thanks go

Mrs. Lau, Mrs. Weinstock, and

committee for helping
year the best one

Love Emily

how

yet.

me

Good

to

make

the entire executive
the

05/06 school

Parents' Association

PA

Representative

luck to next year's

rep!

man)

just like to sa)

year

help contribute

to

to

Alum

in

lei

would

thanks so much for giving
be the

nevc^

has

meetings

body and

student

what's

it

Branksome

vc^hat

has changed a

it

of them graduated.

to

and

their time spent here

represent

alum

Branksome

have really interesting

he like for them.

to

a great group

cherish

been really fun hearing about

used

is

Devon

Emily

McMahan

Animal Rights Club
Julia

Martineau, Jenna Halbert

Intermediate Strings

SLOGAN

Katherine MacDonald, Cailtin Shanahan

Tiffany Ho, Alice Park, Vincci Chung,

IT Support

Choir

Emma Alter,

Catherine Tennant

Club
Ma, Ashleigh

Classics

Team

Meredith

Maggie Wu
Jazz Choir

Li

SOMA
Cailtin McAllister, Frances -Handley-Derry

Shelley Kanitz

Spanish Club

Dance Crew

Kilt Press

Danielle Cuthbert, Sarah Nation

Seymore Heck, Beth Davies
Debating Society
Viveka Biyani, Robyn Blumberg

Alex Heeney

SSUNS

Multicultural Society

Dina Gordon, Meliene Lam

Adria Davidson, Vitoria Sahagian

Stage Band

Drama

Peer Support
Kenda Shaheen, Anne Vranic

VIBE Club

Jessie

Shier

Emily Herczeg

Duke

of Edinburgh

Public Affairs

Jessica

Blom, Alice Heisey

Mia Tukulj

Economics Club

Rainbow

Nelly Nie

Vanessa

Film Club

Robotics
Maggie Wu

Alex Heeney, Laurence Rivard

Stacey Marsello, Allison Carson

Jessica Cobran
Wall Street Investment

Society

Caroline Lo, Kalon Haggith,

Hall, Victoria Mothersill

Vicky Duong

Women's

Emma

Issues

Alter

Forensics

Round Table

Caitlin Stewart, Kate Kilgour,

Victoria Wilkes

Julia Perle, Gabrielle Siciliano

Gray
French Club

Senior Band

Writer's Guild/Perennial

Lara Snucins, Lauren Ing

Zoe

Kaitlin

Jennifer Hinds,

Courtney Winter

GAIA
Elizabeth Papierz, Olivia Mussells,

Deeva Green

Society

World

Affairs Conference

Share, Art Editor: Jennifer Martin

Senior String Orchestra
Jessica

Kim

ads of Clubs and Societies

Campbell
Erin

McDonald,

Kaitlyn Chippindale,

Stephanie Wright,
Jane Deeks

!

Douglas

Madison Edwards,

Morgan

Estey,

Julia Ruby-Hill,

Kathryn McLauchlin

MacGregor
Liz Martin,

Sarah Basinski,

Johanna Jenken,
Inta Gaikis

Maclean
Dilshaan Panjwani,

Zimmerman,
Gaby Litman,

Kaleigh

Dalana

Parris

McAlpine
Morgan Cuthbertson,
Kat Bitove,
Tori Sung,
Ali Pitfield

McLeoc
Jen Langill,
Luisa Jeffery,

Karen Fu,
Katherine

Worndl

Ross
Danielle Simpson,

Kate Kilgour,

Madison Estey
Leah Semple

Scott
Nora

Anne

Beqaj,

Voorheis,

Tessa Thomson,
Leslie

Malcolm

OUR HOUSE CONdMITTEE

MIDDLE
DIVISION

REPRESENTATIVES

GR 7: Mackenzie Knowles, Jade Borlinha, Emma Watson, Meghan Holland,

Fiona Martyn, Katie Anderson,

Bowen, Lucy Gall
GR 8: Elana Mlotek, Kathryn McKinnon, Katherine MacDonald, Kara Laudi,
STUDENT LEADER; Mercedes Mimran
Iris

Gottheil, Taylor Blugerman, Brittney

TEACHER ADVISOR:

Julia

Howe

Ms. Bincik

Betta

Kappa

Jacqueline Rhind

ASSEMBLY COiVlMITTEE

Arts

Maggie Martin

GR 7;

Chelsea Minz, Jane

Phillips,

Alexis Berger, Eleanor Deacon,

GR

8: Ellie

Goldhar,

Stef Rodriguez

Billi

Lauren Carroll, Lizzy Whelan, Lucy

Megan

Gall, Rachel

Tobin, Tori Chippindale,

Crosbie

Latchman, Cristina Osorio, Veronica

Saroli,

Madison Edwards, Emily Hines,

and Liz Worndl

STUDENT LEADERS:
TEACHER ADVISOR:

Mercedes Mimran, Jacqueline Rhind, Maggie Martin, Lauren Bradeen

Ms. Bincik

Sports

Lauren Bradeen

GR 8:
GR 9:

Kaidyn Saunders, Sophie Nation, Hilary Ball, Julia Black, Sarah Smith, Jaqui Carl, Olivia Pierratos, Laura Dineley, Liz Worndl, Emily Hines, Teya Zuzek, Biili Latchman
Jade Zylberberg, Margot Shaffran, Carolyn Saunders, Katie Ko, Anna moore, Victoria Smith, Georgina Eldof-Grey, Veritiy Sylvester, Jennifer Park, Shannon Hardy, Candice

Dwyer, Alexis Minz, Natasha Aquin, Sara Akbari, Alisse Hannaford, Anna Moore
GR 10: Liz Soutter. Francie McLellan. Hubie Yu, ashley Geffen, Donna Gregor, Nikki Powell,
Janet Hong, Emily Cimour,

GR

11:

Dorian,

GR

12:

Naomi

Victoria Wilkes, Alison Boyce,

Iris

Coates-McCall, Ophelia Lau, Grady Hendereson,

Quinn McAllum

Emily Ramshaw, Merrik Morgan, Hayley Edwards, Chloe Sullivan, Katie O'Cormor, Caitlin McAllister,
Paige Sain. Rachel Allison, Katja

Julia Peniston,

Sarah

Diamond

,

Ingrid Alvarez, Meilene

Lam, Katie

Knoechelmann

Steph Manikas, Katie Butler, Erica

Wu,

Ali Ross, Carolina Caro,

Doerge. Ally Hall, Paige Thompson, Kate Harris, Michelle Tsui,

Jenny Yamauchi, Esther Hwang, Cara Kelin, Kelly McDowell, Georgia Barrington, Chanelle Ramsubick,

Emma

Beqaj, Priya Jain

STUDENT LEADERS;
GR 8: Liz Worndl, Olivia Pierratos
GR 9: Jade Zylberberg, Alisse Hannaford
GR 10: Ophelia l^u, Brady Henderson
GR 11: Andrea Teslia, Chloe Sullivan
GR 12: Daisy Kosa, Lilli Mauer, Cathy Powell

Jen Savory

TEACHER ADVISORS:

Mr. McVay.

i\U

iWuidoiii

Kate Fish

Mrs. Antognctti, Ms. Girard

Beth Davies

Ms. Sutherland, Ms. Smith

Mercedes Mimran

Mrs. Evans. Mrs. Wienstock

Junior School
in

Back Row: Ms. Howard,

Elizabeth Kennedy, Francesca Johnson, Audrey Melkoumov,

Isabelle Perey, Emily Johnson, Mrs Medland
Front Row: Lily Law, Jayden Metcalfe, Jane Allen, Fiona

Emma

Gubitz,

Burns-Hemingway, Athena Mancini, Emilie Zahrai

Junior
& Senior
Kindergarten

Back Row:

Mrs. Nyman, Jillian Sward, Haley Penny, Gwyneth Richardson, Jodi MacDonald, Anna
Su Ozdemir, Mrs. Les Pierre.
Middle Row: Faith Bell, Greta Shaw, Eda Ozdemir, Megan Kawaguchi, Darcy Bandeen.

Front Row: Avery Steeves, Ming

Gilbert,

Carlee Olsen, Annelies Erickson, Margret Lo

Marshall,

Back Row: Leila Ashtaryeh, Morgan Ross, Emily Dart, Lian McMillan, Ariel Lafayette, Ms Brooker.
Middle Row: Chloe Graham, Alexandra Waddell, Greer Pickford, Kendra Wolfman, Theodora Shaw.
Front Row: Jamie Goldman, Olivia Liang, Hope McMaster, Victoria Robertson, Olivia Anderson-Clarke,
Anna Lisa Lowenstein.

Back Row: Julia Woollcombe, Megan McConnell, Aubrie Allen, Allie Kent, Isabelle Bredt, Mrs.
Middle Row: Alexandra Currie, Hannah Perey, Sarah Black, Nicola Jekublk, Grace Keyworth.
Front Row: Susan McMaster, Tanner Hunt, Isabel Cronin, Barbara Bebis, Kyra Grant.
Absent: Hannah Cormier.

Pollard.

2R9

Caroline Francescutti, Maggie Keyworth, Brittany Barwise, Emily Lewis, Maya
Mesaros, Ms. Laura Euesden
Middle Row: Sydney Weinryb, Elizabeth Woollcombe, Meredith Wilson-Smith, Paige Tuchner, Shraddha shvardhan
Front Row: Megan McBain, Emma Potvin, Tasneem Mewa, Melis Atalay, Spencer Bandeen

Back Row: Rebecca Moranis,

i

Back Row: Nilufar Jalilvand, Haley Shugart, Jocelyn Roy, Nathalie Trinh-Nguyen, Anna Johnson, Anne Dorward.
Middle Row: Morgan Doman, Brooke Tobin, Mallika Chandaria, Madison Bolt, Morgan Porteous.
Front Row: Katherine Gaskin, Alexandra Whang, Anthea Denny,

Ella

Woods,

Kaitlyn Eccleston.

Grade
Three

How to
By

This
a

Build a

Snowman

Paige McVittie

flat

is

way you make

a snowman. First you find
Second you get a snow ball and roll it
round and big and put it on the flat surface.

the

surface.

till it is

Then you

get another snowball and

medium

you

roll

it

until

it

Then you put it on top of the other
snowball and you decide if you will make a two ball
snowman or a three ball snow man. If you were going
to make a two ball snowman you have to make sure
that the second ball won't roll off. Then you get a hat,
is

sized.

gloves, carrot for the nose and sticks for the arms.

You could use a banana,

and a lot more things
way you make a two ball
snowman. A three ball snowman is almost the same
except it needs one more ball.
raisins

for the mouth. That's the

Back Row: Melissa Roberts, Lisabeth Lim, Shereen Hafidh, Georgia Levitt, Sonya IVIahajan, Ms. Colleran
Middle Row: Isabella Menchetti, Maria Faleeva, Julia Tobin, Christiana MacGregor, Lillian Alle
Front Row: Caroline Currie, Erin Estey, Jane Drumm, Paige McVittie, Vanessa Morton, Elizabeth Beattie

3Rirs Weekly Moments,
November 4th. 2005:
ii! Oiir names are Mel and Julia. We love working
3n newspaper because we get to know what is
Excerpt from

^oing on

all

the time.

Nork we've done
^ou

who

I

hope you enjoy

in this

all

newspaper. For

are reading our newspaper,

the

all

of

we hope you

good weekend. Thank you for reading our
iummary of this week. We love telling you what is
joing on this week. So we will see you guys later!
lave a

Joke of the Week
By: Kendal
Q:

Why

sit

on her watch?

did the student

A: She wanted to be on
time.

Q:

Why did the

do so well
A:

He was

student.

3R12

Back Row: Sarah MacDonald,

Isabel Ruby-Hill,

Sydney Johnson, Sarah Hackett, Andrea Eden,

Meredith McKenzie, Ms. Strobele

Middle RowrAlana CarincI, Kendal Rudka, Sophie Mehta, Morgyn McKerlle, Britlyn MacLaren
Front Row: Caroline Veilleux-Foppiano, Georgia Kohne, Whitney Miller, Victoria Forclna, Margot Mustos

at

firefly

school?

the brightest

4R1

Caroline Hall, Alyssa Mehta, Grace Bandeen, Marlsa Cho, Alexandra Patel, Sydney Doman,
Sarah Wiley, Ms. Perko
Middle Row: Sophie Bartlett, Alexandra McVlttie, Camilla Akbari, Emily Marshall, Victoria Webster,
Sophie Stevenson, Kaye Sutherland
Front Row: Anna Stanton, Emma Sue Reichert, Clare Moffatt, Shannon Muller, Sophie McCarthy, Micaela Totino

Back Row:

It

k

A

Four

i

4R2

Back Row: Kaelyn Lupyrypa, Megan

Black, Lizzie IVlclnnes, Danielle Ball, Kate Caldarone, Rebecca Singer,
Lindsay Lauder
Middle Row: Vanessa Lament, Amy Barnett, Lyz Porteous, Hayley Miller, Celia McConnell, Julia Carinci, Mrs. Iwata
Front Row: Maya Lowenstein, Sammy Beattie, Olivia Sue Reichert, Hanna Bincik, Natalie Gaskin, Melissa Lin,
Claudia Chang

Grade

Silver Skates

By Alex Page
Like a skater soaring across

Five

tlie ice

on silver skates,
my needles soars through my life.
Dancing on the wind
of traditions, emotions and dilemmas.
The colours of the rainbow
pour down on my thoughts and trickle
through my dreams.
As the silver skates get passed down
the needle keeps stitching for
generations.

As

the audience claps,

admiring

my

delicate piece,

the skater takes her last

and

I

tie

the

bow

final knot.

Back Row:

Natalie Karmally, Claire Potvin, Katharine Shuter, Hilary Lloyd, Melissa Argiros, Julie Vincent,
Carolyn Bryck
Middle Row: Carol Drumm, Carling Hunt, Megan Easton, Aja Zylberberg, Kate Oilers, Rebecca Heaton,
Ms. Dugas
Front Row: Fanny Dickson, Madeline Pendrith, Angelika Melnyk, Alexandra Page, Margaret Irwin, Sarah Beattie,

Charlotte

Graham

Absent: Lindsay Barwise

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
JHHHHHHIIHHHI

Grade Six

Jamie Avery

Jessica BahLer

Lauren Beatie

Lean on me, when you're not

Friends are what keep you

Hey! The Grade 6 teachers

strong,

I'll

Katrina Buchanan

Today

going!

be your friend!

is

a

new

day.

rock!

!

Laura Charney

Olivia Daniels

Who? Me? Hyper? Are you

Don't worry, be happy!

Alexandra

You

onds of your

kidding? Oh, never mind...

Rachel Fisch-Rothbart
Don't be too open-minded or
else your brains will fall out!

is

standing-

the key to under-

Meghan Fotak

Do

not get hurt!

When
takes.

we make misFrom mistakes we learn.
working,

life

reading

this!

IVIarion Davies

You can know
and

Jacqueline Flannery
Suffering

Montana Blakeslee Landegger

Belial

are spending five sec-

yet, still

everything,

know

Ilove school, except for the

whole work

Amy

Bolt

"Turn your eye

to the sky!"

thing.

Dominique Doering
Ski bum!

Madison Estey
Life

is

a road

and

I

want

to

nothing.

keep going.

Barbara Frum-O'Brien

ARRRGOOOS!

Kathleen Fung

Karen Fu
I'd rather

ROX!

be too small than

Harry Potter

too

Voldemort has returned!

tall.

!

!Lord
!

i

Gemmell

Maya Giacobbe

you don't succeed

Trouble can be exciting.. .and

Michelle
If at first

try try again!

m

!

very annoying too!

Callie Gravett

!

!

Jump

high, spin low, skate
fast!

Kevan Harris
Life's short so

go crazy!

Zoe Knowles

Johannah Jenken
! !

Pandora released

sin into the

world but also hope!

Either
it,

you learn

to live with

or you change

it.

Grade Six

Michelle Krawczyk
C'ya

later,

Amanda

I

She shoots! She

Claire O'Neil

change the wind.

but you can set your

Run, read, swim, laugh, and
love

sail.

Erin Singer

Not

all

blondes are dumb.

y a know!

my

Victoria

b4 work

do home-

work; friends help out!

Learn

is

the dictionary.

Judy Zhu
and remember
to love!

for the

memories

Jafar,

Ron, Speeches, and friends!

If at first

Taylor McKerlie

"Have you seen a

you don't succeed,

like to follow!

you

Overcome

is

not for you!

toad,

Tessa

:)

Life

is

choice.

Thomson

sweet because
I

Nevilleslost his!!"

Kate Seggie

Julia Ruby-Hill
If the fabric doesn't

!

work

with you don't work with

look forward to being a vet.

and caring for horses!

the limit

!

Emilie Theberge
I

skydiving

Morgan Roy

the kind of leader that

would

Sung

to live

Thanks

Christine Pedler

Be

life.

The only place success comes

Stephanie Wright
Life's too short to

also love

cousin~ Constanca.

Happy Muller
can't

I

scores!!!

me!

You

love dogs!

Emily McConnell

Gabrielle Litman

Jessica Lin

Lewis

just don't forget

we have

I

it!

I

LUV FIGURE SK8ING

Love

will

overcome

from

enjoy

it!

!

!

insanity,
! !

Emma Wookey

Kate Wallace
a

don't suffer

fear.

I

think

I

laugh more than
talk!

I

Junior Sports

&

Club

lapanese Club

2005 Sprin;
lumor School

Clubs and Teams
Ms

Good work everyone!

Kuchirka

Amanda

Cyr,

Georgia Graham,

Isabelle Mall, Jessica Lin,

Brown,

Maya

Kate

Mappy
Oilers,

Muller,

Keara

Giacobbe, Meredith Pennal, R-uth

Young

Handiwork Club

Ms Nyman
Alison Shields,

Amanda

Cry, Christine Pedlar,

Emily Kawaguchi, Kate Seggie, Melissa Argiros,
Nicole Abernathy

Mrs Les Pierre
Anna lohnson, Brittany

Barwise, Brooke Tobin,
Caroline Currie, Elyzabeth Porteous, Erin Estey,
lane Drumm, lulia Tbbin, Katherine Gaskin, Kaye
Sutherland, Nilufar lalivand, Victoria Forcina

Power Walk^^Stretch

T - Ball Team

Ms Relle
Clare Mofatt,

Anne

Lin,

Ms Iwata and Ms Medland
Nappy

Muller, lessica Lin, Melissa

Shannon Muller

Dor\^'ard, Anthea Denny, Arianna Maniatis,
Georgia Kohne, Katherine Qaskin, Rebecca
Moranis, Sarah Hackelt, Sophie Mehta, Sydney
Weinryb.

Team

Primary Musical Theatre

Track

Ms Brooker, Ms Colleran, Ms Schlueter, and Ms Siddiqui

Ms Buchanan, iVIs Crawford and Ms Perko

Alyssa Maniatis, Amy Barnett, Andrea Eden, Arianna Maniatis, Brooke Tobin, Caroline Veilleux-Foppiano, Danielle
Ball, Elizabetti Mclnnes, Emily Rand, Grace Bandeen, Isabel
R-uby-llill, Isabella Menchetti, Kaelyn Lupyrypa, Kate Caldarone, Linsay Lauder, Lisabeth Lirn, Margot Mustos, Marisa
Cho, Maya Lowenstein, Maya Mesaros, Melissa Lin, Meredith
McKenzie, Morgan Porteous, Morgyn McKerlie, Rebecca
Singer, Sarah Wiley, Shannon Muller, Shraddha harshvardhan, Sonia Mahajan, Spencer Bandeen, Vanessa Lamont

Adelaide Young, Alex Behal, Alex Biron, Alexandra Singleton,

Amanda

Lewis, Annabel Dime, Ava Mustos, Callie Qravett, Caroliiie
Drumm, Chelsea Minz, Claire O'Nell, Elaine Tobin,

Gaikis, Carol

Emma Wookey, Fanny Dickson, tiallie Kaszas, I1ilar>' Lloyd, tackle
Om lane Phillips, laneva Faircloth, lenny Kim, lulia fiuby-Mill, Karen
Fu, Katie Farrand, Katie Shuter, Lindsay Barwise, Lindsay Caldarone,

Luana Lim, Maddie Carr-Harris, Madison Estey, Madison
Maggie Sylvester, Maisie Brown, Margaret Irwin, Megai^
Eastofi, Melissa Argiros, Michelle Phillips, Montana BlakesleeLandegger, Natalie Karmally, f^chel Tobin, Rebecca Lehman, Taylor
Martineau, Tori Chippindale, Vanessa Shanahan
Lisa Zhou,

Sain,

Badminton Club

O

Alison Hussell, Alexandra Singleton, Lisa Zhou,
Melissa Argiros, Fanny Dickson, Margaret Irwin,
lulie

Vincent, lessica Baker, Qabrielle Litman,

Morgan

R.oy,

Kathleen Fung, Christine Pedlar

Art Studio

Ms lioy, Kate Wallace, Katrina
Buchanan, Mr. lacobson, lohannah lenken, Annabel
Dime, Claire Beck, Marci Shaver
Olivia Daniels,

Leila Ashtaryeh, Emily Dart, Melis Atalay, Sydney
Weinryb, CSicola lekubik, Aubrie Allen, Olivia
Anderson-Clarke, Megan McConnell, Chloe Graham,
Meredith Wilson-Smith, Olivia Liang, Lian McMillan,

Morgan Coss,

Isabelle Bredt, Ariel Lafayette,

Perey, Anthea Denny,

Anna

Lisa Lowenstein

Hannah

Basketball

lacqueline Flannery,

Team

lulia R.uby-Mill,

Madison Estey, Kevan

Kate Wallace,

Rebecca Meaton,
Lloyd, Dominique Doering,

Harris,

Michelle Phillips, Hilary

Cartooning Club

Christiana MacQregor, Andrea Eden, Isabel

Ruby-Mill, Sophie Mehta, Margot Mustos, Ms
Shraddah Harshvardhan, Elizabeth

Stulberg,

Stephanie Wright, Ruth Young, Megan Easton,
Montana Blakeslee Landegger, Alex Behal,
Kimberly Green, Kathleen Fung, Ms. Buchanan

Woollcombe, Katherine Qaskin, Anthea Denny,

Book

Craft Club

Art Club

Brittany Barwise, Maria Faleeva, Caroline

Franscescutti, Lisabeth Lim,

Shraddah harshvardhan,

Drumm, Victoria

Forcina

Anna lohnson,

Ella

Woods, lane

locelyn

Roy

Leila Ashtaryeh, lane

Drumm, Maria

Faleeva,

Alexandra Whang
Emily Dart, Tanner Hunt, Alex Currie, Liane
Mc Millan, Emma Potvin, Anthea Denny, Olivia
Liang, lamie Goldman,
Nathalie Trinh-Nguyen,

Craft Club

Cross Country

Morgyn McKerlie,

Ms Crawford, Alyssa Mehta,
Lindsay Barwise, Me§an Biacic, Sophie McCarthy, Marissa
Cho, Amanda Lewis, Madeline Pendrith, Allison R.ussell,
Elyzabeth Porteous, Karen Fu, Charlotte Graham, Melissa
Argiros, Natalie Karmally, Sophie Stevenson, Claudia Chanfi
Maya Lowenstein, Manna Bincik, Amy Barnett, Natalie
Qaskin, Clare Moffat, Shannon Muller, Fanny Dickson

lulia Tbbin, Mrs. Pollard,
Maria Faleeva, Kaitlyn Eccleston, Morgan
Porteous, Rebecca Moranis, Ella Woods,

Brooke Tbbin

Creative

Memories

lessica Lin, Lindsay Lauder,

Ms.

liamill

,

Natalie

Qaskin, Melissa Lin, Claudia Chang, Christiana
MacGregor, Alana Carinci, Vanessa Morton, lulia
Carinci, Maya Lowenstein

hallie Kazas, Claire O'Neil,

Debating Club

Angelika Melnyk, Taylor McKerlie, Michelle Kraw

Karen Fu, lulia R.uby-Mill, Katrina Buchanan,
lacqueline Flannery, Dominique Doering, lessica
Baker, Montana Blakeslee Landegger, Carol
Drumm, Lindsay Barvvise, Sonali Amarasekera,

Madison Estey

1

Sophie Stevenson, Mile Frohman, Victoria
Forcina, Whitney Miller, lane Drumm
Shradda Marshvardhan, Rebecca Moranis,
Elyzabeth Porteous, Brooke Tbbin, lulia Tbbin,

Olivia Anderson-Clarke,

Chloe Graham, Mope McMaster, Qreer

Pickford, Victoria Robertson, Kendra Wolfman, Barbara Bebis,

Hannah Cormier,

Isabel Cronin, Qtece Keyworth, lulia Woollcombe,
Maggie Keyworth, Megan McBain, Tasneem Mewa, Elizabeth

Woollcombe, Anne Dorward, Anna fohnson, Caroline Currie, Georgia
Levitt,

Anna lohnson

Marisa Cho, Sydney Doman. Shannon Mullen Danielle

Nicole

Chung

Games Club

Irish

Georgia Kohne, Caroline Veilleux-Foppiano,
Morgyn McKerlie, Ms Gibson, Alexandra
Whang, Haley Shugart, lane Drumm

Dance

Morgan

Ball,

II

R.oss, Alexandra Waddell, Sarah Black,
Paige Tuchner, Haley Shugart, Erin Estey, Maria
Faieeva, Paige McVittie, Alana Carinci, Sarah Hackett,
Meredith McKenzie, Morgyn McKerlie, Alexandra
McVittie, Clare Moffatt, Alexandra Patei, Sophie
Stevenson, Micaela Tbtino, Natalie Qaskin, Rebecca

Singer, Elizabeth

Mclnnes

!azz

Grade Six

Sung, lamie Avery, Emily McConnell, Emma
Callie Gravetf, Kevan Harris, Emilie Theberge,
Olivia Daniels, Kate Wallace, Barbara Frum O'Brien,
Dominique Doering, Rachel Fisch-Roberts, Laura
Charney, Lauren Beattie, Gaby Litman, Michelle
Krawczyk, Erin Singer, Montana Blakeslee Landegger

Junior Choir

Victoria

Maya

Wookey,

Davies, Mr.

jazz

Grade Five

Michelle Phillips, Charlotte Graham, laneva
Faircloth, Alison Shields, Claire Beck, Alexandra
Singleton, Kimberly Green, Carling Munt, Nicole

Chung, Bronwyn Colford, Fanny Dickson

Qiacobbe, Kate Seggie, Kathleen Fung, Marion
hill, Carling Hunt, Ms Schlueter, Megan Easton,
Alexandra Page, Sarah Wiley, Sonali Amarasekera, Maisie
Brown, Katie Shuter, Amanda Lewis, Victoria Webster,
Emily Marshall, Micaela Totino, Clare Moffat, Anna Stanton,
Vanessa Lament, Danielle Ball, hanna Bincik

lunior

Tori

Drama

Sung, Celia McConnell, Claire O'Neil, Caroline tiall,
Graham, Taylor McKerlle, Gaby Litman, Zoe

Charlotte

Knowles, Katie Seggie, iiebecca Singer, lessica Baker, Maya
Lowenstein, happy Muller, Carling tlunt, Allison Russell,
Marci Shaver, Kate Caldarone, Elaine Tobin, Carolyn Bryck,
Amanda Lewis, Kaelyn Lupyrypa, Kelsey Harrison, Anna
Stanton, Kaye Sutherland, tiayley Miller, Camilla Akbari

Knitting Clu

Primarv Choir

Sophie Mehta, Camilla Akbari, Ms Gibson,
Melissa Lin, Amy Bamett, Marci Shaver

Ms Schlueter, Maya Qiacobbe, Brittany Barwise, Maggie Keyworth,
Rebecca Moranis, Megan McBain, Caroline Francescutti, Meredith
Wilson-Smith, Maya Mesaros, Sliraddah Harshvardhan, Marion
Davies, Meghan Fotak, Kate Seggie, Caroline Veilleux-Foppiano,
Christiana McGregor, Qeoria Kohne, Anna lohnson, Nilufar lalilvand,
Anthea Denny, Ann Dorward, Mallika Chandaria, Alexandra Whang,
Hannah Cormier, Isabelle Cronin, Hannah Perey, Susan McMaster,
Tanner Hunt, Barbara Bebis, Grace Keyworth, lulia Woollcombe, Allle
Kent, isabelle Bredt, Arielle LaFayette, Chloe Graham, Alexandra
Waddell, Olivia Liang, Olivia Anderson-Clarke, Morgan Ross, Hope
McMaster, Leila Ashtaryeh

Percussion Ensemble

PuDoetr

Marissa Cho, Manna Bincik, Isabel R.uby-Mill,
Sydney lohnson, lessica Lin, lessica Baker,
Paige McVitfie, Morgyn McKerlie, Victoria
Forcina, Taylor McKerlie, Clare Mof fatt

Anna

lohnson, Lisabeth Lim, Whiti^ey

Miller,

Victoria Forcina, Isabel Bredt, Greer Pickford,

Hannah Perey, Olivia Liang, Olivia AndersonAnna Lisa Lowenstein

Clarke,

Recorder Consort

Silver Birch

Ms. Schlueter, Sonali Amarasekera, Malsle
Brown, Margaret Irwin

Vincent, Claire Potvin, Kathleen Fung, Mrs.

Kate Seggie, Marion Davies, Erin Singer,

lulie

Muggins, Clare Moffat, Maya Giacobbe, Vanessa
Lamont, Sophie Stevenson, Grace Bandeen,
Lindsay Lauder

Scrapbookin

Soccer Team

Shereen Hafidh, Paige McVittie, Melissa
R-oberts, Sohie Mehta, Grace Bandeen, Carolyn
Bryck, Elizabeth Mclnne

Zoe Knowles, Amanda

Cyr, Erin Singer, Mila
Mikhitarova, Kate Oilers, Charlotte Graham, Natalie
Karmally, Carol Drumm, Ms Strobele, lessica Lin,
Alexandra Singleton, Alexandra McVittie, Alison Gray,
Sarah Beattie, Kaye Sutherland, Elaine Tobin, Camilla

Akbari, Fanny Dickson,
Faircloth

m

Rebecca

Singer, laneva

Swim Team

Bromvyn
lulie

Colford, Carol

Drumm, Margaret Irwin,
Meghan Fotai<, Taylor

Vincent, lamie Avery,

McKerlie,

Morgan

R.oy,

Emma Wookey, Emily

McConnell, Katrina Buchanan

Tennis

Greer Pickford, Morgan tioss, Kendra Wolfman,
Alexandra Currie, Kyra Grant, liilia Woollcombe,
Shraddha liarshvardhan, Megan McBain,
Maya Mesaros, Tasneem Mewa, Elizabeth
Woollcombe, Anna lohnson, Caroline Currie,
Shereen liafidh, Georgia Levitt

Synchro Team

Ultimate Frisbee

Katrina Buchanan, Kelsey Harrison, lulia tiuby-

Margaret

liill,

Taylor McKerlie

Rebecca
Webster,

Easton, Ms AvRuskin,
Meaton, Maisie Brown, Victoria
Irwin,

Megan

Amy Barnett, Sophie Bartlett,

Alexandra McVittie

Volleyball

Team

Madison Estey, Kevan Harris, lamie Avery,
Dominique Doering,
Montana Blai<esiee Landegger, Emma Wooi<ey,

Paige Tuchner, Anthea Denny, Katherine Gaskin,

Morgan Doman,

lacquline Flannery,

locelyn Hoy,

Amanda (yr, Claire O'Neil, R.ebecca lieaton,
Megan Easton, Alex Behal, Madeline Pendrith,

Melissa Roberts, Georgia Kohne, Britlyn
MacLaren, Anna Stanton, Elizabeth Mclnnes,
laneva Faircloth, Alexandra Singleton, R.uth
Young, Angelika Melnyk, Morgan fioy

Melissa Argiros, Michelle Phillips

Writing Connections

Alex Behal, Natalie Karmally, Carol Drumm,
Carolyn Bryck, Alexandra Page, Karen
Fu,

Amanda

Lewis, Claire O'Neil,

Montana

Blakeslee Landegger, Kate Seggie, Camilla
Akbari, Vanessa

Lamont

Isabella Menchetti,

Middle School
I

Nicole Abernethy
Katie Anderson

Adrienne Archibald
Sara Ashtaryeh
Alexis Berger

Alexandra Biron
Samantha Bisnaire
Taylor Blugernnan
Jade Borlinha
Brittney

Bowen

Emily Brodigan

Keara Brown
Becca Burstyn Peacaut
Lindsay Caldarone
Madeline Carr-Harris
Lauren Carroll
Brett Cassels
Sarah Chak

Tori Chippindale

Sydney Cole
Michaela

Crompton

Megan Crosbie
Rachel Davies
Eleanor Deacon
Chalotte Doucette
Patricia Facy
Katie Farrand
Jennifer Fischer
Caroline Gaikis

Lucy Gall
Georgina Gooderham
Iris Gottheil
Clare Cover

Georgia Graham
Isabelle Hall

Katrine Handley-Derry

Garlande Haney
Carsen Harrietha
Hannah Hersh
Paula Hicks

Meghan Holland
Aja Ison
Sonia Jain
Varhini Kanishkan
Hallie Kaszas
Emily Kawaguchi
Melissa Kawaguchi
Jenny Kim

Mackenzie Knowles
Tiffany Lee

Rebecca Lehman
Luana Lim
Hillary

Loudon

Jessica

MacDonald

Taylor Martineau
Fiona Martyn

Meredith Mellon

Grade
Seven

Victoria Melnyk

Aiejandra Mihic

Madison

Miller

Mollo Miller

Chelsea Minz
Kirsten Morson
Ava Mustos

Taylor Ostoich

Lauren O'Sullivan
Meredith Pennal
Jane
Kelly

Phillips

Richmond

Madison Sain
Claire Sandilands

Vanessa Shanahan
Kelsey Shropshire

Elizabeth Stratton

Clare Sutherland

Maggie Sylvester
Rachel Tobin

Marie-Claire Veilleux-Foppiano

Emma Watson
Brooke Wexler
Elizabeth

Whelan

Zoe Woods
Jie

Ying

Wu

Megan Yang
Adelaide Young

^531

Tori Abbott
Shannon Aikman-Jones
Kara Austin
Hillary Ball

Nora Beqaj
Julia

Black

Diana Blesko
Chloe Blouin

Georgia Bradley
Nicole Bryck
Rachel Bu
Jacqui Carl

Alessandra Cecconi
Jessica Chaiton
Katherine Charter
Julia Colucci
Sarah Cosman
Cunningham

Elizabeth

Morgan Cuthbertson
Aliya Daniels

Lauren Dineley
Kate Easton
Madison Edwards
Heather Evans
Juliana Faricloth

Tory Ferguson
Erika Folk

Corynn Fowler
Helen Fowler
Janine Fung
Katie Gilbert
Elinor

Goldhar

Amanda Govan
Ay a Hafidh
Ailin He
Jenna Herman
Maddy Hicks
Jennifer Hinds

Emily Hines
Julia

Howe

Holly Hudyma
Bonita Hui

Renata Jankaitis
Victoria Kepes
Alicha Kim
Alison Kosick

Jenn Langill
Billi

Latchman

Kara Laudi
Emma Lee
Yvonne Lee
Victoria

Lehman

Maggie Lever
Prudence Li
Katherine MacDonald
Eliza Martin

Erin

McDonald

Kathryn McKinnon
Elana MIotek
Sophie Nation
Jessie Nelson
Cristina Osorio
Dilshaan Panjwani
Jessica Park

Emily Pepper
Olivia Pierratos

Cradc
Eight

Madison Pritchard
Kharis Ralph
Stefanie Rodriguez

Sarah Rosenblat

Caitlin

Samuel-Johnson

Veronica Saroli
Kaitlyn Saunders

Catlin Seibel-Kamel

Caitlin

Shanahan

Samatha Shier
Kyra Shouldice
Danielle Simpson

Sarah Smith

Roxy Sonosky
Victoria Stephens

Rachel Stephenson-Sheff

Grace Taherzadeh
Nicole Thornburrow
Jessica

Tsang

Arianne Velutini

Lindsay Wilson

Courtney Winter
Jessica

Wong

Elizabeth

Sandy

Worndl

Wu

Akiko Yamauchi

Maya Zuzek
Teya Zuzek

^51

Senior School

Aysha Abdel-Aziz
AbErnEthy
Sara Akbari
Sarah All

Jill

MIcaEla Alon

Natasha Aquin
Laura ArchEr

Chiara ArEvalo
Christine Avery

Simeran Bachra
Nicole Banfield

Brooke Barootes
Hilary Bell

Jenna BErgman

LindsEy BEvan
Alison Biscoe
MadelEinE BIyth

Lauren Bradeen

Sarah Burstyn Pecaut
Kathryn Chadiuick
Tiffany Chin
Camilla Crompton

Sophie Denison

Anannya Dey
Alexandra Dimmer

AnniE Donolo
Adrienne Durand
Candice Duiyer
Becky Eckler
Steph €dujards
Wallis Eduiards
Georgina Ekiof-Grey

Jenny Farrand
Laura Gemmell
Marina Ghabbour
Caroline Gilbert
Jessica Golosky
Jacqueline Goodman
Mackenzie Gooduiin

Genevia Grimes
Jinny Ha
Lauren Halbert
ale Halpenny

Alisse Hannaford

Shannon Hardy
Raisa Harper

Samantha Harris
Kelly Holland

Theo Ison

Samantha Jenkins

Kristen Kanes
Jackie Kanitz

Annie Kim
Katie Ko
Pauline Kosalka
Alana Leckie

Anna Lee

SidnEy LEEder
Erica LsnnEard
Tara LeujIs
RachEl LindovEP
Melody Liu

Sarah MacDonald
Maggie Martin

NIcoIe Martin
Natasha MilnE
Alexis Minz
Hilary

«!

MolynEux

Anna Moore
Lindsay MoorE
AIex Morton

ClairE MusseIIs

Sasha Nanji
Sue Oh
Mariko Oishi
Murielle Osien
Christiana Page
Elizabeth Papierz

JennifEr Park
Carly Parsons
Caroline Patterson

Fiona Penny

Sara Plavsic
Oria Polten
Tegan Pouier

Rashna Razdan
Sarah Redington
Naomi Reed
Jacqueline Rhind

Andrea Richards
Samantha Rose
SadlEr
Carolyn Saundsrs
Gillian

Margot Shafran
StEphaniE Sharpe
Isabelle Siciliano

Sarah Sidky
Victoria Smith

Laura Sokalsky
Brooke Sommerville
Sam Souccar-Beer
Emma Stanton
Claire StEEp

Verity Sylvester

Petra Szirmak
Mimi TrEvor

Rhiannon TudhopE
CamlllE Viva
Emily WEisdorf
ElizabEth Wilson

Devon Wright

Emma

Zaitz

jEnna Zerker
Jane Zhang
Jade Zylberberg

mmm'
81mmm-:

KatE AbErcrombiE

Marion Adams

Susan Anderson
Sarah Andreyko

«!

MeianiE Argiros
HailiE Auld
Judit Bagi

..ana
n
anika

Bingley

SydnEy Binnington
Nora Bishop
Divya Biyani

II
GabriEllE Blais-Jones

Alison BoycE
Tori Carl

HEathEr Carson
AIIIe Chaiton
PaiDEla Chiang

MEgan ChippindalE

AdriannE Chong
AnniE Choiu
Gillian ChristiE

CoatES McCall

Iris

Gillian

Cook

€leanor Crook
Sarah Davison

Martha DEEks
Sarah DEnham
AudrEy DEnny
Donna Di GrEgorio
Lily DoErgE
Anastassia Dokova

AlExis Folk

LaurEn Frisch
Jillian GarnEr
AshlEy GEfEn
Soley GEorgsdottir
CharlottE GiacomElli
AlExandra Gillam
Emily Gilmour

Lindsay Gobin
AlExa Goldson
Alisha Gulamani
PaigE Halam-AndrES
jEnna HalbErt
Brittany

Hammond

Mimoza HaquE

mmm
ir

}ai

SusannE Hartkorn
MElissa HEisEy

Brady HendErson
JanEt Hong

jEnny Hong
€mily Hsu

Sarah Hubbs
HeathEr Hudyma

Mara

Hui

CourtnEy Humphrey
Matilda

sjr

m

Ip

Sierra Ison
€sha Jain
Isabel Jalai

mmi

Sophie Jia
Mira Karasik
Jessica Kartuz
Minji Kim

mmi
w
»

mm
mm
mm

Stacey Langill
Ophelia Lau
Stephanie Lau
Alyssa Lee
Stephanie Lee
Lauren Lefebre

Meagan

Leslie

Hannah

Lind
Katie Lloyd

Geneva Long
Caitlin MacDonald
Lalla

MacDougall-Miln€

Frances MacLellan
Julia Martineau

Julia IVIauer

Quinn McCallum
Carolyn MacDonald
Kaleigh McKinnon

Fatema Meuia
Andrea Ng
Tiffany

Ng

Cherie Ngai

Georgia Noiuers
Kimberley Oishi
Yun-Na Park

Clara Pendrith
Stephanie Pennal
Michelle Persad
Rebecca Piercey
Paloma Pontarini
Nicola Pouiell
Isabelle

Reford

Justine Reisler
Linda Ren

Mary Rodriguez
Alanna Sarju
Samantha Shefsky
Jacqueline Shelley
Melissa Sit

Minji

Sohn

Victoria Sopik

Elizabeth Soutter

Lindsay Stransman
Katie Suiitzer

Sarah Ulicny
Jenny

Wang

Victoria Wilkes
Victoria Wong

Hubie Yu
Vanessa Yuen

Kayla Zauilski

mm\

mm]
mm\
mmi

mm

Sadia Ahmed
Rachel Allison
GerevIeve Antono
LorralnE Au
Nablla Azad

Robyn Blumberg
Christina BothiuEll

CarriE

BrEgman

AvEpy BruEnjES
Allison Carroll-Goldman

Lea CassEbaum
Jamily ChEong
jEssica ChEung
jEnnifEP Choi

Elizabeth Clifford
Anjali Curtosi

DaniEllE Cuthbert

ChloE Daniels
Adria Davidson
Emily DEbono

Jane DeeKs
Jessie Denison

Georgia DEsjardins

Sarah Diamond
KatiE Dorian
AlExandra Douglas
Vicky Duong
HaylEy Edujards

Sarah Ehsani-Armaki
Sarah Glharrar
Sophia Faria
StGphanie Fauquier

Emily FlEming
loana FrEisE
Jacqueline Frisch
Inta Gail<is

Lisa Gait

Jennifer Gemmell

StephanlE Gobin
Dina Gordon

DEEVa GpEEn
Kalon Haggith
FrancGS Handley-DErry

Emily HErczEg
Liz Hilson
Vivian Ho

Hsu

Ellie

Lauren Ing
All IvEy

Jana Jackson
Katja Knoechelmann
Eve Kordyback
MeilEnE

Lam

Shaina Latner
Jennifer Lee

Sharon Leung
Jing

Li

IVIeredith Li

Donna

Lindal

Caroline Lo
Jessie

Ma

Yu-Ting Ma
Alexandra Macdonald

Amy MacKay

Lsslie

Malcolm

Zamara Maritzcr
Caitlin McAlllstGr

Kate McLauchlin

AlExandra MeiklEjohn
MoniquE MillEr
Ingrid

Miranda Alvarez

MErrik Morgan

Jihana MottlEy
Erin

MunroE

MaggiE Murphy
Olivia MusseIIs

Sarah Nation
AshlEy NIblEtt
KatlE O'Connor

Dalana Parrls
Julia PEniston

>

RachEl PEnny
Alison PitfiEld
JacquElinE Poon
Cassandra Potichnyj
Emily Ramshaui

ElizabEth Rfidington

Morgan REEd
LaurEncE Rivard
AlExa Roland
HailEy RosenbErg
Ella

Roman

ChariottE

Ryan

Victoria Sahagian

PaigE Sain
AshlEigh SaundErs

LEah SsmplE
ZoE SharE
Candy ShEn
AshlEigh ShiEr

StEphaniG ShutEr
Emma Smith
Lara Snucins
ChloE Sullivan
CatherinE TEnnant

AndrEa TEslia
Naomi TudhopE

Emily TyEn
Sophia Valani

S

Cathy Wang
RachEl WExlEr

KatlE

Worndl

Lucy Yang

Yung
Zhang

Allison
Ivy

Graduating Year

Graduating Cu

YASIN AKBARI
Robertson/Douglas, 1995-2006, Ms.

Millette

Mommy and

Daddy: Bully and Popular, thank you for
everything you have worked hard to give me and all your
support. You are the best. love you. Sara: Saz, you are my
best friend (even though am a Popular and you are a Tramp).
actually will starve to death next year without you and the
I

I

I

ma-po. Camilla: Mutton, you are a ray of sunshine in my life.
for schedule-making, anime face, and "chuck". John:
Hoppit, we've only been together for 3 years, but you have had
such an impact on my life. Saturday mornings with you are
the best! My Friends: Thanks for all the laughs in Rosedale,
Fo Hill, Montreal (red-light district, anyone?), St. Catharine's,
Italy, Outward Bound, and the Bushes. My Teachers: Marshall,
Hancock, Millette, Watson. Thank you for inspiring and teaching
me both inside and outside the classroom. Classics: Thanks for
helping me prove that Latin is cool. We'll always have Brock.

Thanks

I

I

EMMA ALTER
Campbell, 2000-2006, Mrs. Bennett
There are too many jokes to mention, too many friends to shout
out to, too many memories to be able to immortalize just a few.
So thank you to everyone who gave me any of them. Mom and
Dad, thank you for the amazing opportunities you have given
me, and for all the help in preparing for the leap into the outside
world. Hugh thanks for the advice (or lack thereof) on what to
expect at university and in life. Thanks to the teachers who saw
something in me. But most of all, thanks to my friends. You
are what got me through high school. All, would never have
even thought of joining Choir or Sound Crew if it hadn't been
for you. Julia, forcing me to force you out gave both of us some
semblance of a social life. Kenda, there is too much to say. To
everyone else, thank you for everything.
Vive le Bleu!
I

SOHANI AMARASEKERA
MacLean, 2003-2006, Mr. McVay
From the caf to Room 105 and everything in between,
Branksome has become a second home to me. To the girls
whose friendships have defined my years at Branksome
(you know who you are): am truly grateful for the incredible
memories we have made and the lessons you have taught me.
love you all. To the IB Group: We actually SURVIVED! can't
think of a better group of girls to spend all my classes (and
lunches) with for the past two years. To my teachers: Thank
you for constantly inspiring, helping, and challenging me over
the years. Mommy: cannot thank you enough for everything
you have done for me; you are my best friend. Daddy: Thanl<s
for always supporting and encouraging me in everything do.
Nangi: You're everything ever wanted in a sister and friend.
Grads '06: Thanks for three amazing years in blue! xoxo
I

I

I

I

I

I

LAURA ASHTON
Robertson/Douglas, 1992-2006, Mr. Baker

From

plaid

suspenders

to red ties,

Branksome has been
wear black war

unforgettable. Here's to the girls that dare to

adore H-PO and act insane. You've made the nights
and the laughs harder - thank you for
always standing behind me. To my sister Kat - you'll always be
my best friend. To my Butterfield sister Lex be lost without
you next year, Here's to my rowers & coaches - wouldn't get
up at 4:45 for anyone else. Mom and Dad - your unconditional
support, love and friendship mean more than you will ever know.
To everyone that has touched my heart - no Matter how far, you
Will always be with me. Finally, Grads 06' - Thanks for these
years girls, they've been amazing. The best things happen out
paint,

longer, the tears easier

I'll

I

of the blue.

CHEERS!
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LAYA BAIL
Campbell, 2000-2006, Mrs. Bennett
"I

believe

in

memories they look so

pretty

when

I

sleep" JJ

BH, Here's to the memories -To the school
that became my home. To the million sleepless nights. To the
girls who have kept me strong, we laughed so hard we cried,
you are my sisters and you mean the world to me. Sarah- you'll
forever be family, heres to the best 2 summers of my life {Italia
love). Sam- always my #1 girl, no one gets me like you do. Whittogether we've been through it all. QB's (SM, HF, BM, TL), KM,
LC, ND, you girls are my laughter and my loves. To the guys
that made it all worthwhile, no regrets. Samuel- more than a
brother my best friend, no one makes me more proud. Mom- for
giving me passion. Dad- for the inspiration to be better. -Thanks

To the 6 years

at

for the opportunity,

support and understanding,

I

appreciate

more than you know -To all my girls in plaid, the world
Branksome girls do with class - Ciao xo

is

it

yours!

it

GEORGIA BARRINGTON
MacGregor, 2002-2006, Ms. McCann
Branksome, this is a toast to you. To the girls in
blue, to those who I've left behind and the ones

me

plaid, in gold

&

who'll stay with

forever, to rovi/ing, to late night girl-talks in the

basement,

to

my besties and to teachers. Thanks
to everyone who made my stay worthwhile, you know who you
are. You are my peanut butter to my jam. M&D; You are my
glue. You've kept me together and given me all the strength
laughter, to Tremblant, to

I

have.
in

Shane

:

I

You broke them
love you. Or:For more

couldn't ask for a better brother.

and have always been there

for

best friend and the sister

together.

We can't take

it

my

me.

I

my psychoanalyst, my
never had, can't thank you enough.
Sar :Since grade nine we've been inseparable and you have
never let me down. You made BH unforgettable. To my blue
grads, cheers to a new beginning. "Let's spend the afternoon
than a decade you have been

sanity,

I

I

with us."

SARAH BASiNSKI
MacGregor, 2000-2006, Ms. McCann
to my friends: All, you are my eve malone; started
bffn but we totally got rid of the n! mags, the summers are
ours! Popcorn catching champs for ever! Georgia, you know
everything about me, thanks for always caring. Jess: Italia!
Dance parties, PC's, we make the best snacks! Betts, 17 years
behind us, rose park is our meeting point. School friends, you
made everything here so much fun, love you all! To the girls who
enjoy spandex so much: you are the reason the early mornings
are worth it. Chieftangs, you girls rock. Never change! Family:
parents, you've supported me through everything, you are
amazing. Soraya, you've been there through everything and
listened to all my teenage melodramas: Merci. Sisters: thanks

Thanks

pretend it's a pain having to follow in
your footsteps, but there's no one else would be happier to turn

for the smiles. Claire:

I

I

out

like.

Moo, thank you so much

for the opportunity!

~ kisses

to all-

CAMILLE BAYLISS
Gordon/MacGregor, 1992-2006, Ms. McCann
"Today is gonna be the day that they're gonna throw it back to
you. By now, you should've somehow realized what you gotta
do." - Oasis
14 years- can't imagine life without BH. To the girls who
sported plaid suspenders and sang "I Won't Grow Up", Mrs.
Sneezepickle would be proud. My BFFs, thanks to you have
14 years of laughter (and lunacy) to look back on - oh, if bushes
could talk... Mummy & Daddy- thanks for putting up with my
I

I

crazy antics. Your love and encouragement

me. Darcy

mean

the world to

always be a best friend 1st, little brother 2nd.
Wiffle: thanks for the socks. You sparked my love for music,
from Kermit to Liam. Thanks for the countless memories: "two
of us riding nowhere", Everest, dancin' on rooftops, BB promise
lefties,

06':

bsb,

Keep

goodbye!
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-

you'll

vagabond shoes, completely

well the road...cuz

we can

madferrit.

finally kiss

Grads

the overpass

KATIE BELL
Campbell, 2000-2006, Mrs. Bennett
"The only thing constant in this world is change" (India Arie). And
once again we have come upon a time of significant change.
Look how far we have come: from diapers to diplomas, from pre
school to pronounced scholars and from toys to boys. To my

my kin, endow my most heartfelt thanks.
You have cushioned the hard times and put the cherry on top of
all the good ones. Thank you
Jesse - my best friend. Parents
- for love, preparation and encouragement. Uncle Rob - for
praising words, Sarah - for 'love fern', Paige - for keeping me
grounded', 215 Crew - for girly quirks, and finally. The Gang
- extended family... the everlasting 6... brothers and sisters
family and friends,

I

:

without the bs..,my break

spent reminiscing the
I

will

me

my

look back on

for the

"

these past 6 years. Although often

in

good

ol

years at

random journeys

in

days

",

know

I

that, in

BH and will see:
my loving to live

due

time,

they did prepare
life.

X

Ciao

Bellas O.

EMMA BEQAJ
Fraser, Scott
I

1996 - 2006 Mrs Weinstock

could not have asked for a better place to spend the past 10

my friends - you are truly amazing. Thank you for all
memories we've shared and for the times laughed so
hurt. To those of you who know what it's like to spend a

years. To
of the

hard

it

I

summer on Stoney

MOM - what a

Lake, thanks for those unforgettable nights.

way we have come, am so thankful for all
and support. DAD - thank you for everything you
have given me. You have taught me more then you could ever
know. JEN - thanks for being there and supporting me.
ED - there have been too many good times to count. Here's to
the nights of non stop laughs. NOR - you're always there for
me babe, at my best and at my worst, thank you. JACKSTER
- your laugh is infectious. SAM - you useless chubby chicken,
what would do without you? SARAH - you are crazy but you
make my life exciting! 06ers - we stopped the green machine.
long

I

of your love

I

KATARINA BITOVE
Johnston/McAlpine, 1997-2006, Mrs. Pratt
Hey, I'm not a prefect or a high honours student.
sittinGs or

FOS

or row.

heart, but I'm sure

it's

And

don't

I

know

really really nice.

I

don't

go

to

the school prayer by

wear blue On

I

spirit

week, not greeple.
Love Cdawg, Chieftangs and Clans, not
housEs. And drink Starbucks, not second cup. have parents
who are proud of, and just As crazy as me. have a sister, Nat,
who believes in gonging with me, not modesty. And the Frog is
a truly proud and noble animal. My girlS are the biggest wheels,
the McAlpine Green Machine can't be stopped, and couldn't
have done it without the Bitove/Manos crew. BranksOme is my
second school ever, my first love, and the best part of my last 9
years. My name is Kat, and am a Branksomite.
I

I

I

I

I

I

VIVEKA BIYANI
Campbell, 2000-2006, Mrs Bennett

Awesome. have no idea how to begin...
My couch buds: can't even imagine what my mornings would
I

I

have be

like

without you guys, and the plaid couches... Y'all are

the bestest homies (from the hood) ever.

Maa, Dada, Mommy and Daddy: Thank you for all the
encouragement and inspiration to take on any challenge;
couldn't have done
on my own.
Divya: Thanks for always letting me use your awesomely
located locker EVERY YEAR; why can't be as lucky as you?
Hehe. You're the greatest sister ever. Arjun(ator): you are
absolute dynamite on court. have always bragged about you,
and will never stop.
Everyone, be good next year.
I

it

I

I

JESSICA BLOM
Douglas, 2000-2006, Mr. Baker

BH has been an amazing home for me throughout my years.
Teachers, thank you for your dedication. V-ball...jks. Rowers,
the seasons have been amazing, bonding sessions make all
the hard work worth it. SA girls & staff, it was 2 of the most
my

rewarding weeks of

life.

who

Girls (u no

u

been an

r) its

incredible 6 years... 101/21 5, B-days, girls nights, Montreal,

& much more.
you

my

We

for supporting

goals

had

me

-

you've given

& encouraged me

fortunate for

all

to live

me
to

life

Italia

Mom &

Dad, thank
the confidence to reach
its fullest.
am so

fun! G, ur the best.

I

the amazing opportunities u'v provided

me

with.

what more could ask of an older sister. From fighting for
me to picking on mom together, you've been the best. Jamie,
u fit perfectly into the fam. Thnx for coming to all the Sunday
dinners, we can't get enough of your jks. All GYs, good luck in
the future. The blue spirit lives on forever! Keep in touch!
Erica,

I

TORY BOECKH
Douglas, 2000-2006, Mr. Baker

go in this way, and find my own way out. " BH: you
have provided me with 6 unforgettable years. Thanks for the
lessons and memories. HockeyX6 BballXS RugbyX4 To all my
teammates: Life is a team sport, thanks for helping me play.
SKL ME ND AZ: you girls complete me. For all the times you
kept me grounded, words cannot express how much you mean
to me. To all my friends, thanks for the good times & remember,
LIFE IS JOKES... never change. Coaches/ teachers: thanks for
your patience & inspiration. To my family: mom& dad, could
not have asked for better parents. You have always been my
"/ will

I

biggest fans, thanks for

all

your love

&

support. Steve, thanks

mind the crack. My
no matter what the weather,
always bring your own sunshine." Peace Out.

for bringing out the

immature

child in me...

fellow grads: "Whierever you go,

KATHERINE BUTLER
Campbell, 2000-2006, Mrs. Bennett.
To the friends who have kept me laughing over the years, and
with whom have shared the endless "goodtimes". To the girls
that have experienced Oak Ridge, and who make every brutal
morning worthwhile. To Heder, Kevo, Dave & Marnie who taught
I

me

me to love it, and changed my life in the
and Dad, who gave me infinite opportunities
and taught me to make the most of it ail. To that brother of mine
who has always kept me in check - Doug you have no idea how
much look up to you. To Kate who's been through everything
with me, and who will be there until the end. To those few
who've seen me at my worst and got me through. And finally, to
the girls who stopped the green machine. Words do not begin to
describe my thanks. Good luck with everything, and remember
- anything can happen out of the blue. No Regrets.
a sport, taught

process. To

Mom

I

CAROLINA CARO
Ross, 2004- 2006, Ms. Jajecznyk

would like to thank Branksome Hall, its principal, Mrs. Karen
Murton, and the teaching staff for the excellent education
I

I

received over the last two years.

The academic

training

you

have provided me with will be an important pillar in my future
professional development. Living in such a culturally diverse
milieu, exposed to such a wide variety of opinions and visions
of the world has been a fundamental experience for me, as a
woman. My future success and achievements will be due in
great part to

and

to

its

Branksome

Hall,

thanks

to

its

long experience,

tremendous work and dedication,

all

of which

make

alumni proud. Special thanks to Ms. Jennifer Stumborg, for
her dedication, support and advice. To my parents, who gave
its

me

the opportunity to

gratitude.

Thank you

unforgettable. Carlo

live in

Canada,

I

I

love you with

all

all my love and
has been unique and

give you

for this experience;

it

my

heart.

ALLISON CARSON
Douglas, 2000-2006, Mr. Baker
could always
I've tried to never grow up so
have fun I've noticed through my 6 years at BH that I've grown
up & I'm still having fun. Mom & Dad you've always encouraged
& supported me. Jeff- I've always looked up to you thanks for
being a great role model. Heater- from playing house to being
my constant source of support thanks for always being there.
Twins- thanks for always entertaining me. To my friends
couldn't have asked for better people to spend time with love
you all! Sarah couldn't have survived w/ out you. think we
should change the BFFN to BFFE b/c after 6 years can't see
being any other way. My fellow IBers we survived! Trombone-I'll
miss you. Rowers- You kept my spirits high even when the sun
wasn't. To my Coaches and Teachers you've taught me more
than you could ever know! GY's - in life remember to just look
for the Bearnecessities! Thanks BH that was a great game!

Well even though

I

I

I

I

I

it

I

ASHLEY CARTER
Fraser/Scott, 1994-2006, Mrs. Weinstock

The past 12 years have been one

long road.

None

of the

me,
you girls, SM, EB,
KB, KB, CK, KC, KG, PT, LJ: you've all seen me at my weakest
countless times but you still take me as am. can't remember
a lunch haven't died laughing and that means the world to me.
Steph: don't even know what to say, there's just too much, but
know you know what I'm thinking anyways. Mom and Dad: the
two of you are the one true thing know can believe in because
you've always believed in me. You constantly pick me up and
brush me off and tell me I'm ok. wouldn't be the person am
today without you and all your love, already miss you. Ian; I'm
grateful for the times you've listened to my fears and tears and
then made them dissolve in your affection. love you. Thank you
BH, it's going to be hard to say goodbye.
projects, marks, or countless nights working will stay with

but the friends and laughs

will.

The nine

of

I

I

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

JENNIFER CAVEN
Campbell, 2000-2006, Mrs. Bennett
Here's to 6years of memories that will last a lifetime: semis,
formals, bdays, dancing in costume, starbs, newyears(cwood),
"tingalings", cancun, driving mishaps, tremblant, pre/afterparties
Slatenight adventures-whether it was fun, awful, or just a flat out
never forget, to those who made the mems worth
gong show,
while- mh,kz,cp,tl,kf,bnn,af,lc: it's been jokes! can't thank u
i'll

i

enough

girls

mdp:

everyday,
i

u've

needed most,
keep goin!
it

let's

making

for ur unconditional support,&for

it

me to

pushed

me

laugh

be better&been there when

we set the record for #of placeswho deserve my thanks teachers:

pretty sure
to

those

up with my perpetual absences&late assignments,
endless wisdom, the talks&ur debit card, mom:
for keeping me grounded (literally!), matty: what the deuce?
thank u for the constant humour, finally, here's to grads06:
for putting

daddy:

for the

we're kind of a big deal! Keep

in

touch, jcav

JASMINE (HYE- YUN) CHEN
McAlpine, 2003-2006, Miss Friend

Canada!! Finally high school life is over!! Can't believe
Branksome hall. never thought would make it to
university but now Branksome showed me the path to achieve
my goal. Above all, want to thank my parents for supporting
6 caring me unconditionally. cannot express how much love
you in words also Do-Hyun! love you too and always feel
sorry for you in many ways. Also my 2nd family in Toronto, thank
you Aunt & Uncle & halmuni!! 3 years in Branksome gave
me many valuable memories, experiences, friends. Thanks to
everyone and will miss you a lot. Wls.Olfert, Ms.Mistry, Diane
5 yrs
I

am

in

leaving

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

L,

Jenny

H, Alice

P,

Yoon U

,

Ari K, (u

r

the weirdest!! Eva!)

other Koreans who graduated last year (see you all in
2015!! In Lower field!! =P) Also Carol L(first roommate & HK bf
luv you soo much!), Jess Cobran, Phyliss Lee (thx for helping
me in many ways! & when is our next dinner?? lol)

and

all

ASHLEY CHI
Scott,

2004-2006, Ms.

Wood

Time flies!!!! It's hard to believe am graduating this year. It has
been two years since the first day came to Branksome and
still remember everything that happened on the first day, got lost
in school, had no idea where my locker is
The two years
in rez is unforgettable and the experiences that
earned are
priceless. Teachers, thx for your care. Frdz, u guyz made my
life more meaningful, Liza, my best frd ever, never forget those
nice long distance chatz every weekend that caused u staying
I

I

I

I

up. Daddy and Mommy, LOVE YOU TWO SO MUCH!!!! U
always give me the greatest support and forgive me no matter
what mistake made. Thx for giving me the chance of studying
aboard, felt like am the luckiest girl in the world to have the
opportunity to be your daughter.
I

I

I

I

=)

KATE CHIPPINDALE
Bruce, Campbell, 1999-2006, Mrs. Bennett

"Wherever you are, it is your friends wtio mal<e your world"
To my friends: my bests- you complete me, much love, girls
in plaid- in the classroom, on the field and beyond- thanks for
being there, you make it worth the ride. chiefTANGS - your spirit
is

contagious,

cwood

winters +

summers

at the d-o-g...and to

between ~ you make my world. To my fam:
love you. mom and dad- thank you for all the support and
opportunities you have given me, am more grateful than you
know, meggie & tor-bor - thanks for the endless entertainment,
its hard to imagine life without you two downstairs. To
Branksome: thank you to my teachers and to seven years FULL
of unforgettable memories.
BH grads '06: anything can happen, out of the BLUE.
cheers, keep the good times rolling... xox
everyone else

in

I

I

VINCCI (WING-CHI)

CHUNG

Ross, 2004-2006, Ms. Jajecznyk
ties! Here is where
be mature, to be strong. For everyone who made my
2 yrs special. God: thx for leading me all the way. Teachers:
your guidance and help shape my future. Tiff,Alice,Mere: thx for
being patient and tolerate my craziness, the time we spent in
Iab1 are tough but here is our yearbook, the best return-T'E'AM
we did it! Mr.Smith: you are a great advisor, will remember
the green apples. RES girls: res is my 2nd home & you are my
2nd family. Thx for all the GREAT times! Res. Council: best to
work with, best time together! mara.jen. carol. ash. tiff.jha.jam.sha
ron.adrianne. vivian.lor.em. 2bears & all my frds: thx for making
a difference in my life. You make the 2yrs memorable! Dons:
thx for being great mentors & friends. Mum & Dad: Thx for
everything! would't have experience all these w/o you, love
you! GYs: good luck next yr! GO BLUE, we will make a bright
future! xoxo vinz =]

2yrs of challenges, 2yrs of memories. 1kilt&3
1

grow

to

I

I

I

ELIZABETH CLARK
McDonald/Campbell, 1993 - 2006, Mrs. Bennet
you always be courageous, stand upriglit and be strong,

"/Way

may you
It's

stay... forever

been 13 years

that

I

young." - Bob Dylan
will never forget.

LB - Thank you for being
Keep the good times
coming. To the ones that have been there forever - MM, SM,
KM, KF - so many years, too many memories. VPW anyone?
Field HockeyXS, HockeyXS, RugbyX3 - to my coaches and
To

my

friends

-

JS, AF, AZ, HN, TB,

there through the good, bad and ugly.

teammates: your dedication and true Ribbit spirit will never be
forgotten. JC - thank you for being the brother never had.
TSC: my summer love. Mom - know you secretly love my
messy room, thank you for all the support when things got
tough. Dad- Your advice continues to guide me. Thank you for
being my #1 fan and the best dad a girl could ever ask for. love
you all, Liz.
I

1

I

JESSICA COBRAN
Ross, 2002-2006, Ms. Millette

What can say peoples? The past four years of my life at
Branksome have certainly been... interesting. But want to give
a shout out to all the people at Branksome who keep real,
and stay true to who they are. has truly been a blessing for
me to be here. God has blessed me to have been able to meet
amazing people like Hanna Nowers (White Chocolate, holding
I

I

it

It

it

down), Teresa Elsobky (The "BIyptian" Princess), Franny Panny,
Phyliss Lee (What up Philly?), and Viveka Biyani (your grandma
a wicked cook, for real) and just everybody

is

in

my

grade-if

I

mention your name it doesn't mean don't care about
you. wish each and every one of you much success and many
blessings. Take Care and God Bless. PS. can't forget to shout
didn't

I

I

I

out

my

twin sister Alexis Martin (she just has a skin pigmentation

problem) and Gladys and Chanel (Holla!!) Oh ya, special thanks
Ms. Kenez, my parents and Ms. Stumby (Stumbourg)

to

FLORA ELIZABETH DAVIES
MacGregor, 2000-2006, Ms. McCann
How magnificent, the end of the girl Beth, guess she flew
to Neverland. Mum: You never let me step onstage without
knowing you were in the crowd, that meant more to me than
anything, mind the chest thumping! Faj: Thank you for always
waiting up for me, getting the door when forgot my key, and
teaching me to 'switch all off!' Z: here's to dance parties, forts
and fasthma, Eudshallo. Girls: K-T: you are what made 590
my second home. Car: you made me laugh when nothing else
would, thanks. Tash, you are my favorite RENT junkie, never
forget the "big C". Erdle,G,Hans; you made me love hours
of rehearsals. Pia, Maggie & "The Friend": you nurtured my
talent and instilled in me a confidence that will carry with me
eternally. Cath: you'll never get rid of me! Grads '06: you look
fabulous in blue. "So long and thanks for all the fish..." xox
I

I

I

JULIANN DESJARDINS
Campbell, 2002-2006, Mrs. Bennett
So here it is... in my typical method, written on the morning of
the deadline, (but always on time of course). It's a skill which
have nearly mastered in my 4 years at Branksome. have
actually learned a lot here though and am sorry to be leaving.
The GYs, the teachers, coaches, and swimming and rowing
teams especially have made it an unforgettable experience.
Thanks Mom & Dad for the opportunity - not to mention the
Sam drives. Jamie & Joss, can't wait to see where you end
I

I

I

up and
try and

I

could not have wished for more amazing footsteps to

all your help. Georgia, we've been
can remember. Keep an eye on things
at home for me and remember to come and visit! wish you all
the best of luck! To all of my friends: thanks for putting up with
the awkwardness all these years. It's been awesome and can't
wait for more! I'll miss you and love you all so much! :)

follow.

Thanks

for

together for as long as

I

I

I

I

NAOMI DOERGE
Ross, 1998-2006, Ms. Millette

same amount of Warmth and pride
any other school. THank you for being the "other" family, one
will always remember with a smile. To the teachers who not
only endured me, but also encouraged Me, thank you for your
support and care. Watson, Fabian, Senora- Muchas Gracias.
To the girls love would be lost without you. Thank you for your
love, for making me smile whenever/wherever, the florida/'hood'
timeS, the nights out/In, for never saying "I told you so", for
I

can't imagine feeling the

for
I

I

I

not only watching the

drama

Mummy/Daddy- Thank you

of

my

life

but also Costarring

in

it.

your guidAnce, words of wisdom,
the breakfasts every morning without faiL, for being friends as
much as parents. Lily- do you hear the music? thx for always
being there for
don't

me

do anything

remember

I

for

and making

me

laugh

wouldn't do. luke-my

the 5 rules.

I

love you

all.

when no one

else can,

pumpkin muffin pie
miss you already.

little

GYs-

1
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TERESA ELSOBKY
Ross, 2001- 2006, Ms.Millette
Together, but different; Find ur voice. Grads, Through the
good and bad, we made it.... together! To all the peeps who
walked just one step ahead of me, thank u! Couch crew, my

mornings

me

kept

be empty w/o

will

going. Dad,

I

u!

Mom,

Ur love and care always

me

carry ur advice with

will

everywhere go. love u both. Ma sissy Moura, couldn't
ask for a better sis. Your care and protection always made
me happy (even though it didn't seem like it). love u!
Rico, the best dog/bro in the world! Mes cousins,
from late nite drives to just going to a movie, enjoyed
every moment of it! Danny & Sam, my ears are always
open for listenin'! love u both with all my heart. The
Egyptian beoble, from early morning jogs to All Star Wings
to Mandarin*10Q0, ana ba hebokoum kolokum! God, thank
u for all these blessings u have given me. xOxO, Tuts
I

I

I

I

I

I

MORGAN ESTEY
Douglas, 1999-2006,

Mr Baker

who you

are and say what you feel,
because those who mind dont matter
and those who matter dont mind"

"be

thanks

to

branksome

for the opportunity to

chillin is

grow and

my life who made bearable, kings,
with me forever, could never had made

the loves of

it

i

thrive

cruisin
it

and

and

through

without you.

made

estey posse; you
for more,

it

all

mom & dad- you

worth

everything you ever gave me.

complete

word

me and

i

living.

1

couldnt have asked

are amazing and
eric, alec,

i

appreciate

maddie- you guys

love you.

to rowing, clans, chieftangs. holla to the girls

worth while, long

cause LIFE

just chill back,

who made

it

live.

IS

JOKES and we just go

with

it.

COURTNEY EVANS
McAlpine, 2000-2006, Mrs. Pratt

The past 6 years have been

with endless memories,

filled

has come to hang up our
been one big amazing rollercoaster ride and
wouldn't change anything for the world. Don't know how it
would have been without you guys, the support, guidance, and
love is endless, thank-you for that. FAM: Mom/Dad, thanks for
believing in my dreams and leading me through reality. Dad- For
all the talks we've had,
really was listening. Mom- you amaze
me each day, thanks for being my best-friend. Hayd- thanks
for always listening never stop laughing and always be true to
yourself. Dan, "my backbone" thanks for being everything you
are. - love you all sooo much and am so lucky to have you all

and

kilts!

still

I

can't believe that the time

BESTS:

it's

I

I

I

in

my

life.

"I'm only this far,

and only tomorrow leads

my way" - DMB

KATE FISH
Ross/Bruce, 1995-2006, Ms. Millette
Here's to the last 11 years, and everyone

who made it so
amazinglTo Branksome: in the words of Dr Evil, "you complete
me!"To the teachers who believed in me even when I'd given
up on myself: promise I'll make you proud. Mrs. Smith: thanks
for helping me make it out alive! Fam:No matter what say, no
settle for saying
words can describe how grateful am. So
love you! Grads: It's been a wild ride, thanks for making every
day a new adventure. To the girls who make this so hard to write:
always said didn't want my grad comment to be cheesy, but
make an exception: have very few memories
for you guys
of the years before met you, and guess that's because they
weren't worth remembering. So thanks for the memories! As the
wise Van Wilder once said, "You shouldn't take life too seriously.
You'll never get out alive." So here's to everyone who stopped
me from being serious. Peace, love and... plaid?
I

I

I'll

I

I

I

I'll

I

I

I

I

ALEXANDRA FISHER
McAlpine, 2000-2006, Mrs. Pratt

memorable years have passed and not a day has gone

Six

by that wasn't worthwhile. To the
the cruise, sunset

who shared it all: Tazo,
never ever preD, bsb,

girls

lovin the gg,

grill,

Coz05, mwsr, shpx2, McGill frosh, RSGC fshow,
nights(05 esp), a devil and an angel, takara,
silvercitygrS, field hkyx5, Hail visits, lip-syncing B.adams, skiing
the box, JRR, my fav Asian, "sexual"
at DG, "ting a lings
*JS,EH,KF,KH,HF,LC,AV,SI\/I,JC* Wrds cannot describe what
u mean to me. Thnx 4 all the gtimes, laughsS mems. xoxoxo
Mom: Thx 4 always believing in me&pushing me to do my best.
Chubbs: thx for being there to brighten my day, everyday, and 4
all the knowledge. JF: thx 4 the multiple drives&love. CF:
know
can always count on you. love you all! Nan: your generosity is
amazing. GY's:
miss you, keep in touch "if only the gd things

cwood

parties,

Italia04,

new years

",

I

I

I

I'll

in life

lasted longer then they do" pride

in

BLUE xoxoxoxo ALIX

SEYMORE FLECK
Gordon/MacGregor, 1995-2006, Ms. McCann
BUB: can't describe my love for you! We have so many
memories together and so many more to come. Remember;
I'm the Mary and you're the Rhodal TOR; My 3'" sister - Truly
one of a kind; the bestest friend could ever ask for. HANS;
My UBFI Sam: Been through some dram- but always turn to
you in the end. KF, BD, AF, HF, EM, MH, LC, ND - my sisters!
love you. Teachers: thanks for putting up with me... honestly.
JEP; My superhero - You know dam right. The people who
owe it all to - my FAM! JAMIE&ERIN: could not have asked for
better sisters - you both are so talented and inspirational to me.
DADDY: love you so much - thank you for always supporting
and helping me. GARY: The most hilarious guy know! Love
and appreciate you. MAMA: No words can explain - have
I

I

I

I

I

J

I

I

I

I

too

much

- thanks

love for you... thank you!
for everything.

I

will

BRANKSOME; My home

miss you

GRADS - Keep

in

touch.

HAYLEY FRENCH
Frasier/Scott, 1997-2006, Mrs.

Weinstock

my 2nd home! thanks for all the support and opportunities,
to all the girls who made the last 9 years truly unforgettable,
kate & fishy: my sisters, you got me through everything and
BH,

know what would have done without you! love you
soo many memories (MTL to FLA)! My QB's - LB,
SM, TL, BM, we did all with class!
miss you, thanks for the
I

don't

I

i

both, mer:

it

I'll

memories, to the rest, thank you for everything, you've made me
me and you all mean the world to me. sssnation: my therapist
forever! mummy, you are truly my bestest friend, daddy, thank
you for always being there, no one makes me smile like you
can! could never thank either of you enough for everything
you've given me, love you both more than anything and would
be lost without you... well this is it girls! GY's; "Promise me you'll
always remember: You're braver than you believe, and stronger
than you seem, and smarter than you think."
miss you all!
I

I

I'll

KATE GARNER
McAlpine, 2000- 2006, Mrs. Pratt

High School Top Ten: 1 0. Dreading the start of classes in
September but realizing every year it's not that bad. 9. Joining
the swim team not knowing what to expect, and then figuring
out over 4 yrs that
until

it's

'your sport'. 8. Counting

the nights you can spend

listening to

in

your favourite band.

7.

the world (and getting sun burnt)

greatest

game

in

down

the days

a crowd of sweaty strangers

Spending holidays exploring
Realizing hockey is the

6.

the world, and tracking the Leafs' every

move

Always knowing there's that
group of 10 waiting to have lunch with you, no matter what. 4.
Having the best friend a girl could ask for, for 12 years. (You're
my Jay for life) 3. Sharing everything with a sister (...I wanna
dance the night away) 2. Going home to the most supportive
and generous parents know. 1 Wasting away those final days
in June which, this year, will be more bitter than sweet.

with the rest of the die- hard fans. 5.

I

.
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KAITLIN

GRAY

Ross, 2004-2006, Ms. Jajecznyk
"Here's a toast to the ending of extravagancy. While something

never over until the thought of It ends, a part of It dies If you
it.
want you to glimpse my forever - Ending - By the end
It's our friendship that keeps me from tearing, and our shared
thoughts that keep me together - Beginning - hope that our
is

let

I

1

was shared

time

Not

to

for

a reason.

apart

fall

Or break open
Never

Thanks

for

all

to forget."

- R.S

the shared memories.

JENNY HA
Scott,

2004-2006,

Ms Wood

Time flies, can't believe I'm graduating this year! My two years
at Branksome are full of unforgettable moments. Teachers
and Dons: Thx for your care and guidance. To all my friends:
would not have enjoyed myself without you around me. It Is
YOU that make things memorable. will always remember the
humorous jokes and games we've played. We must always
keep In touch! To my roommates: I'm happy to know you
all. It is YOU that make my life at Branksome special. EW:
will never forget the memorable talks and moments we had
together. hope no one will ever Insult your Snoopy! YO: You
are so cheerful. Keep it up! Brother: Thx for all the advice you
give me. You ROCK! Mom and Dad: Thx for giving me this
wonderful opportunity to study abroad and experience residence
life. Thx for all the support and words of wisdom. YOU make
me stronger everyday. LOVE YA! I'm gonna miss you all BH
I

I

I

I

I

I

girls!

ALEXANDRA HALL
McAlpine, 2000-2006, Mrs. Pratt
"There's only us, there's only

this,

forget regret or

life Is

yours

no other road, no other way, no day but today". For
those who have taught me to seize each moment,thank you.To
Mumma, Deeds, and Lori(rm your toady always),for your
unconditional love and support, love you this much. To the
rest of the Halls, Henrys, and Woolfreys, for always being my
number one fans! "A friend Is someone who knows the song in
your heart, and can sing it back to you when you have forgotten
the words", to the girls who have sang and screamed with me
on countless(and sweaty)occaslons, vogued down the street,
taken me anywhere from the AGO to a certain Bahamian island,
and for laughing with me, not at me(most of the tlme!)l hope
can do for you what you have done for me(npl). To those In my
heart you maDe sense Of my nonsense. AMH,my p. I.e., may our
potions/rivers 'flow' on forever. '06ers:"Oh! the places you'll go!"

to miss,

I

I

VANESSA HALL
McGregor, 2002-2006, Mme. Doyle-Davidson
don't want to go among mad people,' Alice remarked.
'Oh, you can't help that,' said the Cat. 'We're all mad here...'
Mummy & Dad, love you. Vic, without you I'd have never
known Naruto, Sasuke, or your Grandad (just like you they're
very special to me). Muffin, who's the 1 337357 of them all?
You are! Nobody else can make Aggro look that good. Cam
always be your 1337 n1nja, & jOO will
you comp133t me.
always be my Ivl 31 pally. All, ever thought about keeping your
clothes on? Monkey, just because we don't talk anymore doesn't
mean that
forget anything that's happened, especially SA.
Katie, RSGC will be on of my favourite high school memories,
'But

I

I

I'll

I'll

thanks.

P &

E,

I

owe

you, without your help

I

probably wouldn't

be the way am today. D, those anklets make us friends forever.
"How do you know I'm mad?' said Alice.
'You must be,' said the Cat. 'Or you wouldn't have come here.'
I
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LAUREN HANSON
McAlpine, 1995-2006, Mrs. Pratt

Johnston

/

"No road

is

amazing

11

long with

me remember what

helping

smiles and support

I

that must be why these
Mom, thank you for always

good company"

years went by so

fast.

important

is

couldn't

have made

in life.
it

Without your

through. Patrick,

am so appreciative for everything you've taught and given
me. Thank you for believing in me every step of the way. Dad,
thanks for being there for me no matter how far away you are.
love you all so much. My girls, you have been the best sisters
an only child could have wished for. Thank you for filling my
years with hilarious drama in our never-ending soap opera.
Matt, you're the most amazing boyfriend a girl could have. You
inspire me with your drive to always give your 100%. Thank
you to the moon and back. Dom, thank you for putting up with
my countless clumsy moments. And finally, to the Branksome
graduates of 2006, Road Well Kept.
I

I

KAITLIN HARRIS
1998-2006, Ms. Sutherland
it really over?! Our faces on these grad pages are
have a book to remember what you all looked
proof. At least
like ;) HF: we grew up together and will never grow apart.
Love u always! AF + EH; you can both be so crazy, but also
give the best advice. Never change... tazo forever. CP + MH:
Scott,

GY -

is

I'll

all

the crazy adventures. ..unforgettable. ..and yet so hard to

remember? CR: love/hate? You kept me smiling. IB ladies:
simply, couldn't have done
sans vous. Mom: your heart is
it

I

size XXL.

look up to your strength and endless kindness.

I

love you. Dad:

I

love you tool

Who's the best dad

in

I

the world?

Daddy Harris! Jeff: Call me when you take over the world. GYs
What will Branksome be without you? Thanks for the best

2006:
years

yet.

I'll

be seeing you.
Kate xo

PEACE and LOVE -

MADELEINE HAYLES
McAlpine, 2002-2006, Miss Friend

me on this one dude. Don't say polo."
-Tycho Brahe
3 short but noteworthy years at Branksome managed to teach
me a lot, even when already knew everything. To my friends
"Trust

I

(the Vs): secretly

I

hate you, but

my

I

guess

I'll

have

to deal with

your dreams, where

have
would say you made these years possible for me;
thanks for always being just crazy enough to get me. Rave on.
Mom: nothing will be more valuable to me in my life than perfect
grammar. Dad: only know everything because of your infinite
knowledge (and the wisdom of Buffy). Thank you both for
encouraging me to persevere. Matt: is it pathetic that you made
me me? From Sinfest to Bebop. love you all. And BH: thanks
for giving me such |Jb3r 1337 5k1llx0rz. As Oscar once put it
"we are all in the gutter, but some of us are looking at the stars".
that for the rest of

emotions,

life.

In

I

I

I

I

ALEXANDRA HEENEY
McLeod, 2000-2006, Mrs. Marshall
Having spent the better part of
cinema,

it

seems

the best

way

my adolescence sitting in a dark
sum up my Branksome career

to

through the movies I've seen. 2000: Almost Famous, Cinema
Paradise 2001: Moulin Rouge 2002: Igby Goes Down, Waking
Life 2003: Stolen Kisses, November, Say Anything, Les Quatre
Cents Coups 2004: Eternal Sunshine of a Spotless Mind,
Goodbye Lenin!, Before Sunset, Kill Bill 2005: Bubble. Thank
is

you to the teachers who justified my statement that Buffy is art
and who inspired me. Thank you to all that listened to my film
critiques, my dissertations on directors and my quantum physics
musings. Last but not least, thank you mom and dad for your
endless support and for giving me such great genes. As Oscar
Wilde once said, "seriousness is the only refuge of the shallow,"
so, ponder this: "where does the hole go when the cheese is
gone?" - Bertolt Brecht.

ALICE HEISEY
McLeod, 2002-2006, Mrs. Marshall
Because It's Over, Smile Because It Happened."
To all my girls in plaid, you mean the world to me,
never
forget the laughter and good times you've brought to my life.
miss you more than can possibly say. To my teachers for
pushing me to do my best, thank-you. To YAMO (my sisters in a
different area code) cm, smc&bh crews, love you guys. Mom
and Daddy; thank you for your unwavering support throughout
"Don't Cry

I'll

I'll

I

I

could ask for

the years, you're the best parents a

girl

know what would do

love you! To Mel,

I

without you,

I

don't

what can
and we'll watch

I

you inspire me, we've been through it all,
Moo- we'll be best friends forever, thanks for
the laughter, love you, never change. To my grads, you ladies
are amazing, I'm so happy to have spent these 4 years with you,
and know we'll be seeing each other again soon. Until then,
thanks for everything, love you all. xo keep smiling.
I

say,

oth together soon.
I

I

I

HIU YAN HO
'
MacDonald & Campbell, 1992 - 2006, Mrs. Bennett
It's been 14 years since
first wore our plaid kilt and growing
up just wouldn't have been the same without Branksome. From

JOYCE

I

circle, and teddy bear picnics, to spirit
week, concerts, and the red tie, have had a truly memorable &
incredible Branksome experience - thank you to everyone who
has been a part of it. Mom, Viv, Grandma, Uncle Tim, Teresa:
you know me better than know myself; thank you for always
being there for me - love you. Teachers on the East + West
side, thank you so much for the encouragement and guidance

the suspenders, hearts

I

I

I

you've given

me

through the years. Survivors, Congrats!

who have been there for anything and everything, I've
cherished every moment we've shared. Band - my passion
and inspiration, thank you for always putting a smile on my face
- I'm going to miss my second home. It's going to be hard to say
goodbye BH because you mean so much to me, thank you for
Friends

everything.

The road

will

always be well kept. Love, Joycie

TIFFANY (TSZ TING) HO
MacGregor, 2002-2006, Mme. Doyle-Davison
cannot believe that am graduating this year! These 4 years
BH have gone by so quickly, but have left me tons of great
and unforgettable memories. To Mom, Dad and Kenneth, thank
you so much for your love and support! love you! To auntie
and uncle, thanks a lot for taking care of me all this time! To all
teachers, staffs and residence dons, thank you for being such
great mentors, certainly have learned a lot from you all! To my
res buddies (Lolin, Yum, Carrot, Cyn, Ash, Mag, Carluz, Jen,
Mara, Van, Joyz, Efat, ZhuZhu, Daeji, GomDolE, and Ajuma),
thanks for making res so much fun! will never forget the
late night chats, laughter and endless fights!
love you all! To
Carluz, my best piano partner, it's a lot of fun playing duet with
you! Good times! To the SLOGAN team, thank you so much!
You guys are wonderful! Last but not least. Class of 2006,
I

I

at

I

I

I

I

congratulations!

Good

luck

and take

care!

Xoxo

Tiff

=)

MEGAN HODGES
Gordon, MacGregor, 1995-2006, Ms.

McCann

say goodbye. Mom and
Dad, for all the opportunities you have given me, love you so
much. Thank you teachers who have driven me, y senora, mi
owe you the world! Here's to the billion
favorita. My lovely girls,
memories, good and bad, the first times and the laughs, from
grade two and up! JC CP LC BM KH TL MM KM HF SF-never
change, never forget. CC- for everything you've given me. Life
is what you make it, see you at the top!
After 11 years, the time has

come

to

I

I

4^
80
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CYNTHIA HON
Ross, 2004-2006, Ms. Jajecznyk

WOW!

Finally

it's

my

turn to

become

excited about being a freshman

memories

in

in

school were exellent!!

a Gr. 12 gurl! Just so

university next year!!
It's

true dat

I

Anyway,

was always

being insane that everybody could easily practise their self
defence skills whenever they met me, right? Maddie? Jasmine?
Just BEWARE of me...muahaha..Rez, is a huge part of my life
that can juz neva forget the fab time there!!!! F4 magalidta, cha
siu, begger, chicken and ash., u guys r awesome! our craziness
juz ROCK thoughout the rez!!! DONS, u guys rock!! coz u guys
are the most craziest and most stupid dons that hv ever met!
People, make some changes and revolution!!! XOXOXOXO
I

I

TONS OF LOVE,CYN

JENNYYEONJAE HUH
McAlpine 2006 Miss Friend
For three years in B.H, have been a "Tree" with beautiful
flowers, leaves, and few colorful fruits.
Thank you for the soils, blizzard, rainfall, manure, and love.
I

ESTHER SUJUNG HWANG
McLeod, 2000 - 2006, Mrs. Marshall
"Ask & will be given to you; seek & you will find; knock & the
door will be opened to you." God, thank you for all the blessings.
Branki-for the past six years you were my 2"" home. Teachers
Thank you for your enduring dedication. The Closest Here's
to the everlasting laughs & tazo. You deserve more than the
world, lovu!** Everyone who: smiled, vented & selflessly lent
a shoulder-Pr/ce/ess. Thank you for the millions of memories.
Mommy&Daddy There are infinite things to thank you for.
Thank you for your guidance, cherished memories & many
to come. Thank you for all the opportunities & always being
there to lean on. Thank you for always being strong & humble.
I love you with all of my heart. Family Your unconditional love
& support has been my rock. love you so much<3. Pastor
John Thank you for everything&more, iou. GY Ladies in Blue,
congratulations (iheartu)! Here's to ongoing success.
God Bless You Always, Cheers.
it

I

PRIYA ZOE JAIN
Scott,

2004-2006, Ms.

Wood

Thank you...Branksome:

for your endless warmth, spirit, and
guideance. IBers:
couldn't have asked for a better family of
procrastinators to share these past two years with Mrs. Watson:
Mash potato memories will neveer be forgotten, and don't worry,
handed it in. Jonzer: no matter how much we fight, just remember
that
always love you. Jo: wanna take it outside boy? never
argue when people say we we're like twins. will mis you like no
other. Tots: rain or shine, would never take back picking you up
everyday after school. You will always be my little baby. M&D:
that's one down and three to go! Thanks for always believing in
me. Grads '06: Where ever you go, go with all your heart Keep
I

.

I

ill

I

I

i

.

and keep well the road.
Big hugs for the journey ahead.

smiling

I

love you

all

so much, xopri.
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LUISA JEFFERY
Duncan/McLeod, 1995-2006, Mrs. Marshall
This calls for a toast: to friends, family, goodtlmes, winters of
craigers, summers of gold and blue, lunches in 215, nights of

sore backs and sweaty

weeks

of blue

t-shirts,

st-wish you

spirit,

games

of blue

were a

pow. m&d-thanks for all the kilts.
Raise your glasses girls- we deserve

and white, and

'06er. dith-we

kill

the

it.

ERIN JULIEN
McAlpine, 2003-2006, Miss Friend

So what can

I

say.

this direction, but

wouldn't have imagined

I

here

am

I

looking back on

my life taking
my three years

at

was, interesting. It was like
traveling in a circle and ended up back where started, but with
so many more stories to tell. But firstly, thank you dad for giving
me this experience and supporting me. Thanks to mom; you
were my rock and really wouldn't have carried on without you.
Bril Special mention to you just cause
can't survive without my
one and only sister, especially when feel bleh. Big up all them
like Steph (thanks for ALWAYS being there), the 1=' rez posse (is
my turn BOY), and the last rez posse (yall made it a great last
year). have to say, without all these people, my Branksome
episode would not have been as much of a roller coaster as it
was, and I'd prefer it to any perfect experience. But now, I'm
moving along and out of here. We'll see what happens next.

Branksome. Well,

could say that

I

it

I

I

I

I

I

I

SHELLEY KANITZ
Scott,

2004-2006, Mrs. Weinstock

Branksome has been a safe haven to me for the past two years.
The extremely patient teachers and caring administration have
helped me to overcome many obstacles. Much credit goes to
my Mom, for always pushing me to do more, no matter how
defiant became. My Dad also deserves major credit, for
believing in me enough to foot the bill for twelve years! Jackie,
do you think they'll still confuse us for each other after leave?
Maybe next time we should save ourselves the trouble and
say we're twins. Drew, thanks for always sticking by me and
knowing exactly what to say (colorful fishes, anyone?). Thanks
to my girls for the good times. You have made my experience
appreciate you all.
at Branksome memorable and enjoyable.
I

I

I

Here's to cupcakes, shindigs, and plaid couches. "And with a

broken wing, she

still

She keeps an eye on

sings.

a broken wing. Man, you ought to see her

fly".

the sky, with

Just watch me.

KATHLEEN KILGOUR
Ross, 2004-2006, Ms. Jajecznyk

From Georgia
place that

is

to Toronto,

a 2nd

home

has led me here- this glorious
so many of us. We wear our plaid

all

to

above all & know what it means to keep
and Presto; even though we're leaders,
would follow you anywhere. Girls: here's to empty houses and
full hearts. LS&DS: u made Ross proud & know how to rock the
red. Kevin: you showed me to BH & opened the door to the best
friends, memories and knowledge could have asked for. Glad
can now share this school with you. Daddy: Thank you for your
unwavering support from Princeton Walk to Paly You're still
my favorite shopping partner. Momma: my biggest advocateyou know me better than know myself & your wisdom has
had more impact than you know. To both of you, my love is
perpetual & my gratitude eternal. TSC: stars, canoes, beavers
and bluebirds. Now we are off to make our marks. Peace from
BH, Love from Kilgs.
with pride, love blue
well a road. Chiefs

I

I

I

I

JESSICA KIM
MacGregor, 2002-2006, Mme. Doyle-Davison
Umma&appa: thank youX1 0000000 & love youX1 0000000
Ayelen (Ayi): art yulshimeehae! Or else .... no Parsons
Sra. Mustos: nunca encontrare una profe como usted
Mrs. Reynolds: the cello will always remind me of you
JC: Jeon Jihyun is at Finch! Data/calc
JH: huh?
=P
DL: no comment
AP; S.A.

BRANKSOME: YAAAHOOOOOO! Thank you!

=)

CARA KLEIN
McLeod, 2000-2006, Mrs. Marshall
"Today was good. Today was fun. Tomorrow is another one"
To all my girls in plaid: you've filled my last 6 years with so many
unforgettable memories, it's been amazing. Erin: you've been
there from the very beginning and the good times will never end.
To the riders who know what its like to spend endless days in a
barn, you keep me smiling. Mom: there are no words to express
how much you mean to me. Thank you for teaching me to
believe! No one could make a better chauffer. Dad: Thank you
for all the opportunities you have given me. You never doubted
that could accomplish anything wanted. will always be your
little Ketz. Ryan: my not so little brother You will never stop
making me laugh, may the bonding continue forever love you
all so much. Branksome: thank you for giving me more then
could have ever imagined from a school. Grads '06: your spirit is
UNBEATABLE... reach for the stars! xo
I

I

I

I

I

KATIE

KNOWLES

MacGregor, 2002-2006, Mme. Doyle-Davidson
Wow. Four years here doesn't seem to cut it for me! To all my
friends, wouldn't have been able to do this without you, even if
you do use the term "strapping" or manage to make everything
awkward. Sea turtles anyone? KM^ you are my second half and
love you so much, and promise will never forget art trips
to Pittsburgh (Imao), or you. Mom and Dad, on the contrary to
popular belief you guys will always be more important than any
TV show, and love you. James and Mack, living without you
ever have to do, no
guys will probably be the hardest thing
matter how many walls you've forced me to punch in! Shout out
to my b-towners! The summers are too short! Jac, you are my
second sister, love u. No matter how old we get we will always
have the cottage to runaway to! To sum up, BH has been my
miss this place more than anything. Much
second home, and
love ladies, and
see you in the real world. Xoxo Katie
I

I

I

I

I

I'll

I

I'll

I'll

DAISY KOSA
Bruce, Ross, 1997-1998, 2000-2002, 2005, Ms. Millette

Branksome, thank you for being my second home, and a place
could always come back to. Everyone here makes this place
special. Thanks to everyone for being who you are. Every
morning wake up happy, though very late and confused,
knowing that I'm coming here to see all of you. Thanks to all
my friends for always welcoming me back with open arms.
Thanks to my whole family for supporting my education and
my horseback riding. do appreciate you. love you so much.
To grads, hope everybody finds something that makes them
happy. You all deserve the best. Blue rules forever!!! Ross is
always #1 in my heart. Good luck and best wishes to all,
I

I

I

I

I

Daisy
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FRANCINE LAW
Ross, 2003-2006, Ms. Millette

From the cheese book, parallel parking, Zhana Bus, burning
HCI and much more, my time at Branksome has left me
lasting memories. Couch buddies: 3 years of fun-filled
mornings "chilling" have meant so much to me. Thanks y' all
for always believing in me. Mom and Dad: thanks for always
pushing me towards my goal- love you both. Leroy: We've
had our arguments, but, we're on good terms. Miko: The "ho
sai lo" never had. Thx for always being there for me! Val &
Harina: Wow, time really does pass by fast. Thx for being
such AMAZING FRNDS. Leslie/Jon- Being hosed down and
biting red ants! Grads '06, we finally made it! Savor each and
every happy moment and best of luck to all of you in the future.
Remember, when life seems to reach a dead-end, expect the
unexpected. Love y'all! xoxo Frans

many

1

I

CAROL LEE (KAYUNG)
MacGregor, 2003-2006, Mme. Doyle Davison
No Regret but Valued. It seems a momentary glimpse to me.
Time flies! Can't believe that my three years life in Branksome
is

going to dismiss n

my high school life will eventually hit the
my beloved DADDY and MOMMY: you

end. Special thanks to
are

my

Giver that no one can replace; you shouldn't have done

better than this.

Thanks

for everything thing

whom LOVE

are the one

I

with no doubt n

and memories! Here, came
French

Barbie,Tiff:

fulling with

my

Precious Friends Cyn: the

DUDE! JamMyluv:

love and happiness,

my

in

Best twin ever! JasJen:

my

care,

we

share,

and

to

DAYUN

I

who

is

won't forget

mind; miss our shower time,

greatgreat

dare

I

lol

Roomies ever>3, Jen:

miss our best time! To all:
is before you can

will

"Don't be dismayed at goodbyes.

meet again,

and support. YOU
ul! Memories

owe

best Duet partner ever! Mara:

our memories that fresh

we

my

I

A farewell

after a lifetime is certain for u,

FRENZ." Good

luck!

(DIANE) LEE

Ross, 2000-2006, Ms. Millette

Thanks to

my

parents for giving

me

the chance to study

abroad.

There is in the worst of fortune the best of chances
happy change.

for a

PHYLISS LEE
McAlpine, 2002-2006, Miss Friend

Four years

at

BH has taught me

are a staple food

in

BH, 2)

a

lot

over the years: 1

)

Perogies

cool to dress like a fool for school

It's

spirit, 3) All the teachers are your friends no matter how much
you think they hate you, and 4) All the staff and students make
BH a unique school that opens doors to great experiences. I'm
very grateful to have been able to be a part of all of this.
"Every time we say goodbye, die a little.
Every time we say goodbye, wonder why a little.
I

I

Every time
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we say goodbye... Goodbye." - Sideshow Bob

VICTORIA LORD
Johnston, McAlpine, 1995-2006, Mrs. Pratt

What
foot

loved most about Branksome since the moment set
these halls were the girls who shared it with. From the

I've

In

I

I

toothless brat of

Gr2

infamous

to the

olio of

Gr.6 to the

DT

Gr.7 to the crew of Or. 12, I've been shaped into a person

I

of

never

knew existed. HN:You have the mind to rule the world. Take that
and be great.SF:My 2"'' sister. Unconditional love.BMH'll call
you even before I'm famous. MM:Your wise words will never
be forgotton.EM:You caught me when fell.KZ:l thank choir.
Krinky, you cherished my quirky side. MH.JC.SM.HF.LB. you've
I

touched

my

heart.

Mom,

if

my

could give

I

child half

love you've given me, she'd be the luckiest kid
you'll

always be

my

twin. You're

my pooba

I'll

inspiration for

in

as much

the world. Dad,

my
me more

forever be yourtibbles. Dana,
that

all

I

do. You've taught

you'll ever know and
thank God everyday that have you.
Thank you BH. Not for a moment will you escape my memory.

than

I

I

KIM MACINTOSH
McAlpine, 2002-2006, Mrs. Pratt

you can imagine it, you can achieve it. If you can dream it,
you can become it." To the Branksome grads of 2006, we are
invincible. You girls are going places and thank you for making
my past 4 years at Branksome, an incredible experience,
never forget. To the girls who have forever been there for me,
you are what make each day better than the last. cannot
imagine life without you next year and thank you for all the
great memories. Mommy and Daddy, you are the reason strive
to do better for nothing compares to the feeling of making you
proud. To my big sis, Stephy (Tef Tef), you will always be my
best friend of all. To my little angels (Bubby, Licky and Titten),
thanks for all the cuddles. love you all to pieces, and will never
forget you. "I cannot say good-bye to those whom have grown
to love, for the memories we have made will last a lifetime and
never know a good-bye."
"If

I

I'll

I

I

I

I

I

STEPHANIE MANIKAS
Robertson, Douglas, 1995-2006, Mr. Baker

seems just like yesterday was doing up my suspenders and
heading to Branksome for the first time. am going to be lost
without plaid next year. Dad, thanks for investing so much into
my education. Mom, I'm everything am because you loved
me. will never stop missing you. Justin, you are such a nerd,
but that's why love you! My amazing family, from Sunday
brunches, to Sunday dinners, the memories will last a life time.
Gold and Blue, the best times of my life were spent with you in
Sunny-D, thanks for always being there. Ashley, we are sisters
separated at birth. 215 Crew, you make me laugh, and you
make me cry... from laughing so hard! Blue girls, good luck in
It

I

I

I

I

I

N

the future,
"Just

it's

been a

when you

think

blast!

tomorrow
it's

will

never come,

all

of a sudden

yesterday"

MADDIE MARAVINO
Macgregor, 2002-2006,

Mme. Doyle-Davidson

"Fantasy is a necessary ingredient in living, it's a way of looking
at life through the wrong end of a telescope and that enables
you to laugh at life's realities. "-Dr Seuss. To my fabulous family

and support. Everyone at Doreen Hayes,
and don't stop dancing! Girls with red
amaze me, anything can happen... out of the blue!

for their infinite love

Go

love you!
ties:

you

all

Desi: friends for 13 years, ever since spandex.
p-folz,

I

for the gold

TTC, etobez, making

lists

of

guys

in

Dance-izzles,

math

class,

KM2 my

yay art trips!, girls nights, causing trouble,
taste of the Kingsway, red ties, c-mac future hubbie!, BFM
concerts! Here's to looking at life through the wrong end of the
other half

I

heart

u.

telescope.

XO Madz
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STAGEY MARSELLO
MacLean, 1992-2006, Mr. McVay
later,
can safely say that Branksome is like a second
home to me. From suspenders to red tie, have learned so
much here! To all my teachers, thank you for your time and
encouragement. An extra big thanks to the Band and Softball
teams. To my friends: Thank you for always sticking by my
side. will never forget our countless trips to Bloor and the
"extravagant" outings. Most importantly, to my family: am so
grateful for the opportunities that you have given me. Mum,
don't know what I'd do without you. Thanks for keeping me
going! Dad, thank you for always believing in me. know can
count on you when matters! Scooter, can always turn to
you for a good laugh! love you more than you'll ever know. To
everyone else who has played a part in THE BH EXPERIENCE,
have not forgotten you! To all the survivors: Congrats! We
made it! Branksome has prepared me well! Lyias! xoxo
Grant,

14 years

I

I

I

I

I

I

it

I

I

I

I

ALEXIS MARTIN
MacGregor, 2000-2006, Ms. McCann
girls, we made it! These past 6 at BH years have been
a life changing experience. To all my teachers and coaches:
thank you for everything -your constant support, guidance
and inspiration have meant the world to me (including those
mandatory sittings you all seemed to set)! To my parents: thank
you for all you've done and for giving me every opportunity in
the world. To G, K, M, B: love you all, no matter how many
hugs refuse to give! And to my amazing and talented friends:
you guys mean the world to me, couldn't have done it without
you! Our memories are endless: from exchanges, to early
morning practices, to swim courses to winter camping (you all
loved it), to Montreal to HCI explosions to lip syncs to late night
talks- love you all and will miss you more than you will ever
know!
Life is what you make of it girls, so dream big-l know we'll
succeed! Best of luck!! Lex xoxo
Well

I

I

I

1

JEN MARTIN
Ross, 1999-2006, Ms.
It

is

Millette

possible that Oscar Wilde said

"Biography lends to death a
true in

life;

yet, bravely

point of interest

myself

am

I

new

it

best

terror"".

shall persist

when he

and attempt

between these margins.

said,

Surely this
In

not yet a 'high school graduate',

to

is
fit

as

some

order to do so, as
I

shall

share

I

some

words of those that are. Remember, in future years, the wise
words of the prophetic Denis Leary when he said, "Not eating
meat is a decision, eating meat is an instinct". Ponder the
esoteric meaning of Rufus Wainright's suggestion to "let the
little fairy in you fly!". And when frustration finds you, remember
Oscar Wilde's words of wisdom; "Always forgive your enemies
- nothing annoys them so much". Or perhaps
should have
begun with Charles de Montesquieu, and remembered that "An
author is a fool who, not content with boring those he lives with,
insists on boring future generations." My apologies to future
I

generations.

LILLI

MAUER

Ross, 2000-2006, Ms. Millette
It's a strange thing, but when you are dreading something, and
would give anything to slow down time, it has a disobliging habit
of speeding up. - J.K. Rowling.
must say the 6"^ and final lap was definitely a wild one.
owe this place so much. To everyone who was there for me
when even wasn't. Ms. Millette: you were so much more
than a teacher. My girls, you made it all worthwhile. You made
magic out of the turmoil. Montreal crew, b-days, nights in the
basement, and nights on the town! Ju-a, you'll always be minialways cherish the hours at the
me, my other half. Daddy,
driving range and late night laundry. They're not my words, but
you really are "my captain". Mum, your support has never and
truly would not be here without
will never go unappreciated.
I

I

I

I'll

I

you.

A coeur vaillant

rien d'impossible!

KELLY MCDOWELL
Duncan

/

McLeod, 1993

-

2006, Mrs. Marshall

one you got cause you might get
done! B.Hall. ..I don't want to
leave, thanks. Mumsy, stronger than most, keep learning from
you. Thank you for not giving up.
always be here. Diddy-pop,
thank you for always being there and for the freedom and that
"Life is

too short so love the

run over." And I'm

ACTUALLY

I

I'll

was always needed. Chris, don't stop the advice
never want to hear, need it. And don't stop making me laugh.
We're an amazing pair. KINGS: ME HN CP SS. You girls keep
me going. You get me, thanks for taking the time. BM you are
extra push that
I

I

Dave to my Ethan, I'm breaking off! My gines, what shall
do without you next year? LB TB LC ND CE MH LJ SM AR.
Everyone who has been with me, you've made it impossible to
stop laughing. Jus, you're my ecstasy, and our song was better.
Ik hou van jou. MG my other sibling, je t'aimel MB, we changed,
loved and escaped together (on our cloud 9). The red jersey
suits you. Life is jokes. See you at 4:30. Squirrel Out.

the
I

BLAIR

MCGREGOR

Maclean, 2000-2006, Mr. McVay
truly can't believe the day has come that I'm leaving
branksome.i've definitely had some tough times, but they've only
made me stronger& smarter, thank u branksome for caring& for
being a 2nd home. To my teachers-(esp. olfert,mustos& mcvay)
thank u for pushing me& making me dream big.To the girlsSM LB HFGP KZ HN MH JC AV: thank u for making everyday
I

w/ so many laughs, u r the funniest girls know& cherish u
so much. My bests- KM: the ethan to my dave, MM: honestly,
what would do without u? T.Lo: my confidante, SS: much/grit/
xtina-u know me too well. Kylie-my laughter-i'll always look up
to u, u mean so much to me. Mom& Dad- thank you for always
believing in me. would have never made it through w/out your
constant love, trust, support & understanding, love you. "Take
care of all your memories, for you cannot relive them"-Bob
filled

i

i

all

i

I

Dylan.

EMILY

Wherever

go,

I

I'll

go with

all

my

heart.

I'm out

MCMAHAN

MacGregor, 2000-2006, Ms. McCann
My grade 7 card picture is proof enough that I've changed in
more ways than one over the years, and owe a good part
of that to my fabuLous and inspiring GY's. YOu girls make
getting up at 6 worth it! To the VIPS, TL: don't have enough
space to describe what you have meant to mE, CP (Boo): from
cousin to friend can't imagine my life w/o you, JS: June! am
constantly amazed by your tenacity and grace, SS: my mouse!
and source of endless laughteR, SF: the epitome of kindness
and understanding. Special group of subwayers: TTC will never
be the same! To Mum and Dad and all of my family you arE my
founDation and you make me realize that family has nothing to
do with blood. The teachers who made me look forward to class
and put up with me: thank you (really). To my first home, the
true love of my life owe you so much. heart you all infinity and
some more xox
I

I

I

I

I

I

MERCEDES MIMRAN
McAlpine (1995-2006) Mrs. Pratt
Let's break off and peace out, knowing that the friends who
we'll stay close with, will embrace our every change. To my
girls who have been there from the start SF: ur my counterpart,
my foil and my family. I'm the Mary and ur the Rhoda! BM: thru
good and bad ur my biff-nast TL: weve had our rough times,
but our friendship will always be better than our harmony - life
is a concert HF: International good times: mtl, SoBe, May24,
Call's waiting. Zo: best friends by choice QSisters 4ever. To the
fam who inspires me everyday. Dad and Kim: the coolest cats
see so
in town, thanks for ur constant support and love. Jaq:
much of me in u - never change, jokes Kayls: the best sister a
girl can ask for Zan: ur my idol, tanks for everything mang. Ma:
ur my best friend, my backbone, my head and my heart.
always be the bubba.
No matter what happens tomorrow,
Hope & Love
I

I'll

SARAH MORGAN
Maclean, 1992-2006,

Grant,

we

"celebrate

will

'cause

Mr.

life is

McVay
DMB.

short but sweet for certain"

—

14 years at branksome
laya: my unofficial sister, thanks
for being part of and experiencing the best two summers, italia
has not seen the last of us. chanelle, liz, gill: to the fun times,
thanks for being there for me. alix and anne: always will love
to the

my

the bsb parties, to

remember

qb's (laya, hayley,

tori, blair):

the pregaming times, thanks for helping

I

will

me

always

grow,

experience and learn, you've been the best of friends and much
more, kz, jc, kf, km, js, mm, ce. to rome/siena and rome/oxford

summers:

I

love

and miss ail of you. rowers: much love and
what more could ask for in an advisor,

appreciation, mcvay:

I

thanks for the four years of guidance, mom: thanks for all your
support and love, erin: you're the best sister anyone could
ask for, thanks for inspiring me to be the best person can be.
daddy: miss you and love you with all my heart, xo.
I

I

VICTORIA MOTHERSILL
MacGregor, 2002-2006, Mme. Doyle-Davison
Branksome and only just

getting used to the
Now, at the break of
dawn when the sun is rising on my impending graduation find
that it has been a real eye opener. Oscar one said "I am not
young enough to know everything" and as was writing in my
hello kitty diary yesterday realized that the one thing that high
school has taught me most is how little really know. Mum and
Dad: thank you for your patience while figure out who want
to be. To my girls: When late nights turned into early mornings
and it rained and snowed indoors you were the ones that
turned to, when that awesome song came on. Never let this
feeling go and let the music take control. You hugged me even
when reeked of plur, jOO b3 t3|-| 53xx0rz. In closing want to
direct your attention to an important life question: What if a witch
comes at you with a dog? <3 Plur on, Vic out

After three years at

idea of wearing a

I'm at last departing.

kilt,

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

SACHI MARIE NELSON
Ross, 2000-2006, Ms.

Millette

ask yourself/ where do we go from here/ this seems so altered
can see/ and i don't even know the
time of day/ i guess it doesn matter anyway/ life is so strange/
\ €Si ^ destination unknown

here/ just as far beyond as

i

't

—5 p

thank you

my family for your

to

patience... everything!

my friends,

to

and
i

to the

love you

i

thanks for

love, support,

all

the laughs and

graduating year: congratulations
all.

encouragement,

love you so much.
cell

phone uses.

we

did

it!

xo, sachi

KAYAN JENNY NG
2003-2006, Mrs. Weinstock

Scott,

After 18 years, school

treasure

my

life.

I

will

is finally over.
enjoyed the time, and
never forget the 3 yrs in bh&res., and my
I

I

SRL. Mami Daddy: Thanks for bringing me everything,
chance of being here. know it's not easy to make
the decision. And my two dearest sisters: You're the greatest,
know you ppl love me the most, SO DO
loveliest, and craziest!
am proud of YOUs. And dare to say: this is the best and
happiest family in the world, ra b: It's YOU, who always love
me, care me and listen to me, you changed me a lot. My best
man, know you will never leave me alone in the dark. And
YOU Stella, please don't forget you're my best friend forever, no
matter what. Carol: a true friend with no doubt. You heart me,
don't you? And the last thing is, tons of THANKS to those who
made me change and made me grow. You know who you are,
my dear friends, LOVE YOU ALL! MAY GOD BLESS YOU
- amen.
old sch

including the

I

I

I.

I

I

I

I
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LEI

NELLY NEI

Scott,

2004-2006, Ms.

Wood

5
HANNA NOWERS
MacDonald, Campbell, 1997-2006, Mrs. Bennett
Teachers: Thanks for the brain. Friends: You have left deep
imprints in my heart and changed me to be the girl am today.
love you all more than anything. To the closest, you mean the
world to me. "Even the impossible is easy when we got each
other"-L.F Yoons Love. Mom: You are the strongest person
know. Without you around, I'd be lost. love you more than
you'll ever know.Jack: Thanks for putting up with me. Scott: If
we weren't so different, don't think would love you as much
as do. Georgia: Georgie Peorgie Pudding Pie. In the words of
H.Duff: You rock, don't ever change. Slater: As my little brother,
look up to you. Keep walking slow, the
it's hard to believe
world will wait.Nick: Rosedale would not be the same without
you. You are my best friend and love us. Dad: wish you could
be here to see me now. love you, miss you and always will.
TSC, you complete me. Peace BH. Long Live because LIFE IS
I

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

JOKES.

GLADYS OSIEN
2005-2006, Ms. Sutherland
me mature and develop as an athlete, an intellectual,
and a friend. God blessed me with this opportunity and made
the best of it. Maman: Thanks 4 believing in me and supporting
me, couldn't have done this w/o you. Papa: missed you so
much! I'm a big girl now (unfortunately). You raised me right,
and I'm grateful for everything you have done for me. Neil, Glen,
Aunty, Paddy: thanks 4 the support, this year would have been
hard w/o you. Muh: 1431 We did this 2gether! Have fun stay
Scott,

BH

helped

I

I

I

focused! Jess: holla back! IB crew:

I

heart

u, this yr

was jokes,

thanks 4 all da mems. Teachers: Thank you, your patience and
guidance helped me in remarkable ways. Res Sisters: I'm going
2 miss u! Who am going inspire w/ my gr8 fashion sense next
yr? Dons +Ms. Smith: Thanks for everything Grads: congrats
& best of luck in the future. This is the beginning of a long
I

!

Journey.

.

SO YOUN ALICE PARK
2004-2006, Mrs. Weinstock.
in Canada have been a remarkable experience.
Especially the past three years at Branksome have taught me
lessons, which am grateful for. have become independent,
passionate, and caring. Eom-ma and Appa, return twice
the love and the thanks that you sacrifice on me. will work
my best to reach your expectations. Ryan, feel bad for not
spending much time with you, but promise to take good care
of you when you come to my university. Dear my incredible res
friends, you are everything have. To graduates and Ainsliens
miss you a lot and pray to keep our friendships forever. To
Diane, Jasmine, Jenny, and Jessica you guys made me laugh
endlessly. To SA group, keep wonderful memories from you
and the trip. To the amazing slogan staff, "Thx tiff, love you",
Vincci, you are talented, and Meredith, you are creative! To my
teachers, thanks for your efforts to make me succeed in school.
Scott,

My years

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

JULIA PERLE
Robertson

Douglas, 1994 - 2006, Mr. Baker
" For the first time in 1 3 years

-

.

"Breath

won't be
every morning. From SnackTime on the hearts, Teddy bear Picnics, Suspenders, VPW,
in for luck.

.

reaching for the familiar plaid

I

kilt

BSB, Norval/Albian Hills, and Hungry Harry; to Onondaga,
Benny's Basement, WAG Attack, NG's House, a New Years to
remember, and The Red Tie, have seen all. To my Mom and
it

I

Dad

love you forever,

'Tli

living,

your baby

To Liz

for

I'll

you for always, as long as I'm
be." Thank-you for seeing me through this.
I'll

like

always being there

for

me

(even while

in

a hobbit-

hole or out being sketchy), and Sara for always looking out for

me, even if it's stopping me from too much Nutella, and Daria.
To Steve for being my 'everything' and for 'that walk that we'll
always remember', Love You. To the Girls you have seen me
through the good & bad. Thanks for all the laughs. Finally to Nel
Love you with a FIREY passion! Good Luck GradsH XOXO
I

I

CATHERINE POWELL
Robertson, Douglas, 1998-2005, Mr. Baker
."
"We're nowhere near the end; the best is ready to begin.
To anyone who ever fought (and lost) for shotgun, missioned to
Guelph, opted for Starbucks over assembly, or proved that you
.

can

in fact

stop the green machine,

I

thank you. To

my

girls in

- thanks for making it all worth while...! love you,
miss
you;
be seeing you, long live. Bakes: Don't think you're rid
plaid

I'll

I'll

me just yet... be back, ready for another infraction. Mom
and Papa Pow: two words; I'm free. Thanks for putting up with
me. And Nick: It's yours now. Continue the legacy and don't let
'em hold you down. love you, even though you smell. Finally,
to the class of 2006: "you have brains in your head, you have
feet in your shoes, you can steer yourself in any direction you
of

I'll

I

choose... you're off to great places, today

mountain

is

waiting, so get

on your

is

your day, your

way!"... see

you on the red

carpet...

PRASIDHA PRATAP
Scott,
I

2005-2006, Ms. Sutherland

can't believe

I

am

graduating!

finally

a year at Branksome Hall,

it

was

Even though

I

only spent

a great experience and thanks

everyone who made me feel really welcome in this school.
and Dad, missed you guys so much this year, and thanks
for all the support you guys gave during this time. Pradyut, you
being here was such a comfort for me, and thanks for putting up
with me on those days where it was the last thing you wanted
to do. My friends back home,
missed you guys like crazy and
wish you were here with me every second of the year. Rez
crew - EJ, CW, GO, LC, MM, JM, LR - shoutout to you guys.
You made this year so much fun for me. ES, you became one
of my best friends and thanks for all the good times. Ms.P and
Ms.B - told you I'd give you guys a shoutout! To everyone who
interacted with this year, thanks for all the great memories you
guys gave me.
to

Mom

I

I

I

I

I

CHRISTIE PRESTON
Duncan, McLeod 1997-2004, Mrs. Marshall
Thanks... Branksome for making me the person

that

I

am

today;

would still be the little shy girl in the corner! To my
parents for making it all possible - you are both inspirations
for me, thank you for teaching me to always aim high. To
Linds, my 'blister' with a heart of gold, thanks for the laughs.
To a group of people that have tremendous respect for: The
Rowers. Teammates, you have taught me how to truly make
a difference, coaches, thanks for everything - am going to
miss you all. To the teachers who taught me that learning was
about WAY more then just books. The ChlefTANGS, Clan Reps
and Mrs. Rotherham for their AMAZING enthusiasm, you will
always hold a place in my heart. The ladies in red who kept me
on my toes, and showed me that we are, together but different
and helped me find my voice. Bye Dears, it's been a BLAST!
without you

I

I

I
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I

GILLIAN PARR PRYOR
Maclean, 2002-2006, Mr. McVay
"Light another match go start anew"

It

is

nearly impossible

sum up my four years here, but
try my best. To those in
green, who have gone to semis, partied, went to Cancun, went
to

I'll

on random nighttime drives, had golden griddle runs, had movie
nights, escaped the police, got kicked out of houses, had dance
parties, went to starbs, visited universities, bar hopped, went to
school events, who have shared in tears and in laughter, and to
those whose hearts are gold and blue; thank you for everything
you have taught me, you mean more to me than could ever
express. Mom, Dad thank you for pushing me to be my best,
love you. Zack could ask for a better brother, but that would be
asking for the impossible. Besties you are my life. To everyone
who has made my days brighter and my nights a little bit longer,
can't thank you enough. May the trail you follow go winding
high. "What a long strange trip it's been"
Cheers ladies!! xo
I

I

I

I

I

—

CHANELLE RAMSUBICK
McLean, 2000-2006,

McVay

Mr.

Bill Clinton, sipping brandy, we
came to the realization that 1 day I'm going to be the president.
And when am the
female African-Canadian president,

During a

fire

side chat with
1=*'

I

presumably gaze back on my years at Branksome fondly,
remembering the 6 glorious years that transformed me into
I'll

somewhat of a Big Deal. am in forever gratitude to the
who saw something in me that never did Nicki: you
amaze me everyday Britt: the torch is passed to you Tiff: SB
R.I.P- you taught me well Moms & Pops: owe absolutely
everything to you. From the dance floor to the hospital bed,
Cheers to My Besties who dream big: The organized parties
& the unofficial one's, IB Fam and everything else that words
I

teachers

til'

I

I

I

If any of you ladies need a place to crash,
because probably do too. But for now, Adieu,
I'm going places, just don't know where. So, can bum a bus
ticket? CNELLY RAMBIZZLE aka MJ

could not do justice.

give

me

a

call,

I

I

ALI

I

ROSS

McAlpine, 2002-2006 Miss Friend

young to be writing this...
have been more fun. wish could say its been
4 long years- but it went by way too fast I'm gonna miss it all...
Soccer & rugby: kept me running and kept me laughing. heart
Martha... the wall, *SB*, fully, cruising, BLUE. To all my friends:
You mean so much to me that simply listing your initials doesn't
do justice to how much love you guys. Mom & Dad: Through
OC and *GG*, you were more my friends than anything else.
be visiting home way too much. Kev: try to be you... Is it
obvious? You teachers, keep on teaching, you're actually pretty
good at
Branksome, I'm proud to be a part of you. GYs:
thanks for the incredible times.
be seeing you.
xoxo Ali Ross
I

feel too

But

it

couldn't

I

I

I

I

I'll

I

it.

I'll

JENNIFER SAVORY
Ross, 2002-2006, Ms. Millette

Branksome owe so much
I

me

to the girls that

I

to you.

Thank- you

laughed, cried,

for introducing

crammed and who had
I

"goodtimes in toronto" with. AF, KF, LC, AZ, CP, EM, you girls
are more than amazing; would not have made it without you.
To the girls and coaches that know what the lake looks like at
5:15 am and what it really means to work hard for something,
am so proud to be on your team. To my family, you gave me
the support and the opportunity to grow, thank and love you.
Mum and Dad: will miss you next year more than you will ever
know. Andrew: my little ladies man, thanks for putting up with
my antics. To my teachers, thank-you for your guidance and
patience. To all the girls in red/blue, thank you for helping me
to find my voice. Finally, to the Grads of 06, we came so far
together, the future truly is ours to discover. Branksome it's been
a blast! xo Jen
I

I

I

I
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KENDASHAHEEN
McAlpine, 2002-2006, Ms. Kizoff

As

I

& Ms.

Friend

get comfortable to write this message,

the plaid couch

in

takes a place on

hits

it

me;

BH

is like

the entRance, molding to each student that

&

it

that's

&

why

I

love

it.

holds so

It

many

stories

ones that will never forget!
To my couch buds: adore yOu and cherish each moment
have spent with you. You make the days shine brighter with
each hug & smile. Teachers, thanK you for your knowledge,
advice & dedication, admire you. To Baba and Mama: Thank
you for being an endless supply of hugS & kisses, & allowing
me to discover my passion. To Rumz & Om: You are my
protectors, my mentors & most of all my brothers, love you.
As dance away for one last time, thank BH for the greatest
with smiles, tears

filled

laughter,

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

rehearsal of

I've

all;

friendships that

Grads: Take a

learned

final

life

lessons &

BH,

made

beautiful

am

going to miss you.
bow, nothing less than a standing ovation

will last

forever.

I

awaits you.

GABRIELLASICILIANO
Grant/MacLean, 1998-2006, McVay
"The time has come the GY's said to tall< of many things, of
boys - and starbs - and branksomenet - of partying - and flings.

Thank you to,
Mom: for supporting me

in

the roughest of times,

I

love you.

Papa: d'etre toujours fiere de moi, je t'aime. How about nooooo!
Isabelle (Smith): for making potions with me. Elyssa: for being
my older sister, private store and best friend. My girls: For being
a shoulder to cry on and making me laugh. Wheel on and P in
the M.E. Anel: for fighting the distance and staying my friend.
The gentlemen: for the hockey games, grads and balls, ski trips,
and for keeping it interesting. will never forget spring 2005.
S. Ex: for the music and dancing. Onondaga '01-'05: for being a
second home and family. The WAC attack for all taught me.
Ladies in blue: For sharing this with me. "Our time has come!"
I

it

"Don't

hit

me with

a locker door"

CARPE DIEM

AMY SPOONER
Maclean, 2000-2006, Mr. McVay
"Joey The Lips believed in starts. Once you had the
start the rest is inevitable. " To everyone who has kept me
laughing and smiling the years - you don't need me to tell you
who you are. 10 000 times thank you, all this nostalgia would
mean jack without you. Blow my whistle Prefs: for sharing your
wicked humour and bustin' dance moves. MMDBs(/aydees) &
Neighb: here's to pasta nights in the U and 'coffee' talks, belly
laughs and growing up ensemble. Mummy: for always knowing
me better than know myself. Daddy: musicologist, the more
important education (wiggly fingers), Rosie: propose we
become twins and end the confusion once and for all. Grads
- it's our time to take on that big bad world. Thanks for all the
I

I

'A.

Spirit

&

lip-syncs.

Cheers xox

goodbye
CAITLIN

SPOONS

'till

mon

"Adieu

vieux a

la

prochain,

when we meet again"

STEWART

2000-2006, Sutherland
Moving forward into the world of university life is finally upon
us as our time at Branksome draws to an end. To everyone
who's been there for me; my parents, mini-me, my friends, my
teachers and all of my other relatives thank you for taking the
time to learn whatever language it is that speak. What have
learned from the few minutes spent at Branksome will guide
me through the rest of my life in the world of real people. Good
Scott,

I

I

I

luck

and goodnight.
You have brains in your head.
You have feet in your shoes.
You can steer yourself
Any direction you choose.
You're on your own. And you know what you know.
And YOU are the one who'll decide where to go...
Theodor Seuss Geisel

SAMANTHA MARGARET SZIRMAK
McVay
new beginning comes from some

Grant/ McLean, 1998-2006, Mr.

"Every

M20

-

jokes

other beginning's end"
never forget you Branksome - 8 insane years of
could
truly has been a trip. To my bests- Les Kings,

shall

1

.It

I

never have survived without you. (HN CP ME KM) Long
Teeny (my twin): always my #1 Bee/no one understands

live.

me

do TL(my boo)&SF: my original dreamteam, my
opinionated piroska
true luvs. ND: my other sister EM: my
To the rest of the bitties - you are my life, my laughter,
my everything, luh you all. To my family (my treasures),
Llama&Father: thank you for the world love you so much.
Vasz: always more than a sister (my bff) miss you everyday
jokester ARRRH! So just chill back
xo. Mazsi (my baby): u my
bcoz LIFE IS JOKES and we just go with
Squirrel out XXX
quite like you

III

.

I

I

lil

it.

-Sam

"Pifi" (xtina

PAIGE

'till

I

die)

,^

THOMPSON

McAlpine, 2002-2006, Mrs. Pratt

on the subway, the most
surrounded by amazing
people. Mom and Dad: you have taught me (almost)
everything know. No words can describe how grateful am for
the experiences in my life you make possible. know that will
be a better person because you are my parents. love you both
so much! Clarke: you have a heart of gold and abs of steel.
am lucky to have you as my brother, and my best friend. Bee
& Bell: you two are my rocks, and the sisters never had. Life
without you is incomplete. BH Bitties: thanks for bringing the
downtown loving to me when was most in need. You few have
made my BH experience worth remembering. So, guess got
my wish... no more subbing it to school every morning. Doesn't
seem rewarding enough to have to leave BH behind. Guess
you win some and lose some? Grads 06': hope you only ever
After 4 years of trekking to class

valuable lesson

I've learnt is that I'm

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

win!

MICHELLE GRACE TSUI
2005-2006, Ms. Sutherland
first year at BH and
ve never expected so much fun
here! Rez is truly my home away from home. would never

Scott,
It

in

is

my

1'

I

forget the times

desperately

in

when we make food

in

the kitchen, waiting

the kitchen to do laundry, gossiping around,

in people's room when we are supposed to
be sleeping, and running around, singing and playing in the
hallway...! luv Sherborne! Thank you, my dear roommate LR
and my Sherb "housemates" (esp
for being crazy with
me all the times) for giving such good times that would never
forget in my life. Life at BH is challenging, but with guidance
from teachers and dons (esp Ms W, coz u helped me went
thru the most difficult times), everything goes smoothly. My
experience here is truly an amazing one, and definitely have to
thank my mom for introducing her alma mater to me! Mom, you

staying secretly

MW

I

I

are

right!

BRANKSOME

IS

THE

BEST!!!

MIATUKULJ
Mcleod, 2002-2006, Mrs. Marshall

Fours years later I've realized that Branksome's charm is its
incomparable ability to make a plaid couch, a color obsession
and 'GY' sound normal while simultaneously making other high
schools that don't have Spirit week, or clans or use 'grade 12'
seem strangely inadequate. The lessons I've learned here will
be with me far beyond the day they delete my B-Net account.
Mum for being my best friend and dad for always pushing me
hvala vam za sve, it'll be thanks to everything you've given
me that can one day say 'made it, ma, top of the world.' Max,
I

being small just

means you have more time to grow, stay
Though these moments may be lost in

forever young. GY:

time

always have the Hall. To the women
who've made these years worth it, cheers to you for starbs,
eggs and love-shacks. Ten years from now my memory of these
years will be an old photograph will all of you in it. Peace and
like

tears

in rain, we'll

forever love

- toocool.

JULIA VARMUZA
Johnston/McAlpine, 1998-2006, Mrs. Pratt

know that I've been counting down the days until graduation for
almost 6 years, but now that it's almost here, all want to do is
turn back the clock. 8 years in this kilt have helped me to realize
a multitude of things about myself, and the one just might
be most proud of is the fact that green is my all time favourite
colour! To all the synchro stars past, present, and future
keep
on sinking! To all my friends, family and loved ones
never
I

I

I

—

—

I

would have got this far without each and every one of you.
may have made mistakes, said 'no thanks' when should have
said 'yes please', should have hung on when may have given
up... thank you for letting me learn those lessons. I've learned
so much, and the one enduring message will take away from
this experience is to never take anything for granted. "Don't cry
because it's over. Smile because it happened." (Dr. Seuss)
Love you all... Jules
I

I

I

I

ANNE VOORHEIS
2003-2006, Mrs. Weinstock
way it's been, ever since we were kids, but now,
now we've got something to prove..." Never-ending thanks to;

Scott,

"And

The

that's the

who

girls in plaid

you made

it

worth the

kept
ride.

me

insane, for 3

The

unofficial

amazing years,

Blues cheerleaders,

ChielTANGS, and the girls in Scott, for teaching me what spirit's
all about. The girls who strive to "be better", for being there from
sunrise to sunset. My summer sisters, for making me fall in love
with open skies. Mumma, D, Katers, for your love and support,
even in my wildest decisions. And my shining Star, can't
imagine anyone better to have spent the last 17 years with.
To those who know me best, you saw me at my worst and still
stuck around. Here's to the countless laughs, tears and concert
dates. Never let your wheels stop turning. "May the trail that you
follow go winding high, up and on to the rim of the sky..."
Grads 06; we made
For those to follow; keep well the road.
I

it.

ANNE VRANIC
Scott,

My

2000-2006, Ms. Sutherland

bests: Thank you for the amazing, memorable times that

made me

dance and party

laugh,

groupies. Portfolio, Moshing

till

hard. Raise a glass to

BSB

death- best concerts ever. Crazy

Roadtrips across Canada; Mcgill Frosh, Homecoming, BDAY
Madness, Trekking to Guelph, Formals,GGridds, Mad dashes
to Starbucks, Never ever, Gelats, Dance Parties. will truly
miss those times. Mom; (MJ).without you would have never
gotten through school, thanks for being there for me no matter
how many times screw up. Daddy: thanks for the pusas, euro
trips, and making me laugh. Grandma and grandpa;
would
take 50 gradquotes to begin thanking you. Thanks for being my
lifeline and never letting me down. Claire, Thanks for being 20
and giving me drives. To the fabulous Staff who got me up in the
morning. Rock on. Grads: "We can read and we can write, what
we need to know is where the party is tonight." Cheers!
I

I

I

it

ALISON WEATHERSTON
Scott, 2004 - 2006, Ms. Wood
I

hate sentimental

have been

stuff.

Despite circumstances these years

great, going to school with

awesome, though
freaking drama.

I

my

best friends

stressful at times.... You

have been introduced

to

was
to much

guys create

many

things that

never would have thought were possible directions

for

me

I

to

have decided
in life. (Fashion! You guys rock my sox.)
whether my friends know it or not they will be subjected to
spend at the very least one day a year with me because refuse
to let go of the amazing friendships we have. Some people like
to paint trees. like to paint love. find it more meaningful
than painting trees. - Robert Indiana
take

I

that

I

I
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I

1.

STEPHANIE WELDON
Scott,

2000-2006, Ms. Sutherland

my years at Branksome
an end. First and foremost would like to
thank my family for making this possible. Thank you for all of
your support, your love and for always believing in me when
couldn't. Thanks for putting up with me! To all my friends:
From the never-ending weekends spent at Jess's house, to
"study parties", bdays, and Montreal... will never forget all the
good times we've shared. Thanks for all the laughter and the
memories. Branksome: These past 6 years have been the most
influential and the most amazing years of my life. Thanks to all
my teachers who have given me the knowledge and confidence
necessary to succeed.
"Shoot for the moon. Even if you miss,
6 years have passed and sadly,

have

finally

come

to

I

I

I

you'll land

among

the stars"

CHELSEA WONG
McAlpine, 2002-2006, Miss. Friend
the end it's not the years in your life that count. It's the
your years."\ thank God everyday for everything life has
given me- Mommy-thx for the amazing opportunity, your love,
and your support. love you so much, thankyou.You've only
been a plane ride away. Lauren- my big sis. thx for always
being within a phonecall, always havin jokes n partyin it up
bey&Tony-big bro. thx for all the good times! luv u both! Res
girls aka my cool kids- couldn't be happier than am now.
you are true friends forever. Always remember the good times
when you're going through a rough one. Res Council-thx for ur
energy and all your help. Day girls- thx for always providing an
escape, and being there when needed you most. Mrs. Smith
& Dons- our 2nd moms, thx for providing a home-away-fromhome- truly thankyou. Teachers- never doubted you, and u
never gave up on me, especialmente Sra - Grads 06: We made

"And

in

life in

I

1

I

I

1

1

it!

JENNIFER W.Y.WONG
Mr. McVay
Branksome: the trek home seems too far... just don't want to
leave! These past six years have been unforgettable and hope
the good times never stop. My friends From late nites / stress
mania/ montreal / old skool slumber parties... we were there
and was awesome. Surviving wouldn't have been half as fun
without you guys. Wherever we may go, know we'll always be
close in spirit. Luv you all! Mom and Dad: Thanx for helping
me survive the insanity. You have always been my rock and

Maclean, 2000-2006,

I

I

:

it

I

have supported me all my life. Dom: my big brother... we have
moments so let's not forget them. Grads '06: blue spirit and
grade bondage... we've survived in one piece... so keep in touch
to avoid awkward moments on the subway xoxo Jenn
our

JENNIFER J.M.WONG
MacGregor, 2002-2006, Mme. Doyle-Davison
is waiting. So. ..get on your way!" - Dr Seuss.
Can't believe my years at BH have come to an end. Teachers
thanks for your care. My red-tied ones you girls are amazing;
we've been through so much 2gether. Each one of you has
added colour to my life. Never forget the moments ~ outward
bound, art trips, fv & stc, dances. KM we've known each other
since we were babies, long phonecalls, Niagara road trips, etc.
"Your mountain

Our

MUST stay strong. *hugs* MM, BL the joy of the
MY thanks for bringing in the +ve when
MF thick n thin you've been there for me. Mom and

friendship

many KBMJ
see the -ve.

Dad thanks

EM

outings.

for

pouring your love into

I

me

so

I

'grow' the right

one awesome little sister, the giggles that we'll
always share and the one to confide in. Being a brankie has
totally changed the shy girl that first entered. I'm out! xoxo, -Jen
way.

you're
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ERICA WU
Macgregor, 2002-2006, Ms.Doyle-Davison
can't believe my four years in Branl<some and rez life is
ended so fasti! Thx IVIonn and Dad for giving me such a great
opportunity to study abroad and supporting me for all these
I

want to thx for the people who gave me a
Branksome: Lucy: will always remember the
time we spent together (esp. Victory Park and Union Station),
my rez life will be different without u. Ivy: thx for ur supporting
(the locker talk and ur words in agenda) and add oil in GY
year! Jenny: u are a good supporter and listener. Good luck
in university and hope no one will dare to put their feet on ur
bed- My six cute and lovely TWs: thx for all the things u guys
had done to me, u made my last year in BH wonderful and
unforgettable (sing u the MayDay's garbage truck) Lastly, to my
two wonderful sisters: thx for always be so patient and tolerate

And

years.

also

wonderful time

I

in

I

my willful. Branksome

girls

miss u ~

will

I

WU

MAGGIE

Ross, 2004-2006, Ms. Jajecznyk

The two years of experience
memorable. The enthusiasm

in

Branksome and

in

assembly, the fun

Res

in

we

is

have, the

we shared

All of these have changed
remain as an important part of my
life. Mom: You are the person who loves me most. Thx for all
your care! Keren: The love and experience you shared has
helped me through my tough times. You are my best friend and
will always be. Candy and Lucy: Your true friendship is what
cherish most. Teachers: Thx for helping me to build up the
confidence had lost before came to BH. Friends (AC, JY, TH,

laughter and tears

me

as a person and

will

I

I

I

TE, PC, JC, DL,

AP

Mama, Mommy, mah

LA, ET,

daughter...

You guys gave me an exciting experience in BH. You
guys are amazing! And finally to all GYs: love you all! You guys
Rocks! wish u all a happy time in university.
...etc.):

I

I

JENNYYAMAUCHI
Ross, 2005-2006, Ms. Jajecznyk
am so happy to be here. I've met
It's my first year at BH and
so many great people that it feels like I've already been here for
I

a few years.

me

giving
best.

To

we had
girls

so

all

BH is such an exciting place to be in. Thanks for
many opportunities and challenging me to do my

my friends:

together and

make my

day.

help each other out

I

all

I'll

always remember the good times

You

the funny jokes and ghost stories.

way we always took the time to
and studied together! Hockey Team: had
love the

I

so much fun with you girls! Teachers: Thanks for your guidance
and understanding. More importantly, want to thank my mom
and dad for sending me here for my final year. wouldn't be
here without them and even though it was a tough and risky
decision, it's the best year that I've ever had. Thank you for all
your love and support. I'll never forget how BH changed my life!
I'm going to miss all of you!
I

1

KALEIGH ZIMMERMAN
MacLean, 2000-2006,

As

the future beckons,

Mr.
I

McVay

have

to leave yet excited to go.

Im afraid
our starting point, but there
of us. Mom&Dad: ur my support
conflicting emotions;

BH was

is so much else awaiting all
system+my protectors, w/out

u

in

my

life

I

don't

know where

i

would be. iloveyou. Alex: ur the kind of little bro that a big sis
hopes for - don't give up on ur dreams because know u have
the potential to do great things. My bests: u girls will never
be able to understand the kind of love+admiration have for
have learned something wonderful from each+every one
u.
of u, and experienced goodtimes and bad with u by my side.
Mh: Im glad our paths crossed, wont forget. ChiefTANGS:
love our team+will miss the constant enthusiasm. am proud
to know u. Teachers: 10q for opening my eyes. Office ladies:
lOq 4befriending a chronically late girl like myself. My grads:
never forget u, may your days be long and your skies blue,
I

I

I

I

I

I

I'll

payee.

AMY ZIPURSKY
MacLean, 2000-2006, Mr. McVay
Branksome: for the memories, the opportunities and the nights
it

seemed

easier to pitch a tent on the lower

field.

My

friends:

cram sessions and the good
times. You have shaped six incredible years of my life and
cannot express my gratitude. Jon: thank you for being an
incredible teacher and older brother. Mom and Dad: will miss
you more than can ever imagine (and the kitchen floor and the
11'oclock talks), love you so much,
"What do we leave behind when we cross each frontier? Each
moment seems split in two; melancholy for what was left behind
and the excitement of entering a new land." -Che Guevera
For the girls of blue: the best of luck and thank you for the
for the pre-installation nights, the

I

I

I

I

unforgettable experiences.

^1
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JClllla
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iicvci aiuu idu^iiiii^

diiij. yjvv ll

patent "the chip" and

Vincci Chung,

give everyone

Liz Clarke*

twiddle her hair until she's bald

£>crn Liavies...

interrupt the birth of her

juiiann ucsjarQins...

create the world's

DC

me

MorgHn

Estey...

Courtney Evans..,
iVaic r isn...

nrsi DiaCK lemdie r

Fleck...

nme

first

xid...

VdneSaa

.

flail..*

lurevci iTidKC

Liiiiigt*

L-Uina (JUL

dWKWdiu, dnu

d WlSlllIlg

L)l

4'^

wiui d

iivc oui iicr iiic

lUUIlLdlll.

.

.dllU Sllll

iClUac LU

MIUW rIC IIUW
uirn ner

me

IL

S

into d musicdi

open ine oniy resLdUidni serving
iidve d snidii

d

life

girdiie

^

scjuirrei

eggs, dnu

moan

Lciii 111

to star in a

soap opera about her

ulc uuidiy... diiu ncvci aiiuw

iici

uecome

own

Alice Heisey...

always be

joyLc no...

return lo isranKsome as

Tiff
Un ..
I III xlO.

study the most random Korean words, and one day

Meg

have a censored "most likely to"

life

a uenevoieni uicidior

every l>\
late,

u

ever crcaicu, uui sun jusi waicn ouiiy lor

due to stopping every 2 seconds

me

to talk

me

rest oi ner iiie

with fHends

junior ocnooi rrincipdi

become an A-Jum-Ma

be a French Barbie
realize nerseii as

me run

become a nun and move
niDcrndLc in

iiic

ivioon

to

rnncess

wim rnnce

iviicKy

Finch

vjidu rvuuiii

IT* fin
TiiliPti
H/I
III UUllCll...

Still minK ner nusoana s up ring iooks noi wnen ne s ou
"Up tVip fir^;t oTc\r\xwi tn worW tViP ninwav
crpt Vipr ^milp rnnvritrlitpH

Shelley Kanitz...

marry Drew and return

Kate

be the next Dean

100

Kilgour...

iiiruugii iiie rcbi ui iici

idcc dgdiii

Alex Heeney...

Luisa Jeffrey...

ner way

weuunig

iVlaUUlc rlayics...

j<tin...

idLC

d LdU

UUliC

piicii

riyd

rcu.

LdK.C

wife

become her mother, and

X

disie

spend her entire university budget on tanning and hair clips

JVallllll xlai ris...

Cynthia Hon...
Jenny Huh...
Esther Hwang...

the car

get married the day after Graduation

i-iaurcii xiaiisoii...

Hodges...

move

man
-

almost miss the best night of her

AUv ridii.
14all
/\iiy

to

Llldllld L^UCCll

ICate Garner...

jenny

to

own weuuing dnu wdiK siowiy uuwn me
have her own party company called Doone's Keggers

be the Trump's

Olay...

had

most awkward moment known

ridyiey rrencn...

Ivallllll

model

iviinisier

child because she

DC Idle lor ner

llsll

Seymore

a ridiculously good-looking tongue

props

CUili LllC LCI 111

jLisuuKy...

icrt^isd

/A^oiiicj/ o j_/i&iicyicniu

dii

become

ICste Chippind^I^...

to

Branksome

Moriarty and go out

exams
Road" with her own brand of hobo-chic clothing

as her sister to write her IB

"On

the

uic

Katie Knowles...

marry Yoyo Ma and have cello prodigy children
give up on boys and marry a horse
write a book on "younger guys: how to get what you want" while watching Family Guy

Daisy Kosa...

breed blue horses

Francine Law...

Phyliss Lee...

manage her own Toys-R-Us store and adopt Dora
become boss of the Polar Bear Mafia
cry and laugh at the same time
devote her life to Xbox

Tori Lord...

take the joke too far and date Jake Gyllenhall

Kim

marry

Jessica Kim...

Cara

KJien...

Diane LeeCarol Lee...

Macintosh...

Elijah

Wood and have

children that are

the Explorer

80%

eyeball. .what?
.

Steph Manikas...

admit the real reason she dropped math was due to a restraining order

Maddie Marovino...
Stacey Marsello...

marry the most perfect guy, and then divorce him the next morning because she was bored
have her dorm room explode from all her aerosol hair products

Alexis Martin...

become

Jenn Martin...
Lilli Mauer...

find a mathematical equation for rave

a teacher

and lose her students' exams

Kelly McDowell...

into the Weasleys and become a Scottish ticket scalping tour guide
open her own restaurant and serve gina-pie as the daily special everyday

Blair McGregor...

start

Emily McMahan...
Mercedes Mimran...
Sarah Morgan...

swim

marry

her

own

website called "Blair

across the Atlantic

Ocean

in

is

the

new blog"

hopes of making

be hired by Branksome as the professional

Spirit

it

to

Week

England

advisor

be Jen's best customer and the world champion of invisible battling

Vic Mothersill...

inhale glitter but survive, and live to a ripe old age

Sachi Nelson...

never drive

Jenny

be a ladybug

Ng...

killer

be a rich economist

Nelly Nie...

Hanna Nowers...

morph

Gladys Osien...

be a professional dance imitator and discover a cure for Cancer

Alice

Park

into Peter Griffin

make her

...

fiance recite Mr. Darcy's proposal

Julia Perle...

get distracted by something shiny

Cathy Powell...

be a rock

Prasidha Pratap...

receive the Guirmess

.

.

.

gah ...

Mimi in RENT on Broadway
Book Record for her unconscious daily use of the word "yeah" and "oy"
Richard Simmons in an aerobics showdown, and revolutionize Body Break
L.A. while simultaneously playing

star living in

Christie Preston...

defeat

GillPryor...

use her

Chanelle Ramsubick...

be the next Thriller

mom for connections

Ali Ross...

appear on Gilmore Girls

Jen Savory...

be a soccer

Kenda Shaheen...
Gaby Siciliano...

end world hunger with cupcakes
be a speaker

Amy Spooner...

have Anthony Kiedis

mom,

with a Volvo and a white picket fence

WAC 2030

at

Paige Thompson...

fall in love with her in a Columbian Value y then buy her wedding
become a disgruntled gymnastics coach
forever play mind games, even with her husband
only go single for one month of her entire life

Michelle Tsui...

be the most secretively enthusiastic person for the

MiaTukulj...

be the only 40 year old

Caitlin Stewart...

Sam

Szirmak...

live in a hole

Anne Voorheis...
Anne Vranic...

keep the

Ali Weatherston...

still

Steph Weldon...

go legally blind and

.

M. Wong...

Erica Wu...

Maggie Wu...
Jenny Yamauchi.

hockey team of her new university

with boys

satisfied

still

deny

that she

needs glasses

math constant

to calculate

how many

purses she has

a poking pandemic

detest

devote
.

flirt

in top physical condition

an igloo in the Canadian wilderness

invent a
start

of her Hfe

have pink hair when she's 80

live in

Jennifer W. Y. Wong.
J.

entire

marry Ben Kowalewicz and never be

Chelsea Wong...

rest

using bnet everyday in her Grad robe

watching bad TV and only come out to

Julia Varmuza...

Jennifer

still

Snoopy and love Hello Kitty
all

become

a

her time in Physics

hockey coach

Kaleigh Zimmerman..

wear Denise forever and

Amy Zipursky...

turn

down the

light

CB

on

fire

perfect job because she needs to take the

highway

to get there

dress there

Sr.

Clubs

& Sports

Alexandra Dou^as,

Cara

Kelin

AIi Pitfield. Alice Park, Ally Hall,

Amv

Spooner.

Carol Lee, Carolina Caro, Charlotte Ryan, Chelsea

Mcmahan, Emma

Alter,

Emma

Bequ|,

Jackie Fnsch, Jacqueline Poon, Jamily

Enn

Julien.

Amy

Won^

ZipURky. Anne Voorheis, Anne Vranic, Ashley Caner, Ashley Chi, Avery Bmenies, Caiilin Siewan.

Chnstie Preston, Cynthia Hon, Daisy Kosa,

Francme Law, Gabnella

Cheon^ Jana Jackson, Jane

Siciliano,

Genevieve Aniono,

Donna

Flemming, Emily Herczeg, Emily

Lindal, Emily

Gladys Osien,

Gillian Piyor,

Deeks, Jasmine Chen, Jen Savory, Jennifer (JM)

Wong,

Hanna Nowet^, Hayley

Jennifer

Anna Moore,

French,

(WY} Wong, Jenny Ha. Jenny

Ng,

Gillian

Blair

McGregor, Elana Mlotek, Emily Tyen, Frances Handley'Derry,

Cook, Julia Martineau, Mercedes Mimran, Seymore Fleck, Shelley

Kanitz,

Jessica Cobran. Jessica Kim, Julta Penision, Julia Varmuza. Kaianna Bilove, Kaie Kilgour. Kale Mclauchlin, Kate Chippindale. Kate butler. Kale Fish, Kalie O'conner. Kal)a

Knoechelmann. Kenda Shaheen, Kim Macinionsh, Lauren Hansen, Laurence Rivard. Laya

Murphy, Maggie

Wu, Megan

Hodges, Michelle Tsui, Monique

Miller,

Naomi Tudhope,

Bail,

Lea Cassebaum,

Paige Sain, Paige

Leslie

Malcolm, Lisa Gall. Lucy Yang Luisa

Thompson, Prasidha

Reck. Stephanie Gobin, Stephanie Manikas, Stephanie Shuier, Teresa Elsobky, Tiffany Ho, Vicky Duong, Vincci Chung, Viveka

Pratap.
Biyani,

Pnya

JefFery,

Jain. Sachi Nelson.

Maggie

Susan Anderson

Seymore

Yasin Akbah, Zoe Share

Mme Knox

Ms

The

Pratt

is

mature and enthusiastic Branksomites

who

have done

I

can

V

its

great coinmunity.

and

Chamber Choir
he community.

group of fine, auditioned

The

repertoire

is

more

serious in nature but, because

encourage prospective students and
fatvilies to join this

3l

Olfert

singers.

their best to

made

at school

events. Kiwanis Festival

Ms

This year's Ambassadors

is

grades 7 to

be heard performing

animaflovers.
are a wonderful group of poised,

in

GY that love to sing. We can

perfect club for
Ms

Olfert Senior Choir

up of students

difficulty,

of

highly satisfying.

thank them enough!

Brady Henderson, Esha Jain, Georgia Nowers,

Hannah Hersh, Jenna

Halbert,

Adnanne Chong,

Ailin

Charlotle Doucetle,

Julia Martineau, Lindsay Stransman,

Paloma

Pontarini, Patty Facy,

Sam

Shefsky,

Emma Alter, Enca Wu,
Izzy Siciliano,

Samantha Jenkins, Sarah Denham, Taylor Martineau, Tori Carl

He, Alex Dimmer,

Alisse

Charbde Ryan, Chene

Hannaford. Alyssa Lee, Andrea Ng, Anne Vranic,

Blair

McGregor, Calhcnnc Tennani,

Ngai, Chnssy Page, Claire Sleep, Cynlhra Hon, Elana Mlolek,

Esha Jam, Frances Handley-Derry. Genevieve Antono,

Jenny Farrand, Jenny Ha. Jenny Hong, Jenny

Wang

Ko, Laura Archer. Linda Ren, Liz Soutter, Liz Wilson, Lorraine Au.

Chiang. Rachel Penny, Sara Ashtaryeh, Sarah

All.

Gillian Chnslie, Gillian

Ellie

Hsu, Emily Hsu, Emily Tye

Cook, Ingnd Miranda, loana

Freise,

Jihana Mollley, Julia Madineau, Julia Periston, Katie Anderson, Katie

Mercedes Mimran, Munelle Osien. Nabila Azad, Oria

Sarah Macdonald, Seymore Fleck. Shelly Kanitz, Susan Anderson. Vivian

Polten,

Ho

Pamela

Debating Socicr

Adna

Davidson. Alex Douglas, Alex Meikleiohn, All

Chow,

Sullivan,

Alisha Gulamani, Annie

Wang, Chloe

Alisse

Hannaford, Becky Eckler, Divya

Biyani,

Emily Herczeg, Emily Cllmour, Hubie

Yu, Mia Tukulj, Robyn Blumberg, Viveka Biyani

Eleanor Crook, Elizabeth Clifford, Esha Jain, Gillian Cook, Hubie Yu, Jennifer

Lee. Jessie

Ma,

r

Ms Hancock
for

Pitfield.

Ashleigh Shier, Brady Henderson, Catherine Tennant. Cathy

Katie Ko,

Because

embracing as

/(

Nora

Bishop. Rachel Allison. Rebecca

ofiis great breadth

does

logical thinking,

precise analysis, lucid expression

?,

Yasin Akbari

1

Ms

Sanghera

Dancing is

and

rMr Bond,

Campbell'Rogers and Ms
Ketchum The Award Program

Ms

Ms van Niekerk,
and Mrs Zommers

provides a balanced programme of
extra curricular activities for young

people between the ages of 1 4 and
with

lis

overview of human thought and

development,

and politics.

history,

economics, business

25...

breathing.

Classics constitutes the single

best preparation in general sense for almost

any of life

available pursuits!"

s

Founder of

a middle school.

All Pitfield,

Sutherland,

Megan

Aya Hafidh,

Emma Lee,

Britney

Bowen, Cathy Powell, Chloe

loana Freise,

Jeanene Fung, Jenn

Crosbie, Meredith Melon, Patty Facy, Sahia Jain

Sullivan

,

Claire

Fisher, Jessica Park,

125 members

HRH The Duke of Edinburgh

To dream

of the eleventh hour,

decision that needs to be

signifies that

made by

time

is

crucial

you. Missing: Georgia

This may be an approaching deadline for a project or a

Nowers, Sarah

Sidky,

Vanessa Yuen, Mara Hui,

Anasiassia Dokova, Ailin He, Gabnelle Blais-Jones, Madison Edwards, Elizabeth Clifford,

Semple, Jackie Fnsch, Brady Henderson, Hubie Yu, Janet Hong, Victona Wilkes and

For more

details please

Emily Weisdorf, Sara Akbari, Sarah Reddington, Nicky Banfield

Katie Ko,

Madison Edwards, Leah

many

others.

check out page 192.

Mme
En

Henderson

francais,

s'il

vous

plait!

Mr. Smith

Ms. Jajecznyk

Congratulations to
the members of BH's
Slogan Team. Job
well done!

The

use of science

and technology

to

investigate.

rench Club

Alex Heeney, Laurance l^vard, Katie Switzer

Catlin Seibel'Kamel, Emily Pepper,
Julia

Howe.

Winter

Ailin

Yvonne

Lee, Kara Laudi, Renata Jankaitis,

He. Helen Fowler, Chloe Blouina,

Jenna Hinds, Courtney

Alexa Roland. Elizabeth Papierz, Deeva Green,

Iris

Coates McCali,

Kristen Kanes, Olivia Mussells

Alanna

Sarju,

Martha Deeks, Paige Halam-Andres, Susie Hartkorn, Carolyn

Saunders, Justine Reisler, Quinn McCallum. SOley Georgsdottir, Liz Soutter

Ms. Reynolds

Ms. Fabian

No strings

Thanks

attached!

writers

to alf

and

our lovely

editors for

a fantastic year of
Ms. Murray and Ms.

Ms.Olfert

Malcolm
GAiA works

To

sing

is

publishing fun.

our

to nnake

passion.

Branksome enviromentally
friendly.

Amanda Govan,

Eliza Martin,

Emma

Lee, Jessie

Wong,

Katherine MacDonald,

Morgan Cuthbertson, Shannon Aikmon-Jones, Tory Kepes

Nora

Bishop, Eleanor Crook,

Maddy

Alter, Hailie Auld, Anjali Curtosi,

Hayles, Jen Martin, Vic Mothersill.

Emma

Marina Ghabbour. Maddy Hayles. Pnya

Steph Lau, Rachel Lindover, Jen Martin,

Anna Moore, Vic

Mothei-sill.

Jain.

Alex Heeney

Jesse

Ma, Susan Anderson,

Elizabeth Clifford, Co-heads, Adria Davidson, Victoria

Georgina Elkof-Grey, Tory Smith, Sarah

All,

Zoe

Share,

Naomi Tudhope,

Kaie McLauglilin, Pauline Kosalika, Jihana

Moilley, Sarah Sidky, Allison Yung, Lea Cassebaum, Lindsey Bevan, Samantha Jenkins, Brooke Sommerville.

Sahagian

Eve

Kordyback, Alex Meiklejohn, Olivia Mussels, Simeran Bachra, Annie Donolo, Monique Miller, Claire Mussels, Dalana

Pams, Sarah Ehsani-Armaki, Caroline Lo,

Morgan, Frances Handley-Derry,

Caitlin McAllister,

Allison Carroll-Goldman,

r

Ms. Ross and Ms. Murray
Peer Support ennphasizes
Branksome's idea of a
"Caring Community".

Ms. Ross

We at the Rainbow
Society would like to
transcendently reflect

Remember its the little
things that make a huge
difference!

Ms. Louie and Ms.

Meilene Lam, Jacqui Goodman, Dina Gordon, Merrik

and Emily Debono

upon

the year, particularly

concerning our eternal
rival.

Women's

Issues.

Colwell

Branksome
to

Anne

be so

Vranic,

proud

multicultural.

Kenda Shaheen, Mrs.

Gillian Christie,

Lam, Melanie

is

Gladys Osien,

Ross,

Ms. Murray, Alice Heisey, Elizabeth

Kaitlin Harris,

Argiros, Michelle Tsui,

Ehsani-Armaki, Sophia Valani, Steph

Clifford, Erica

Wu,

Lea Cassebaum, Lindsay Strassman, Mara Hui, Meilene

Pamela Chiang, Prasidha

Weldon, Ton

Carl,

Adrienne Durand,
Kristen Kanes,

Pratap, Priya Jain, Sachi Nelson, Sarah

Zoe Share

Yasin Akbari

Ali

Maddy

Weatherston,

Caitlin Stewart,

Hayles, Orla Polten, Sarah

Ali,

Emma Alter,

Jen Martin,

Vic Mothersill, Vanessa Hall,

Caitlin Seibel'Kamel, Kelly
Senkaitis, Eliza

Richmond, Katie Anderson, Renata

Adria Davidson, Sarah

Ali,

Claire Steep

Martin

Wood

Ms.

Mr.

The

Robotics Club
explores fun in
building robots and
prepares members
for competition.

Gerow

Thanks for coming
out, you all helped
make it a great year.
Ms. Reid and Ms:

Moore

The

table

is

the best

place for discussion.

Candy Shen,

Sophie

Jia,

Maggie

Wu

Jennifer Choi, Suya

Wong,

Minji Kim, Anasttasia Dokova,

Sarah Andreyko, Gabnelle Blais-Jones, Heather Carson, Audrey Denny. Rebecca Eckler. Inta
Caikis,

Steph Gobin, Alexa Goldson, Emily Herczeg. Janet Hong. Lauren Ing (head).

Lee, Stephanie Lee, Meredith

Mariko Oishi, Dalana

Li,

Ally

Parris, Lizzie

Anna

Macdonald. Alex Miekleiohn. Chene Ngai, Sue Oh.

Redington, Ashieigh Shier, Lara Snucins (head).

Smith, Minii Sohn, Alison Weatherston, Jade Zylberberg

Emma

Stage Banc

Alexis Martin, Ally Hall,

Jane Zhang, Jenn

Gemmell, Jessica Kim, Lindsey Bevan,

Wong,

Jennifer Choi, Jennifer

Phyliss Lee, Raisa

Harper, Rebecca Piercey,

Alex Mciklejohn,

Alii

Carson, Annie Donolo, Emily Herczeg, Heather Evans,

Joyce Ho, Mara Hui, Lauren

Ing,

Staccy Marsello, Tiffany Ng, Lara Snucins

Samantha Jenkins, Teresa Elsobky, YuTing Ma.

^^^^^^^^^

r

Ms. Mustos

Ms. Luus

Spanish Club

an interactive

ThinkQuest

is

a international

be immersed

into Spanish culture

through

learn to build websites while

movies, games,

and food!

and fun way

to

skits

taking part in this competition.

Gerow

Ms. Reynolds

Mr.

We come together to

Thanks

make

is

website competition. People

beautiful music.

out,

it

for

coming

was a

great

year!

Caitlin Stewart,

Veronica

Nation, Dani Cuthbert

Soroli, Christina Osorio, Stef Rodriguez,

Sophie

Renata

Jankaitis,

Tory Ferguson,

Lorraine Au, Cathy

Allison Kosick, Rachel Allison,

Wong, Melody

Liu,

Meredith

Li

Maggie

Wu,

Teresa Elsobky, Viveka

Biyani. Francine

Law,

Phyliss Lee,

Gladys Osien, Kenda

Shaheen, Prasidha Pratap, Sohani Amarasekera, Joyce Ho, Meirik Morgan

Ali

Weatherston, Julia Varmuza,

Ms. Luus

Buy low,

Maddy

Hayles, Sarah

Ali,

Vanessa Hall, Vic

Mothersill

Mr. Baker and Mr.
sell

McVay
Once you

high!

go

WAC,

you never go back!
Ms.. Watson

Ms. Penny

Hold

minute,

some

We really do have

up, wait a
let

me

vibes in

put

issues-

Emma Alter

it.

W ^

Vicky Duong, Caroline Lo, Kalon Haggith, Victoria Wilkes, Liz Hilson,

Reed

Morgan

Sohani Amarasekera, Laura Ashton, Divya Biyani, Robyn Blumberg, Allison Carroll-

Goldman,
Emily

Alix Fisher, Alisha Gulamani, Kate Kilgour.

McMahan,

WYWong,

Meilene Lam. Caroline Lo.

Sachi Nelson, Julia Perie, Gabnella Siciliano. Jen

HubieYu

JM Wong.'Jen

lAlex Slabe, Blair McGregor, Brooke Halpenny, Jen

[McLaughlin.

Ton

iMarsello.

Pitfield,

''lorgan

Lilli

Wong,

Kate Chippindale, Kate

Mauer, Megan Hodges, Sarah Wellen, Seymore

Lord, Steph

Amy Mckay,

Fleck, Stacey

Latchman, Chloe Blouin, Emily Hines, Erika Folk, Erin McDonald, Jenn

Thomburrow, Sarah

Near

Emily Fleming, Hailie Auld, Jessie Denison, Marion Adams,

Reed, Robyn Blumberg, Sarah Diamond, Stacey

Billi

Jenna Herman, Jess Chaiton, Jessica Nelson,

Langill,

Stephanie Gobin,

Kaite Bilbert,

Langill,

Lauren Dineley, Nicole

Rosenblat, Stefanie Rodriguesz

Angela Eisobkay, Ashley Carter,
Wells, Dilzayn Panjwani,

Caitlin Corteau, Caleigh_Vikar, Clarissa Binkley,

Emma Bequaj,

Kelly

McDowell, Lauren Korzinstone,

Corey

Lisa

I

|

)usie

Hartkom

Aiana Leckie, Alex Morton, Alexandra Wolford, Alexis Minz, Becky Eckler, Carly
I'lrsons,

Georgina Ekloh'Gray, Jessica Golasky, Mackenzie Goodwin, Rachel Lindover,

Sara Akban, Sarah Redington, Sophie Denison

Andreyko, Nicole Stavro LeanofF, Viveka Byani

Alison Boyce, Divya Biyani,

Donna

Lindal,

Emma

Smith, Gillian Cook, Hayley

Edwards, Jennifer Lee, Mara Hui, Marina Graham, Naomi Tudpole,
Sarah Andreyko, Sierra ison

Parris

Gordon,

riid'Div

Alisse

Hannaford, Andrea Richards, Caroline Patterson, Courtney Winters,

Stanton,

Emma

Jenna Bergman, Jenna Zercker, Lauren Bradeen, Lauren Halbert, Maggie

Martin, Melissa Biron,

Sam

Caitlin

Shanahan, Corynn Fowler, Cnstina Osorio, Danielle Simpson, Elinor Goldnar, Elizabeth Cun-

ningham, Elizabeth

Souccar, Steph Edwards, Stephanie Sharp,

Theo

Emily Pace, Emily Pepper, Heather Evans, Hillary

Howe,

Ball,

Holly

Hudyma,

Jackie

Juliana Faircloth, Kaitlyn Saunders, Kara Laudi, Kim Luttich,

Ison,

Madison

Verity Sylvester

Allison Kosick,

Womdl,

Rhind, Jacqui Carl, Julia Black, Julia
Pritchard,

Morgan Cutherbertson,

Olivia Pierratos,

Shannon Aikman-Jones, Veronica

Saroli,

Wallis

Edwards

Aya Hafidh,

Bonita Hui, Catlin Seibel'kamel, Diana Blesko, Dilshaan

Panjwani, Elana Mlotek, Janine Fung,

Maya

Zuzek, Renata Jankaitis,

Teya Zuzek,

Victona Walker, Alex Meikle]ohn, Alexandra Gillam. Allison Carson,

Henderson, Bntiany Underbill. Chnstie Preston, Erin Munro. Enn

Anne

Voorheis. Ashley Nibleil. Avery Brenies. Bartjara Amaral. Brady

Womdl, Geneva

Long, Georgia Barringlon, Gillian Christie, Gilmour Emily,

Heather Carson, Jana Jackson, Jane Deeks, Jen Savory. Jessica Blom,
Julia Penislon. Juliann Desjardins, Julie Gilmour, Kale Abercrombie. Kale Fish, Katie Butler, Katie Dorian, Katie

Tori Abbott

Ashton, Lauren

Hu^,

Leslie

Malcolm. Liz Soutier,

Maddy

Hayles,

Monique

Miller,

Morgan

O'Connor,

Katie

Womdl.

Laura

Estay, Olivia Mussells, Paige Sain. Rachel Penny.

Sarah Basinski, Sarah Ehsani, Sarah Mclean, Sarah Morgans, Stephanie Manikas, Victona Mothersill

RugBy

^

4?

Alexis Folk,Anne Donalds, Caroline Tory, Chanelle Ramsubick.Ciara Pendrith, Dalana

Alexis Martin, Ali Ross, Ally Roberton, Cristyn Edwards, Emily Baker, Gussle Melon,

Wonj.
Paris, Gill Pryor, Isabell

Reford, Jamily Cheong, Kaitlin Gray, Lara Snucins, Lauren Ing,

Melanie Argiros, Rose Donalds, Sarah Tory, Sydney Binnington, Vicky Duong

Jocie Dilworth, Kate Kilgour, Kathleen Schcley, Katie

Lindsay Spindler, Liz Clark, Luisa Jeffery,

Bell, Katie

Maya Gunnarson, Mia Tukulj,

Sarah Denham, Sarah Hubbs, Shannon Cooper, Tori

Ball.

Hanna Nowers,

Hilary MacMillan, Jen

Doherty, Katy Langill, Kim Regan, Laurence Rivard,
Paige

Thompson, Rebecca

Tory Boeckh, Trish Nixon

Salpeter, Sara Russell,

Ashleigh Saunders, Emily Fleming,

Hanna Nowers,

Gobin, Maggie Murphy, Monique Miller.

Naomi

Kate McLaughlin, Leah Semple, Lindsay

Doerge, Robyn Biumberg, Sarah Eshani,

Stephanie Fauquier, Stephanie Gobin

Lily

Roshna Rozdan, Sara

Simeran Bachra

Aya Hafidh, Bonia Hui, Dilshaan Panjwani, Holly Hudyma, Jenna Herman,
Austin, Kara Laudi, Kate Easton,

Lehman

Prudence

Li,

Rachel Bu, Sandy

Wu,

Julia

Howe,

Kara

Tori Abbott, Victoria

Manon Adams,

Emily Hsu, Hubie Yu, Jackie Kanitz, Katie Ko, Lauren Bradeen,

Miranda Trevor, Murielle Osien, Nicole Martin, Nikki

Barfield,

Doerge,

Plavsic,

Jill

Abernethy, Tory Beckh, Katie Butler, Kate Chippindale,

Denham, Becky

Eckler, Wallis

Meg Chippindale,

Edwards, Alana Leckie, Jennifer Lee,

Liz Clark, Sarah

Katie Lloyd,

Amy

Mackay,

Hila7 Molyneux. Anna Moore, Sasha Nanji, Georgia Nowers, Carly Parsons and Ms. Ketchum

Nicoic Abemethy.
Cole.

Adnenne

.Archibald,

Morgan Cuthbenson, Rachel

Sam

Davies.

Chelsea Minz. Kirsten Morson. Jane

Bisnaire, Jacqui Carl,

Ton

Chippindale, Sydney

Rebecca Lehman, Luana Lim, Kathryn McKinnon,

Philips.

Victona Stephens, Nicole Thombury, Liz

Womdl.

Cnstina Osono. Lauren Dinely, Georgia Bradley and Ms. Parker

Susie Hartkorn, Charlotte Giacomelli, Alexa Goldson, Jessie Denison, Ali Ross, Kelly

Emma Smith, Morgan
Dalana

Parris,

Estey,

Emma

Beqaj, Laurence Rivard,

McDowell,

^amantha Rose, Laura Ashton,

Sophie Denison, Luisa JefFery, Paige Thompson, Mr, Ross and Mr. Hamilton

Alex Mihic, Ava Mustos,
Fischer, Lizzy
Sylvester,

Emma Watson,

Fiona Martyn,

Whelan, Mackenzie Knowles, Maddie

Meghan

Iris

Gottheil,

Carr-Harris,

Jade Borlinha, Jennifer

Madison

Sain,

Maggie

Holland, Patty Facy, Rachel Tobin, Varhini Kanishkan, Ms. Kunstadt, Ms.

Hoeven, and Ms. Holmes

Andrea Teslia, Carol Lee, Daisy

Hanna Nowers, Hubie Yu,
Katie

Kosa,rica

Wu, Georgia Desjardins, Gillian Cook,
JM Wong, Joyce Ho, Juliann Desjardins,

Jackie Poon, Jen

O'Connor, Katya Knoechelmann, Rachel

Allison, Vivian

Ho, and Ms. Bennett

Caitlin

MacDonald, Caroline

Naomi

Tudhope, Stephanie Shuter, Ms. Glennie, and Ms.

Gilbert, Jackie Rhind, Katie Lloyd,

Megan

McCann

Chippindale,

Anastassia Dokova,

Audrey Denny. Dam

Chnstie, Isabel Jalai.

Bingley. Emily

Hsu. Frances MacLellan,

Gillian

Martha Deeks, Nicky Powell, Ophelia Lau, Quinn McCallum, Rashna

Razdan. Sarah Andreyko. Steph Pennal. Sydney Binnington, Tori Carl, Ms. Parker

Alessandra Cecconi, Dilshaan Panjwani, Erin McDonald, Heather Evans, Hillary
Jacqui Carl, Julia

Nora

Howe,

Ball,

Juliana Faircloth, Kaitlyn Saunders, Kara Austin, Nicole Bryck

Beqaj, Olivia Pierratos, Victoria Stephens,

and Ms. Buchanan

Ali Ross, Allison

Yung, Gladys Osien, Jess Blom, Katie

Bell,

Lara Snucins, Laurence

Rivard, Liz CiifFord, Prasidha Pratop, Sarah Ehsani-Armaki, Steph Gobin,

Gambin

and Ms.

Aja Ison, Alejandra Mihic, Claire Sandilands, Jane
Kim, Katie Farrand, Lauren Carroll, Lizzy

Sonia Jain, Taylor Ostoich and Ms. Parker

Sr/jnt

Swim Team

Mexis Folk, Alexis Martin, Alice Park,

Amy Zipursky,

Camilla Crompton, Candice Dwyer, Carolyn

McDonald, Chiara Arevelo, Ciara Pendnth, Emily Gilmour, Emily Tyen, Hilary

Gamer, Juliann
Michelle Persad,

Desjardins, Kate

Samantha

Gamer, Lorraine Au, Margot Shafran, Melanie

Harris, Sarah Andreyko,

Bell, Inta Gaikis, Jillian

Argiros, Micaela Alon,

Yu-Ting Ma, and Ms, Stegenga

Phillips,

Jennifer Fischer, Jenny

Whelan, Mackenzie Knowles, Rachel

Davies,

student Life

11

fl

Narrator

Tori

1

Sung

Narrator 2

Celia McConnell

Narrator 3

Claire O'Neil

Narrator 4

Caroline Hall

Harry Potter

Charlotte

Hermione Granger

Ron Weasley
Albus Dumbledore
Professor Snape

....Taylor

Graham

McKerlie

Gaby Litman
Zoe Knowles
Katie Seggie

Rebecca Singer
Professor McGonagall ...Jessica Baker
Professor Quirrel

Lord Voldemort

Rubeus Hagrid

Maya Lowenstein
Happy Muller
Aunt Petunia Dursley
Uncle Vernon Dursley
Dudley Dursley/Radio Voice #2
Draco Malfoy
Neville Longbottom

Carling Hunt
Allison Russell

Marci Shaver
Kate Caldarone

r

Elaine Tobin

Harry
Potter

and the Philosophers Stone

Percy Weasley/Professor Flitv^ick ...Carolyn Bryck

Mrs. Weasley/Madame Hooch

Susan Bones/Wizard

Hannah Abbott/Wizard
Sorting Hat
Lee Jordan/Train Voice
Crabbe/Radio Voice #2

Goyle/Wizard 3

Amanda Lewis
Kaelyn Lupyrypa

1

2

Kelsey Harrison

Anna

Stanton

Kaye Sutherland
Hayley Miller
Camilla Akbari

Yasmin Siddiqui
Andrea Naylor
Gerry Anthony

Script

Choreography
Tickets

Caroline Sabayle

Program/Cover Design
Musical Direction

...

Andrew Naylor
Morgan Roy
Jamie

Lamb

Andrew Naylor
Yasmin Siddiqui
Set Design

Jennifer Colleran

Cast Display

Judy MacLellan
Luanne Schlueter

Lighting

3:

Production Staff
Miss Judith Friend

Director

Emily Herczeg

Assistant Director

Stage Manager
Stage

Vincci

Crew

Orchestra Conductor ....Mrs. Sharon Reynolds
Script Editor

Dr. Lesley Peterson

Movement Coach

Mr. Gregory Leech

Janet

Lauren Ing
Linda Ren
Lighting Operator.... Elizabeth Papierz

Props

Meredith Li

Sound Operators

Emma Alter
Julia

The

Hong

Merrik Morgan

Choreographers: "Nocturne".... Kenda Shaheen

Beth Davies

Chung

Sarah Diamond

Varmuza

Dreann
The Court

Team

Theseus
Hippolyta

Kate McLauchlin
Sarah Basinski

Egeus ....Conlin Delbaere-Sawchuk
Philostrate

Esha Jain

The

The Lovers

Costume Crew.

Caroline

Lo

Robyn Blumberg

Amy Spooner
Make-Up Crew.

Hair Crew.

Fairies

Hermia

Rachel Penny Oberon

Helena

Beth Davies Titania

Ly Sander
Demetrius

Sanzhar Sultanov Puck
Erik Reed Peaseblossom

Peter Quince

Seymore Fleck

Nick Bottom

Liz Hilson

Francis Flute

Ella

Sarah Basinski

Kate McLauchlin

Emily Herczeg Mustardseed
Chloe Sullivan Fairies

loana Freise

Melissa Heisey

Katie Dorian

Kenda Shaheen
Susan Andrews
Seymore Fleck
Andrea Ng

Jenny Hong Fairy Ballerina

Snug

Donna Lindal
Katie O'Connor

Tom

Lizzy Redington

Robin Starveling

Snout

Amy MacKay

Fairy Singers

Sarah Nation

.Caitlin McAllister

Dina Gordon

Indian

Kalon Haggith

Sprites

Boy

Safa Sultanov

Conlin Delbaere-Sawchuk
Eric Wilson

Erin Julien

Meilene

Set Painting.

Lam

Emma Alter
Lorraine

Au

Zoe Share
Rachel Allison
Liz Clifford

Katie Dorian

Dani Cuthbert

Alex Douglas

Chloe Daniels

Priya Jain

Vicky Duong

Orchestra

Olivia Mussells

Georgina Eklof-Grey

Ng

Alisse Hannaford

Phyliss Lee

Ma

Lindsey Bevan

Julia Peniston

Rebecca Piercey

Andrea

Justine Reisler

Stephanie Shuter

Special Effects.

Publicity.

Chung

Vincci

Rowan

Lisa Gait

Cobweb

The Mechanicals

Jackie Frisch

Ali Pitfield

Emily Ramshaw

Jessie

Violinist.

.

Jennifer Choi

Chloe Sullivan

Fiona Penny

Jane Zhang

.Charlotte Giacomelli

Justine Reisler

Samantha Jenkins
Yu-Ting Ma

Nicky Powell

Naomi Tudhope

Cello.

1

Left to Right:

Ms. Wong, Ms. Lim, Ms. Byrne, Ms. Sandy(Semor Don), Ms.

Forcer,

Ms. Rankin, Ms. Switzer

where you write something about your friends and your friends write something
for you. Little as it may mean at that time, when the alumni reunions happen and clippings out of the yearbook are read, shown and\
passed around, the true values of those few lines are revealed only then. The end of the school year offers a unique opportunity for students
and Residence staff to reflect on their year of learning together. It's a time to recognize efforts, celebrate achievements, acknowledge
challenges, and look forward to the year ahead.
Each residence student is one of many, but all found their niche. Everyone had their
unique talents that propelled them to a higher level of success, in residence and in their own lives. The Residence Dons, of course, were
an integral part in the Branksome community. Each don has demonstrated a desire to share her knowledge and experience with the girls
in order to encourage them in their personal and spiritual growth. All this took place during our trips to the movies, restaurants with out
families, themed parties and shopping expeditions, which provided considerable fun and enjoyment for all of us here. Branksome girls
are truly special, and the philosophy within the residences has been one of an extended family whereupon successes were celebrated ana
sorrows shared between new life-long friends. For the graduating girls, final year has been all about spending late nights with friends,
talking about life and career and reminiscing about the years past and the things to come. We all wish you the best of luck and happiness
in your future endeavorsll -All year long, we have taken snapshots celebrating both ordinary moments and special events. We hope thai
these moments forever stay in the memories of the 65 girls of Z005-Z006 as it was definitely a year to remember.

The

best part

Residence

about the yearbook

is

the yearbook entries -

Dons 2005-2006

HEAD5 Of Houses
Macmill

^

Ainslie

Gladys Osien

Jenny

Sherhourne
Genevieve

Huh

Antono

HOH

this year vcas a blessing).
The MacNeill Residence was lively and
cozy. There were many good times and
lifelong friendships werg made. I know

Being

MacNeill had as much fun
it was singing and
dancing, saying random things or just
our KIMCHI addiction we all enjoyed

third

Communal

bathrooms,

marathons,

brilliant

Yeahl

It

the girls in

This year,

house

other's

company.

Being

HOH

was a great opportunity to get some
House Unityl Thanks MacNeilligans,
guys you made this year so much
funl

I'll

miss

you

all

next

year.

has been already

and ready

go further.
I became a head of Ainslie

independent

as I did. Whether

each

my

year as a part of Branksome Hall.
made me more
Branksome
has

and I am

very

to

happy

to

make my

house fun in my graduating year. I will
miss my young grade 8 and 9 "kids",
creative res foods,

GY Friends.

and my

res dons,

and

my last year was the
most fun and memorable year in my life!
I

wish

gluttony, shopping

themes

are
girTs

close

heart.

these joys

and laundry
every

to

not

Indeed,

and

perils

of

only

have

who
House last
now boast of having some of
complete

moved

Sherhourne

the

crisises

Residence

living together

allowed the
into

Fall to

movie
roomates,

strangers

most precious memories possible;
also boast of having found

we can
those

friends,

who we know would

stand by us for the

rest

of our

lives.

We had
Junior

much fun being

so

Dons

and baking

class

the

We had

this year.

Food
baking

competition, as well

as food fair of different countries.

With

from Ms.

all the help

and

the kitchen staff,

Wong
Ms.

especially

Sandy, we had an awesome and
successful year *muah*. Tltanks to all

of you who had helped with the three

We

Residence kitchens.

had made

an

and

the kitchens so clean

appealing without

make our

would not

your helpl You

all

job easierl This will be such

We

unforgettable experience for us.

you

love

all.

Good

luck girls I

This year, the entertaiiiinent committee planned
several fun, exciting
residence.

Early

and

in the

cultural events for the

we went

year

and Bowling with SAC. Late
seeing Blue

As
and

Man

skiing.

Wonderland

the girls enjoyed

fall,

Group along with

the weather got colder, the girls

to

other shows.

went

ice

skating

The junior dons also worked on creating

stronger bonds with other schools residences.

Taking up a

an easy

responsibility

is

new

task, but being the

Dons

committee Junior

is

not

even harder.

Despite all the challenges that

lie

ahead of us, it is still amazing to
be a part of the residence council.
Moreover, we learnt

languages at the end of this

different

year for

speak eight

to

freel!

to celebrate

I hope our initiative

and

introduce diverse

cultures within the residence

and

throughout Branksome continues

throughout

It is

many

years that

a great opportunity

Sports Junior Dons.

wonderful year
all the

fun.

Res

to

girls

ahead

lie

for us to be

has been a

It

gather around with

and we had

so

much

Everyone was getting so excited

be involved in variety sports

to

activities.

Through family challenges, we got
to

It is

a great responsibility

Don and

it is

to

be

an Art Junior

also a special experience to

participate in residence

life.

Decorating the

know

each other more

which was

We

full

of laughter and

birthday board

year

to

be fun.

and

is

the dinning hall for the

a great

task.

We

hope

this

will

giggles.

so enjoyed the time shouting

running around
special dinner

and had

developed a harmonious community

in the

always remember

and

gym and we
this unforgettable

timel Special thanks to

Ms. Switzer

helping out the sports committee.

Rez

girls

have made a wonderful

memorable yearlHurrayllH!

U
and

AiNSLIE

Sherbourne

Left

To Right: Kristen Wapshare, Beverly Rhyno, Socorro Camaya, Theima,
Tony Manickaraj, Bryan Hunte, Alvin Waldron, Carol Neufeld, Bozena Lanik,
Stella Czaja, Anna Paszkowska, Teresa Podkowa, Ruth Heathcote,
Hortence Waite

Left to Right:

Sharon Reynolds, Larry Gerow, Nancy
Yasmin Siddiqui, IVIary Wood

Olfert,

Bob

Rice, Judith Friend,

Left to Right: Laura Bincik, Jennifer

Stumborg, Jennifer

Frieda Ross, Joanne Colwell

IVIurray,

Orshy Kenez,

Dell Walton,

Medland, Kimberly Brooker, Laura Eusden, Judy Nyman,
Jenni Les Pierre, Jennifer Colleran, Jan Howard, Evita Strobele,
Cheryl Stulberg

Left to Right: Sally

Absent: Phyllis Pollard

I

Left to right:

Absent:

Paulo Ferreira, John Cox, Karel Hlobil, Eugene Zenger, Brian IVIaillard,
Rocael Lima, Don Gauthier, Adam Rhyno, Andrew Koshurin, John Preston

Heyam

Demirer, Garfield

Rhyno

Left to Right: Diana Parker, IVIonica Kunstadt, Jackie Bennett, Lily

Gambin,

Carlene Rotherham, Kathy Stegenga, Jessa Duffy, Barbara Glennie

Left

To Right: Bob Douglas, Allison Campbell-Rogers, Nathalie Millette, Aija Zommers,
Jane Manning-Marshall, Teresa Hancock, Jarrod Baker, Kate Hebdon,
Nadine Mouftah, Colleen Ketchum, Linda Perrott, Stephanie Supino,
Ian

McVay

Grad Messages

Yasin,

Sohani Amarasekera

We

proud of you! You have created a big
difference in the world. We can't beHeve you have
grown up so fast! From a scared Uttle grade two, to
a brave prefect in a red kilt, you have given your all
at Branksome. We couldn't have asked for a better
daughter and sister.
are so

Congratulations on your Graduation!

We're proud of you and love you

Mom,

lots!

Dad, Sonali, Grandma and Grandpa

Love Forever,

Mommy,

Daddy, Sara, Camilla, John, Chang WuFei,

and Bob

Congratulations on your

graduation

Emma!

With much love

Mom and

Dad

Dearest Sarah (Bunda),
You have grown into an

amazing young woman.
Your deep sense of fairness
makes you a loyal friend.
You leadership skills and
perseverance have brought
success and will take you
far. Don't stop reading and
dreaming! We are all so
proud of you! Much love,

Mom, Moo

and Claire

(and Charlie)

Congratulations, Laura! You're

BH survivor!

Time has flown

now an

since that

official
first

day

you skipped into JK. Now you're graduating with
wonderful memories of your time at Branksome.
reading in the rowboat, flute recitals. Outward
Bound, rowing coaches, special teachers, good
times and great friends. We're so proud of you and
all you've accomplished. Love always. Dad, Mom
and Katty.
.

Georgia barnng
Today,

You have

our lives with happiness since the
first day of your arrival. We have watched you grow
and mature into the beautiful young lady you are
today and these cherished memories will be with us
filled

Inviting future
will

forever.

We

Childhood and high school behind you.
There you stand.
Well poised, wings spread
And eyes wide open,

Where you

proud of your achievements.
Congratulations on this milestone.
are so

You

P.S.

With

all

of our

love,

To our beautiful young woman who
pride and joy each and every day.

fills

Go

forward to the next stage of your

we

all

you now and

life

and Dirk.

us

all

with

knowing

forever.

Gab and Pop; Diane, Mark, Hana and
Elaine, James, Caitlin and Owen;
John, Heather,

.

are

With love,
Dad and Mom

Mom Dad and Shane

love

make
come true.
our dream come true

All of your dreams

Jesse; Jamie,

Imagine! Ten years at Branksome Hall! Congratulations
on your Graduation Emma. You are beautiful, clever, -and
ambitious young lady and we are in awe of you and your
various achievements. Felicitaciones!!! We are so proud
of you. RememberDANCE as though no one is watching you,
LOVE as though you have never been hurt before,
SING as though no one can hear you.
Live as though heaven is on earth.

Luke and Aiden; Katherine, Kaspar

We

love

you today and every day.
Eddie, Nora, Maggie and Mousie

Love

Mom,

LIFE

IS

A GIFT

The ABC's of Emma Jane Beqaj
A
B

is for

her Albanian roots, that nobody knows where that

is for

Beqaj, which learning to spell

C is for her charisma,

it,

is just like

is

a quiz

that shines through her eyes

D is for the determined one,

who

is

also quite shy

E is for Emma Jane, named after her great grandmother

F is for her father that she is in sync with

like

no other

G is for

Gabby and Poppa, her wonderful grandparents

H

happiness, which she brings to us at every event

I

is for

her independence, even though she

is for

J is for Jen, who

to

her

K is for the kindness,
L

is for

M

is for

is

quite a soft touch

has added so very much

that she often

shows

to

so

many

the unconditional love that she has from her family

is for

N

life,

money

the

that she does love to

nocturnal, that that she

is

spend

until the nights bitter

end

O is for the opinionated one that she can often be
P is for her personality and that s with a capital P

Q is for all the questions that she asked as she grew up
R

is for

her restlessness that will take her

S

is for

her siblings of which she is one of six
travel, that she wants to do pretty damn quick

T is for

U is for all

Us who

will

V is for her victories

W
X

is

Y do I say

We

back at our own home

the excitement, that she brings

all

own

Emma

Dad

love you very

much

and we hope

of this, because we love her so dearly
that we can see all so clearly

Z is for the zest for life
Congratulations

left

that she accomplished on her

Wendy, her mother and her very special friend

is for

Love

be

to the top

will never

end

r

Katie Butler

You have given us much more than you have taken

many wonderful ways. Thank you
to

in so

for the opportunities

watch you, learn with you and learn from you. Thank

you

for your smiles.

Thank you

for sharing so

many

of your friends, experiences, the rowing and even the
surprises!

We

are

overwhelmed with

miss waking up to your ever-present

"monkey business" .in years

to

pride.
spirit

come. With

We will
and
all

all

the

the love

from our hearts made bigger and softer by you being
you. Live your dreams!

Mom, Dad and Doug

Katie,

Our

sincere congratulations

on your Graduation and

our best wishes for continued success with love and
respect.

Nana

& Gramps

Katie B.P
Congratulations to you and to Branksome.

You have

both worked hard to achieve your successful

With

love,

results.

Granny and Grandad

Camille Bayliss
Congratulations to our Branksome
survivor! All the way, from Mrs.
Medland's kindergarten and singing,

—

swimming and ballet fast forward
through fourteen years of fun,
frivolity and much hard work! With
your many talents and a readiness
to help others, you have shown
yourself to be a highly capable
student with a bright fiature ahead.
Much love, admiration and support
always. Mummy, Daddy, Tiffany
and Darcy.

Carolina Caro

My dear daughter,
I

am

Tory, we're very proud of your

accomplishments
at

in the classroom,

school dances, at Outward

Bound, on the baseball diamond,
the field

hockey

court, the

rugby

field,

the basketball

field and,

God

for giving

me

a daughter like you.

are the pride

Sandra

of

course, the hockey rink. And,
importantly, you've

so grateful to

and joy of my life. Stay as you are always;
maintain the depth of your emotions, so special and so great
to your mother. You have completed one of the most important
and valuable stages of life: school. I wish you success in
achieving all your goals during the next stage that awaits you.
With all my love,

You

most

made some

great fiiends you'll treasure forever.

Congratulations and love always

- Mom, Dad, Steve and Poochie.

Dearest daughter,
I am so very proud of you. You are standing in the threshold of
your future, one in which we all wish you a plentiful harvest
of success. Congratulations for having applied yourself and
completed the first stage of schooling. You will always be in

my

heart.

Your

father,

Vicente

who

loves you very

much,

Dear Kate,
Congratulations!

Ashley Carter

A remarkable journey, these past 7 years!
To our Special Angel:
We love you will all our

hearts and couldn't be
prouder. In your 12 years at Branksome you've
matured from a sweet innocent child into a capable,
responsible, beautiful young woman. It's official

serve you well into the future.We admire your academic

success and the balanced person you have become!

have been a strong role model to

Pumpkin-you've "earned your wings" and now off
you fly! Know that our love goes with you and you

we know

always be in our hearts.
Love and happiness always. Mom, Dad, Beau and

but

Belle.

Mom,

will

Jennifer

Caven

You have

developed wisdom and a strength of character that will

that

Meg

know

that

and Tori, and

whatever path you choose,

continued learning and development.

we

love and support

You

it

will lead to

We will miss you,

you always!

Love xoxo
Dad,

Vincci

Meg & Tori

Chung

With great pride and affection
We congratulate you
on your Graduation from Branksome.
It doesn't seem that long ago that you were just
starting to walk and talk. Now high school is
over and the world awaits. We know that you will
succeed in whatever path you choose to follow.

Congratulations for all the things that you have
accomplished, the challenges you have met, the
goals you have achieved, the diploma you have
received and for being our beloved daughter who
has strived hard to write a success story for herself
Believe in yourself, follow your dreams and reach

With

With

love.

Mom, Dad and

Matt

for

your world of tomorrows.
all

Dad and

our love.

Mom

Jessica

Cobran

Congratulations!

We

are

proud of you, and wish

you

all

the very best.

Love,

Mom, Dad and Family

Naomi Doerge

Congratulations Morgan!

We

are proud of you!

Our little princess has grown up!
you and we love you.

Love

We

are

proud of

Eric

Alexander

Mummy,

Madison

Daddy,

Patsy, Jim,

Mom

Lily,

Bobbi

Luke

& Jake

& Fionn

Dad

Beth Davies

Thoughtful
Enthusiastic

Respectful

Bevan, to days of inspiration. Shout

Exceptional listener

own

Surmounts

Life's

all

obstacles

Adorable
Tutti,

you go. Even in the hard and tough
times, your smiling face would be there to carry us through.
all

admire your

friendly, lighthearted, caring attitude

always willing to help those in need. Teresa, though your
at

Branksome has come

to

an end,

it is

and
life

only the beginning

new journey: Think wisely, act responsibly, and always
remember to take Christ with you wherever you go.
We are proud of you, Tutti, and we love you!
Congratulations, Daddy, Mommy, Moura and Rico
of a

out loud, you

wild ride

starts

on the 42 bus

to the

White

•

Chffs of?

your energetic and enthusiastic nature has never ceased

to illuminate every place

We

it

the dog!

Reach for the top and while you're up, make us a
cup of tea.
If the crabwalk fails, Zee will always be there.
You've. .chaaarmed us - you are so much more
original than any of us!
For the role of parents, you are our Oscar.
2""^ star
Piper Doon!
to the right.
.

.

.

1,000 sweet kisses

LOVE

Maj,

Faj,

Zee,

G&G,

Scottishe

& Peeps.

Seymore Fleck

much praise
work and dedication. I am

Congratulations on your achievement:
for your years of hard

so very proud of you.

Courtney you are a caring, responsible young lady.
You listen far more than you speak and we believe
this enables you to have incredible judgment,
strong intuition and maturity. You are a very kind
person and a true friend to everyone. We couldn't
ask for a better daughter and sister. We are all so
proud of you and looking forward to celebrating
with you-your future goals. We congratulate you
on your Graduation and on the world of exciting
opportunities to come! We love you with all our

Kate Fish

Alix
lives

Congratulations Katie-Pooh,

we

are all so very

your dad

Mummy and

we admire your generous

smile, your hard

from the moment you were born
and have shone your light on us ever since. "Keep
Well The Road" Monk- never forget your family,
friends and those who have inspired you along The
Road but above all else, "to thine own self be true".

up our

love,

Congratulations sweetie.
All our love.

Daddy xoxo

lit

.

In the blink of an eye you
have grown into a lovely
and loving young lady. It
is with great joy and pride
that we watch you start on
this next stage of your life.

Mom, Dad and Hayden

You

.

your goals.
kindness.

We

You

work and

spirit

and cheerful

discipline in achieving

are so proud of your integrity

are a loyal

and caring

sister ever and a joy as a daughter.

and

friend, the best

We

will always

be there for you as you head off to pursue your
dreams!

proud of you!!!

With much love from Mom and Mark, Daddy,
Grandma and Bubs and the whole Famn Damily

.

Hayley French

!

hearts!!

.

With love and

Mom,

pride.

Dad, James, Chris and Fergus

Kate, We're so proud of.

Dear Alexandra

.

a.k.a. Ally,

Your quiet strength;
Your genuine voice;
Your mischievous humor;

The

A life well lived travels along many paths, but no
matter

you express;
you are;

All that

one

chairs

meds

Mumma and Deeds
made of snow, our

Sweet Alice,

tomorrow and always.

are so proud of you!

Love

been the

-Jill

Lauren Hanson
Yesterday, today,

xoxo

clay pottery from the

for the guys just wouldn't have

same. Don't leave Kate, just don't leave.

We

—

day.

Everything you'll be

With much love,
Mum and Dad

Our lounge

you roam, the greatest path is the
you back home! Travel well, little
we'll be waiting. Love you forever and a
far

that leads

treasure

All that you've done;

lake and the

how

love

Mom and Patrick

Words cannot express how proud we are of
Our baby has grown into a beauty inside and
out. We wish you continued success in whatever you
do. Thank you for blessing our lives.

you.

Much

love

Mom,

Dad, Monica

xoxoxo

& Mehssa

Joyce

Ho

"Siu-Siu"
Congratulations!

You grow
You ream
You give
You
You
You

are our pride
are our joy
are our love

Be brave
Be strong &
Be Happy!
Keep Well

We
Viv,

the road!

Love You,
Uncle T, Grandma,

Mom & Dad

Meg, Megz, Meggie

Tiffany,

cliche but

been so

fast!

Congratulations on your

It's

Graduation!

We have no doubt that you will be
You

We

it's

are smart, beautiful, articulate, caring

confident.

love you!

We are

so proud of you.

Love,

Mom, Dad and Kenneth

All our love.

Mom, Dad (&

The years have

We are

flovra

you are graduating.

Congratulations
Shelley!

Poppa)

Cara Klein

Shelley Kanitz

You made

before
it!

so proud of

we knew

it

It

by so quickly and
started at a

your passion for horses and

riding took over and helped to

mold you

love

Mom,

into the

dedicated and compassionate person you have

Go

For

It.

.

.

Wherever you may

find yourself,

always remember, "if you never

We

now

young age and

become. Believe, Dream Big, Take Risks and

you.

you

never know".

lots

sad, get

Dad, Jackie

and Coco

When times

try,

you

will

are tough, "don't get

mad". Congratulations Ketzel, you have

worked hard and we

Mom,

Love always,

are so

proud of you.

Dad, Ryan, Libby and

Stewie

Blair,

Katers

"This above

all to

thine

You were adorable then
still

own

self be true"

Hamlet

successful in

— and you

are!!

But since then, you have added

Stay true to yourself

maturity,

Love

intelligence, dedication,

Mom and Dada

and so many more

humour, kindness,

make you

charm

qualities that

so easy love

— now and

forever.

Congratulations, Graduate!

Love,

Mum, Dad

& Kylie

and

life.

Dear Madeline;

Maddie Marovino
Congratulations Maddie!

We

are

life's

this

milestone on

possible with

commitment

proud of you as you complete

journey. Everything

and determination. Let

is

integrity,

compassion and honesty

guide you towards your dreams.

With Joy and Peace,
Mom and Athir

We Love You Forever

It was September 1 992 when you first stepped onto the school
bus for your first day at the "big school" - junior kindergarten - that's when your journey as a student began. We have
watched you with awe as you navigated through these school
years learning new things and learning about yourself We are
very proud of whom you have become. We are excited about
what life has in store for you." Be kind, be strong, don't ever be
afraid. The world is yours. Thanks for the wonderful memories. With all my love.

Dad

Alexis Martin

Dear Stacey Louise,

Congratulations Lexi!

From JK suspenders
To

We

are all so

your next

proud of you and looking forward

step!

to

GY red tie.

Congratulations to a true survivor!

You

are a beautiful person

And we

are so very

proud of you.

Love,

Mom,

Pete,

Dad, Elin,

Geoff, Eliza, Kate,

"Love you,"

Mum,

Dad, and Simon

Dearest

Lilli,

Congratulations Kelly!

Wow,
Congratulations on this occasion of your
Graduation.

you

May your star always

find happiness to

truly a

shine and

may

match your success. You

are

remarkable individual.

Branksome

it's

hard to believe you've been

since kindergarten.

All our love,

Mom,

Dad, Chris

xoxoxo

From your first step as you
began kindergarten to your
last step on Graduation,
Branksome has been a big
part of your life. As you
remember

leave

the great

experiences you had, the

wonderful friends you have
and all the fun times along
the way. Sarah, keep well the
road. We are so proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Erin (and Coco)

Sachi
are of you

have accomplished in so few years.

new adventures

await you!

baby with the shock of red
intelligent

world

is

From

you
Just think what

and
the

all that

punk rock

hair, to the elegant

and

red-headed beauty you have become, the

your

oyster.

Grab

it

with both hands and

happy

amazing person whom we have always been proud
of If we had to choose a daughter and a sister, we
would choose you. You truly inspire us.

Mom, Dad and Julia

How proud we

are so

you've had such a great experience. You are an

With love always,

My Beauty, Emily:

We

at

Congratulations!

You've made us proud yet
again. We wish you success
and fulfillment. Find the best
in others and the world is a
little

better place.

savor every morsel.

Our

Love you more than chocolate cake
Mummy, Charlie and Tiggy

always

-

hearts are with

Mama and Papa

you

Hannah Nowers

Dearest Julia,
Finally,

your

1

3 years at

Branksome

are over.

We

While mastering the dissection of eyeballs you also

Congratulations on your graduation.

learned the chemistry of true friends.

proud of the way you have developed

While sporting

a fabulous purple

pimp costume

for

Campbell you found good judgment.
While you remember fondly your Branksome world,

are so

into an

extremely bright, talented and successful woman.

look to the sky for two special stars lighting your way.

Always keep your joie de vivre and sense of humor
and the world will be yours. We love you very
much. Now on to university.

We

Love,

love

you dearly and know

that this

beautiful beginning.

Mom,

end

is

also a

Dad,

mom,

Sara and Elizabeth

Jack, Scott, Georgia and Slater.

Christie Preston

A.K.A. Bud, Dreamy and Cookie (thx Mr. Beattie!)
A.K.A. Honours Student, Gold Medal Rower, Nutrition
Expert and Fitness Nut
A.K.A. thoughtful, sensitive, curious, competitive,
dedicated and hard working
And now, A.K.A. Branksome Hall grad!
Congrats on achieving this milestone! We're very
proud of you and look forward to sharing many more
milestones in the

Much
Cathy Powell

boys!

love,

Dad,

fiiture.

Mum,

Lindsay, G'ma, G'pa and the

Dearest Ali.,

With those
smile,

curls

and

that

we just knew you

would be a

star!

Love, Dad,

Mom,

Kevin,

Cooper and Mittens

Jennifer Savory (aka Jen)

Soyoun (Alice) Park
Congratulations!

Congratulations on your Graduation!

You have given us smiles
and proved yourself to
be a successful young

woman.
Your

Eum-ma and Apa

are

You have made

and along the way turned
into a wonderful young woman! Juggle lots
you certainly have but we know Branksome has
prepared you well, and we are very proud of your
it,

very proud of you.

accomplishments.

Love from your family

Lots of love from

Dad

& Mum

Kenda Shaheen
Kandushi, you are a gift from God to our family. We
are blessed and lucky to have you. You have grown
up to be a very thoughtful young woman with the
biggest heart on earth and many talents. Your desire
and determination to learn will only lead you to
success. You always can count on us, your family.
You and your brothers are our life. Smile - life
smiles back at you. Life is beautiful. Love you lots,
congratulation Kandushi.

Baba

Mama Rams

and

Om

Caitlin Stewart

In

Omnia

With

lots

Paratus!

of love from

Mom, Dad

and Sarah

Julia

MiaTukulj

Varmuza

fun.

from the moment you were born, our lives
have been very interesting and full of memories.
You are the best friend, sister, and aunt (and second
daughter too) for whom anyone would wish. As you

We are very proud of you.

remember

Jules,

Congratulations!!!

Always

stay true to yourself

and never forget

to

have

leave for university and what adventures

Enjoy
week!

Love,

Mom,

Dad,

Max

Lots of love always,
Mom, Dad, Tasy, Quill and

Congratulations on your Graduation

ANNIE-

of life, spirited nature and

enthusiastic attitude lead

you

We are very proud of you.
All our love,

Mom,

Ro

Anne Vranic

Anne Voorheis

BEAN!
May your love

life,

life offers,

we

love you.
Jules, and don't forget to call us every

that

Dad, Kate and Star

to

many

great things!

Anne, we are so proud of you! It seems like only
yesterday that we watched you take your first
steps into school and now we stand in awe of the
remarkable, beautiful and unique young woman you
have become. We love you much-much. The future
is yours and we are behind you every step of the
way!

Love from Mom and Dad, Grandma and Grandpa,
Claire and Iva, Bailey and Lucy

My

little

rose-bud Chelsea reluctantly

left

our

home

Nassau 4 short years ago to pursue her education at
Branksome. I cried then because she was sorely missed
and I cry today because the rose-bud under the direction
of Karen Murton has become one of the most beautifiil
roses on the rose bush. I am proud and honoured to be
the mother of such a dedicated, courageous, focused and
beautiful girl but I am most proud of the compassionate
spirit that she has developed due to the influence of the
school. Her devotion to her school and studies will take
her wherever she wants to go and I hope she remembers
the foundation that Branksome has set and continues to
give back even long after she's gone. To Branksome 's
faculty and family I say a job superbly done! May God
Bless you all and continue to give you the wisdom,
courage and good health to continue making this world a
in

better place.

Your Loving

Kaleigh

Mom

Zimmerman

Mom, Dad and Alex

Wong

Congratulations, Jennifer!

We are

so proud of you and your achievements.
Your positive and can do attitude, hard working and
determination to succeed will take you to wherever
you want to be. There is a whole new exciting world
waiting for you. Enjoy that and remember we are

always here for you.

With

Your sense of adventure always seems to take you to
the front of the boat. As you sail off to University,
we know that your experiences at Branksome will
serve you well. You have come through an exciting
chapter of your life in a wonderful school. Congratulations on your Graduation! University is going to
be a fantastic new voyage. We wish you all the best,
not only for university, but for your future!

Love

Jennifer W. Y.

all

our love,

Mon, Dad and Dominic

Amy Zipursky
Here's to you and your wonderful years at
Branksome! Listening to Bob Dylan all the way to
school, listening to you all the way home, making
us laugh, watching you go off to South Africa,
spending time with your friends. What a joy it has

been!

Love,

Mom and Dad

Your licence from Young
Drivers Is

. .

Biaor and Buenni!

y^X
1

>^
Gill Pryor

We will never forget the

look on your face

learned you would start at Branksome.

were

startled

when you

We know you

and we suspect you were scared. The

day you wore plaid was a big

Our investment

in

moment

for the future

With

Weekend, Evening and

love,

Holiday courses avaiable!

Call (4161 322-7000 or Visit

www.yoHngdrivers.com

Our courses are exceptional, exclusive and

life

saving!

YD Brads receive a FREE 12 montu CAA membersliip!

first

your education will forever pay the

and your curiosity

forward. Congratulations!
in you!

IJ

Yoiae and Egllnton

^^'^^ Eglinton Awe. West

for all of us.

best interest for you. Your experiences have given

maps
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Rii

180 Bloor St. West Ste. 62

Mom,

We

will lead

you

you

have enormous confidence

Dad, Zack and Tor.

...your licence to

INDEPENDENCE and FBEEOOM!

Branksome Grad s

Building Unlimilod Partnerships

BRANKSOME HALL ALUMNAE ASSOCIATION
Congratulations to the Class of 2006

Together But Different: Find Your Voice

Compliments

of

THE BRANKSOME HALL PARENTS' ASSOCIATION
...Aren't

Parents Wonderful

...

It's

a Whole Page for Autographs\

Photographers and Layout Artists

Jess Blom, Hayley French,
Joyce Ho, Priya Jain, Sarah
Morgan, Phyllis Lee, Gillian
Pryor, Chanelle Ramsubick,
Alice Heisey, Esther Huang,

Kenda Shaheen

Slogan Grads

o

O
o

O

O

o

Ahoy!
With all our intense training at cam!
in August, we started in Septembe
knowing that this would be the be:
voyage ever! This voyage would mea
long nights of hard worl<, (sometime
until

10 at night and then returnin

at 7 in the morning). Lots of fun

to

w£

be had, of course, especially

our crazy photo shoots or debatir
whether or not to order sushi or Th
food for dinner. Nonetheless, all of l
pulled our weights to make this journe
We're proud to hav
successful!
survived

this

incredible

expeditioi

overcoming any sorts of trouble
from tropical storms to sea monster
Carry On!

I

*

